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Tablt of Contmts 
%he whole thinking prk sf &e i h m a t i o d  ~ 8 -  
-jar prt af the former mmbk e@m The mt- 
& atkm~on in ehie d m  ia dby th pmb 
lem d c n l l e d i ~  the ~ a o t  hot- h d  
w o d e r : i n ~ s p h e r e t h e b r e & ~ ~ p t a u -  
mmm a parkicalarly olea-t ~hazach~~ Buk a cor- 
W evaluation of a d k c h v h  , . khl is r m ~ ~  wm- 
ouk a ganeral em- d the addht rep~ICtioa, 
Mhereunaneaehhi$ber*mare4Lg&~ 
~ c a e d t h a t w w ~ i p k h e M d ~ M ~ ~  
p P r i , b ~ u n a U ~ r i t 6 ~ a c ! t i c n l d ~ t ~ .  T B e W ~ X a w 3 ,  
I I sad it w d  m, %WdW di#&gmsw&4 if &q 
a r e t h n a g h t o u t t o t h e . S b r r i U ~ r n ~ b .  
in pm+ q 3  the la*r dlom ,a& a &- 
gle themetical mistake IfO be m d e  d b  hpuu&yI 
The m11ec~tim of pmamt holdhp, ia, it irr 
&em% the mwt necwaEy d fdmw&al pad 
a m g d * g o a r f  
ody debmined by the 
W anal*, by the d e  f d r s :  by the height 
of the coant$s ecoDnmic 1 4  kk dat iomb be- 
tween industG a d  rgridtwe and oonsequently by 
the hchnicd m o w  of agriculture iW. 
~ t ~ t i c r ~ i  ia the motive force of the whole 
newer d h r g  am& by ht, the-* cun&able bash 
of a a c i h  In the d t i o n a  af the Soviet Union, 
 tion on meiuta iiret of all the hngth- of 
the base of the pmletariat a8 6 r u b  claar. Simul- 
bneowly, it creatm the materid and technical prem- 
iaea for t h e  coIIectivi&ation of agriculture. The 
t e m p  of both these procseses me interdependent. The 
proletariat is inbereeted in the higheat tempos for these 
prwesses, in so far w the new moiety that ie to be 
created i~ thus beat protected from external danger, 
and at the same time creates a rource for ryatematic- 
d y  improving the material Level of the to* masses. 
However, the tempo that can be accompli~hed is lim- 
ited by the whole material and cultural position of the 
country, by the m u t d  relationship between the city 
and village and by the moat urgent needs of tbe masses, 
who can sacrifice their today for the eake of tomor- 
rclw odg wp #o a cm6& e t .  The best and moat 
advatrtageow k p o s  are those which not pnlg pro- 
duce the most rapid development of industry and wl- 
Iectivization at the given moment, but secure the n e e  
I 
eeerry resiebce of the social d g h e ,  that iB, iirlrt of 
dl the atragkhwing of the alliance of the workers and 
peaaanb, which alone prepares the poseibilitp of fur- 
I 
thet 8UCCeSaeS. 
Fmm this point of view, the general btoricul ccriterl 
ion by which the party and etate leademhip directs the 
bekipmen* of industry as planned economy assumes 
decirive aigdcance. Here two principle variants are , , 
-Me: (a) the coarse described above towards the - ' 
st that 'Cin the a h o w  historid W ( 
a viewpoint). *;A. 
T t r e a e a e t w o & t i n e t , d i n t h e % u d d y + ~  
e&ly oppod theomtied m n q t h a  af ud&m #M F-T 
of h e  flow badc131y Werent atrtutqy and tatia. 
In the bib of thia fme~ord we c m t d  . . 
an- tbe question of the emtmction of eoc i&m in 
one owntry* t. && of our worb are h t e d  fo tb, 
pwticdarly X h  C r i t k b  ef tAB Draft Pmgrma @ 
#h4! Cmawsra*. Here we limit o d v e s  to the fianda- 
&. 
.- . 
m e n u  elamentrp d the gneetim. Let um *all, ihsk 
of dl, that the khewy of aodal ibrn in one country w w  
~ f o m n l a ~ b y s 3 t a l i n i n ~ f d o f l ~ , i a ~ -  
we conkradiction not oalg to dl the td i tbm of p 
Marxism and the achool of Lenin, but even t~ wlht !la - 
Stalin wrote in the spring of the same year,' From 
tBe standpoint of principle, the departare from m- 
ism by &e SCrJini4t ~ ' '  in the que&ion of a d & &  
mnatraetiw ia ru, h &@cant thsn, for 
tlta break of fh German eoeial h c r a c y  with Marp 
inm in the gumtion of wax d prrtriokhn, kt the Ml 
d 1914, that h, exaatly 8ea yeam befere the 0- 
hm ~OrnpA&m haU Wr 8 0 d d  c*.
8t&'r %&taken, as dl as tbe nmista%a9 mf the &JP 
man d l  demmmaqb is wthd r d d h m .  
M a d m  proceedrr -fmm world emnmny, not WI a 
gum of national parts, but as r mighty, 
reality, whioh in creatd by the i h m a t i m d  dnisfoa - 
- l a E d  In lm by me Yilitant . , A .  
ir 
of Iabor and the world market, and, in the pr-t 
epoch, predominatem over the national markeb. The 
productive form8 of capitalist society have long ago 
gram beyond the national frontier. The imperialist 
war was an expression of thb fact. In the productive 
technical respect, socialist rociety must represent a 
higher stage compared to  capitalism. T o  aim tat the 
construction of a nutionallg uokted  socialist eociety 
means, in spite of all temporary ~uceesses, to  pull the 
productive forces backward even as compared to  eapi- 
talism. To attempt, regardless of the geographic, cul- 
tural and historical conditions of the country's devel- 
opment, which constitutes a part of the worid whole, 
to realize a fenced-in proportionality of all the 
branches of economy within national limits, means to 
pursue a reactionary utopia. If the heralds and sup- 
porters of this theory nevertheless participate in the 
international revolutionary struggle (with what ruc- 
cees is a difTerwt question) it is because as hopelese 
eclectics, they mechanicall J combine abstract int ema- 
tiondsm with reactionary utopian national socialism. 
The consummate expression of t h i ~  eclecticism is the 
program of the ComiPtern adopted by. the Sixth Con- 
grew. 
T o  expee completely one of the main theoretical 
mistakes, lying at the base of the national socialist 
conception, we can do nothing better than to quote the 
recently published ~peecb of Stalin, devoted to the 
internaI questions of American Communism.* r 4 ~ t  
would be wrong," says Stalin a g r k t  one of the Am- 
erican factions, '#not to take into consideration the 
Thk spwcb waa delivered on Map 6, 19=, was Bmt gub- 
timed at tZle beginning of IWO, and under auch circum6tances 
that it @quires a '3prog~ammaW' signflane. 
re&. The s@c features are merely t s c p p h m W #  
to  t h e  general featurear." ( B O L B H E ~ ,  NO. 1, lW1 
page 8. Our emphasis.) 
These lines leave nothing t o  be desired in the way 
of clarity. Under the gube of an economic motiv8- 
tion for internatiodhrn, Stalin in reality presentn a . ' q] 
motivation for national aocialiam. It is false that 
world economy is simply s sum of sindar national ., - -;' - . .- I  
parts. f t is false that the specific features are "wwm . ': 1 
& q&mmtargr to  the general features", Iike warts . -. I .. , 
on the face. In reality, the ndional peculiarities &a 
a unique combination of the basic featurea of the world = '  - 
process. Thia originality e m  be of decisive signigc- ' 1 ,  
ance for revolutionary strategy for a number of yearm 
, . . , , . 
It h sdeient t o  r e c d  the fact that the proletariat of 
a backward country has come to pmer many y m  ,- : --4 
before the proletariat of the dvanced countries. 'I?& ' . .  . .-a . :
historic lemon alone &om that in spite of B e  ik 
ig absolutely wrong to h e  the activity of the .Cam- 
m u h t  partiw on nome "general featurn", that b, en 
-, 
an abstract type of 
ally wrong to  contend that 
tionaliem of the Communist 
reality, it mts an the 
state, which has lo 
xi 
as a brake on the development of the prodactive I 
forcw. National capitlrliam cannot be conceived of, 
let done reeomtmcted, except t~ a part of world 
economy. 
The ecamamic pedarities of cIiEemnt coadrien 
are in no way of a mubodinate character: It is enough 
to compare En&# id Iadia, t h e  United States and 
Brad. But the ipecZc features of national economy, 
no matter how gmab enter aa component parte, and 
in increaing measure into the higher reality, which is 
called world economy, and on which alone, in the hal  
d y a i r ,  the internatiodbm of the C o m m h t  partiea 
rat#. 
Stab9# characterization of the national pcdiar- 
ities as a simple "supplement" to the general type, is 
in crying and yet not accidental contradiction to Stal- 
in's understanding (that is, his lack d understand- 
ing) of the law of the uneven development of capital- 
iam. This ~ B W ,  as % known, ia proclaimed by Stalk as 
the moat fundementsl, mod important and univemal. 
With the help of the law of uneven development, which 
he ham converted into an ab~t~r~t ion,  Stalin attempts 
to adve d tbe of d t e n c e .  But it is ~ tound-  
iug: H o  d- not notice that nutiotaccl p&dtg ir bb 
moat g A  pro&# of m m m w ~ a  of &torical d d  
opnwn#, it# +I red& 10 t o  tag. It ia only neces- 
sary to understand this mevexuless correctly, to eon- 
d e r  it to ite full extent, and aho to extend it to the 
precapihlbt pmt. A fader or dower development 
of productive forcee; the expanded, or on the c o -  
trary, the contracted chsracter of whole hirtorid 
epochs-for example, of the middle ages, the guild ays- 
tem, enlightened absolutism, paxlimnentarbm ; the un- 
wea development of the diirerent brancha of economy, 
M e m t  classes, different social institutiom, different 
- 
xii 
7 + - - .  
L U I o f d t ~ ~ . I L . t t b . ~ d ~  r: 
'w *-&". OrighMy of a IP~-& 
tape ie the cryatallhtim of the n m v ~  ,a#? ieb : 
formation. The O c h h  revdution i the & ' -* 
manifestation of the ~~ of the historic pro- 
The theory d the pemmcmt xevo1ution, which mve 
the p r o p &  of the Ootober overtbow, mpportd- it- 
self, by that alone, on the law of mwen WOW & 
velopment, not in ih sbstrsct form, b&h %he rdirterid 
crystallhtion of the d l  and political puliarity 
of Rurrria. 
Stdin resorted t o  the law of anevcm developmat not 
in order to  foresee in time the s e h m  of pwer  by the 
proletariat of a backward country, but in order9 sf- 
ter the fact, in 1924, to  f&t upon the already oie 
torioas proletariat the task of constrackiq a national 
e c i d i s t  society. But it ie preciaeiy here that the law 
of uneven development han 110- to do with the nut- 
hr, for it does not replace nor does it h l i e h  the lam 
of worId econmy; on .the contrary, it is sabodimted 
e0 than. 
By making a f&b of the law of uneven d d a p  
m a t ,  Stdin p m & b  it a ddent brais for n a W  
~ociahn, not ae r tape, common to all comttria, but 
exceptional, Messhk,  purely R d n .  To c w t d  
an independent s o c i d i t  society ia possible, a e m ~  
t o B ~ o n l y i ~ .  BytKsaloneherbttPe 
national peculiarith uf Rwia nd mdy above 
aG&eneral featumm of every capitalint nation, but a h  
above wmld economy as a wh01e~ 'Xrble fs jut where 
the fatal 0aw be&a in the whole Strdin cmcepbh  - 
The pecnIiarity of the U. S. 0. R is .eo immenee thut 
it makee pormie the corntraction d itg own m&&m 
within ite limits, regardless of what )tappas w%h W 
rest of hmnity .  Aa for other colratriea to whicb t$g ' 
xiii 
'< - 
. ,: A d  & 
Messianic seal has not been &ed, their puliaritier 
are only "supplementaryn to the general features, only 
a wart on the face. '(It would be mng", Stalin 
teaches, ((to base the activities of the Communist 
parties on these epeciiic features." This moral holds 
good for the American Communist Party, the Britiah, 
South African and Serbian, but . . . not for the Rus- 
eian, whoae activity is b ~ e d  not on the "general fea- 
tnrebl?' but p d d y  on the "peculiariti~". From 
thie flows the thoroughly discordant strategy of the 
Comintern: while the U. S. 8. R. 'liquidates the class- 
es' and builds na t iod  eocialiam, the proletariat of all 
the other countries, completely independent of actual 
national coaditiona, is obligated to uniform action ac- 
cording to the calendar (Fixst of August, March 
Sixth, eta.). Mweimic nationalism i~ complemented 
by bureaucraticallg abstract internationalism. Thia 
d i s c ~ h n c e  rum through the whole program of the 
Comintern, and deprivee it of any principled signiiic- 
an-. 
If we take England and M a  as the opposite poles 
of capitakt typea, we must state that the intermtion- 
alism of the British and Indian proletariat does not at 
d rest on the &&bfibg of conditions, tasks and 
- methods, but on their inseparable iaterdcpmdme. The 
successes of the liberation movement in Inda pregup- 
pose a xevolutionary movement in England, and the 
other wry around. Neither in India, nor in England 
is it possible to construct an iddependent socialist 
society. Both of them will have to enter as  pad^ into 
a higher entity. In this and only in this rests the un- 
shakable foundation of Marxian internationalhm. 
Only reoently, on March 8,1930, Puma expounded 
St&'# unhappy theory mew, in the eeme that "80- 
c i a h ,  aB a socia~-economic formation", that ia, as a 
xiv 
- ~ e c ~ p ~ e w i c ~ o r g l o f ~ m t h e s ~ d Y  . .?:. 
primtee  against the intervention of capitdht r d r -  - .  . -  :I 
element", is quite mother matter--such a complete v4c- . - .,: - .  A' I -  
tory of soci&sm u&~lly demands the triumph of .;sd 
- 
the proletahin revolution in eeoeral advanced man- 
triesn. What abysmal decline d theoretical thought 1 
was required for such sorry scholasticism to  be ex- 
pounded in a learned guise on the paw of the cen- i -
tral organ of Lenin's party ! If we should assnme for 
a minute the possibility of realizing socialism as a &I- 1 , -4 >! 
ished social symtem in the iadated framework of the 
U. S. 5. R., then what would be the "complete victory" .+ 
-what intervention codd even be talked of thmP The 
soeiaht order of dloeiety pmmppoaea high lev& of 
technique, culture an8 eolidarity of tbs popdation. 
Sinee the U. 3. &. R., at the moment of complete m- 
atruction of s o c i ~ ,  wi l l  have, it muat be asnumed, 
a population of from 200,000,000 ta 260t000,QO0, then 
we a&: What intemntion cod3 be talked of then? 
What capitalbt contry, or coalition of countrien 
would &re t W  of inkemtion under these circum- 
stances? TBe ody oonceivable intervention c o d  be 
4 l '
on the part of the U. 0. S. R. But d it be I&? - 
Hardly. The example d a bsckward oountry, whiiah, - 4 
in the mume of several LUftve year pbmn comkracbd 4 -: 
a mighty eocialiat d & y  with ita own forces would 
mean a death b h  to worId capitslimn, a d  w a d  r 
reduce to a m;nimnm, if not to imo, the mta of the 
worid pxoletarian revolution. Thie is why the whoaa 
SMinht conception w h d y  lea& to f i e  liquidation 
of the Communbt Xnhtional. And reallx, what 
auld  it. hisbricd a i p i d o m c e  be, if the fate of lo& 
. ,' ism is to be decided in the laat wort . . . by the 6. 
1 xv 
plan [State Planning Cmunbion] of the U. 8. S. R.? 
In such a case, the tmk of the Cornintern, along wikh 
the iliustrious 'qriends of the Soviet Union", would 
be to protect the cwetruction of socialism from inter- - 
vention, that is, in atwswe, to  phy the r8le of a fron- 
tier guard. 
The article M y  mentioned above  attempt^ to  
strengthen the corrmtnms of the Staliniart conception 
with the very newat economic arguments : . . . pre- 
cisely now," PMVDA sap, "when productive relations 
on a rrociaht h i e  take deeper root not only in indus- 
try bat &o in ~ ~ t u r e ,  through the growth of 
the Soviet f a m ,  through the gigantic rise in quan- 
tity and q d t p  of tbe coUective farms movement and 
the liquidation of the HPlsk as a c l ~ ~  on the basis of 
complete dectivisation, it shows more clearly the 
eorry b m k r a e y  of Trotrky-Zinoviev defeatism, 
which ha8 meant in ewence %he Menshevik d d  of 
the legitimacy of the October revolution' (St&)." 
(PSAVDA, &rch 8, 1980.) 
These ha ere d y  remarkable, and not merely 
for their glib tone whkh covera the complete confusion 
of thought. Together with Stalin, the author of the 
PUVDA article accuses the 'Vfrotekyist'' conception 
ef "denying the legitimacy of the October revolution". 
But it was precisely on the bade of this conception, 
that h, of theory of the permanent revolution, th& 
the writer of these  line^ fmboM t b  k d f M t y  of 
the October revolution, thirteen yeam before it took 
place. And Stalin? Even after the February revolu- 
tion, that is, from reven to eight months prior to the 
October overthrow, he came f o m ~ r d  as a vulgar rev- 
elutionary democrat. It was necessary for Lenin to 
arrive in Petrograd (April 8,19171 with bie mexcilw 
otruggle and ridicule of the conceited Bolahdknn 
IJ for S t a b  carefully and mostentationdy to  glide over 
from the democratic to the m&bt position. Thh 
inner cbregrowtb" of S h b ,  which by the way was 
never completed, took place, at any rate, not earlier 
than twelve years after the %@nacy'' of the aeimxe 
of power by t h e  working &os of Russia, before the 
beghing of the proletarian revolution in t h e  W-t 
had been indicated. 
k But, in elaborating the theoretied prognosis of the October revolution, we did not at all betieve that, by conquering state power, the Russlian prolehriat would I exclude the former czarist empire fmm the apherr of 
world economy. We Marxinta know the dle d 1 
n g c a n c e  of &ate power. Xt is not at all a passive 
+tion of economic processes, as the social demo- 
cratic servants of the bourgeoh etate f a t a h t i d y  des- 
cribe it. Power can have a gigantic significance, reac- ! 
kiwary, ar d as progreesim, depending upon which 
class holds it in its hands. But the state power is 
ncverthelesa a weapon of euperetructa~al order. The 
1 
passing of power from tbe hamb of czarism and the '-1 
bourgeoisie into the hands of the proletariat, abolhhm I 
neither the procwaes, nor the lawe of w ~ r M  economy. 
It ie true thnt for s cettsin time after the October 
m~olutiw, the economic tie8 between the Soviet Union -. 
a d  the world market were r r e a k d  But it would 
;be a monstrous mistake to generalize a phenomenon 
which was merely r short atage in the dialectical pro- p- cem. The intemationsl dieion of l a b  a d  the mpm-national cha-ter of modern p d u c t i ~ e  . !  
forces, not only retain, but will increase twofold and 
I tenfold their dgdcance for the Soviet Union, depend- 
ing upon the degree af ita e m d a  ascent. 
Eveq backwad country that haa become a part 




creasing or inemwing dependence upon the other capi- 
talist coantriw, but in general the tendency of capi- 
talist development l d a  towards a collosaal growth of 
world  tie^, which ia expmed in the growth of foreign 
trade, including, of couree, capital export as well. 
The dependence of Englsnd upon India naturally 
bears a qualitatively Merent charmter than the de- 
pendence of Mitt upon England. But this ditrerence 
is badcdy determined by the difference in the degree 
of development of their productive forces and not at 
all by the degree of their economic self-sudciency. 
India ie a colony, England-* metropolis. But if 
England were eubjected today to  an economic block- 
ade, it would perish ~ooner than India. This, by the 
way, ia one of the most convincing illwtrations of the 
reality of world economy. 
Capitaliet development-not in the ebstract f om- 
& of the m n d  volume of Capital, which retain all 
their @dcance at e *tags k d y a i s ,  but in hietoric 
reality-took place and could only take place by the 
ayatematic expansion of its barn. In the process of 
its development, and consequently in the struggle with 
its internal contrdctiom, every national capitalism 
t m  in ever increasing measure to the reserves of 
the "external market", that is, of world economy. The 
uncontrollable expansion growing out of the perman- 
ent inter& crisis of capitabm, constitutes its pro- 
gresaive force until it  becomes fatal. 
The October revolution inheritd from old Russia, 
beeidea the internal eontradictiona of capitahm, no 
less profound contrsdictions between eapitali~m as a 
whole and the pre-capitalist forms of production. 
Therse contradictions had a d  sW have, rr material 
character, that is, they are contained in the material 
~elatiom between the city and country in defhitt pro- 
or the other ~ t d  resource, ad th 
created distribution of the m w w  of the 
tll & planned direction. The weakness of Soviet econ- - I mry, on the o.ther hand, besidee the 'backwardueas h- 
berlted from t h e  p a r t  liea in its p-k pmt-molud 
tionary isolation, that is, in its inability to @in e 
c m  to the  resource^ of world economy, not only an a 
&&t but even on a aptakt.ha&, that is, in the . . 
€ e m  of normal intemtion8I c d b ,  d "h1ci4f' i 
fa p e r t &  which p h p  each a d&ive r81e h r  back- t .., 
w & d  aauntriw. Howewer, the cmrtvadictio~~~ of i b  - .I  % 
cupit&t and lare;tepiUst paat mb do not dis- 
appear of b l W h e 6 ,  but On the C&~&ry, m k  
of the twdight 6f the years of d& md d&m&on, 
revive d am #eatnaked m i m & a d y  with tHg : 1 
p w t h  of Sod& emnomy, and in order t o  be o v e ~  
eame or even ~~ &&ad at eveq ebp eokttnet 
with the monraes of the wurM mark&. 
To uader~tend wh& ~II hap- now in the vmt 
,te&ry which the O e t b  revohtion awiskend ta 
world economy. The new contrudietion, bearing down 
upon the old ones, leads to the fact that aloagside of 
the exceptional mccwee, prrinfu1 diBcultics & h e .  Tbe 
latter hd their most immediate and ntrongeet expreu- 
sion, felt daily by every worker d peasant, in the 
fact khat tbe a d t i o m  of the koilimg mawee do not 
keep step with the general riw of economy, but wen 
grow worse at  p d  au a resalt of the f o d  di&t& 
tieo. The l a r p  crises of Soviet economy are a re- 
minder that the productive form created by capital- 
imare  not adapted to  a national framework and can 
be sodalieticdy coordinated and harmonized only on 
an interna%ional ecale. In other words, the crises of 
So* economy are not mexely the maladiea of growth, 
e eort of infantile sickness, but something immeasur 
ebIy more ri@cmt-precisely that severe   heck of 
the world market, the very one ''to which," in Lenin'd 
vonh, "we are auboPdinated, with which we are bound 
up, and from wbieh we cannot escapew (at the Eleventh 
con pa^ of the prxty, March 27,19M). 
From thie, however, &ere in no way follows the 
denial of the historical 61egitimac yn of the October 
rwolation, a conclusion which smells of shamefd phil- 
hkini6m. The a h r e  of power by the international 
proletariat cannot be a single, simnltaaeous act. The 
politid auperstructar+and a revolution in part of 
"~uperstructure"-haa its own dialectic, which per- 
emptorily iderrupto the procees of world economy, 
bnt does not abolish its deep-seated laws. The Octo- 
ber revolntion is "legitimate" aa the $rt$ rtage in thu 
work3 rmohtim, which inevitably extenda over dec- 
ades. The interval between the flret d the second 
atage has turned out to be conriderably longer than 
we had expected. Nevertheless, it remains an intewal, 
without being converted into an epoch of the self+uf- 
- 
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U u ~ o f t h e t w o ~ ~ ~ ~ o f t h e d t i p m h e ~  , -,. 
- wrme tno prin"P.1 h& on economic q m s h ,  9 S  ' 
M rapid economic m c c ~ ,  which were completely 
m q e e t e d  by him, impid St& in the fall of 1994 
with the theory of socialism in one country ae the cd- 
mination of s prcticd p m p c t k e  for an isolated na- 
tional economy. It WM preciedy in this perid that 
Buehsuin advanced hh famoas form& that fenc- 
ing oureelvea off from world economy by the monopoly 
of foreign trade, we would be in a poaition to baild 
up B O U ~  at rr anail's pace''. This was the 
common fornula of the bloc of the Centrbts [S tab  ] 
with the R;shh [Bueharin]. Already at that time, 
StaIin t i h s l y  propounded the idea that the tempo 
of our induetrielizatian is our "own affair'', bvhg 
no relation to world economy. Such a national d f -  
contentment, however, c o d  not last long, for it re- 
Lctd the firart, wy brief etage of economic rwh& 
which inevitably rewed onr dependence upon the world 
market. The i m t  &&a of intra-hte depmhce, 
mapected by the national socidhts, created am 
Arm, which in the nert Age turned into panic. T o  
gain economic 'Cin&pd&' speedily with the aid of 
the faatat possible tempas of indu~tridmtion and 
c o ~ t i o n ! - & i a  ie the tramformation &at h u  
t&en place in the ecoPwmic poky of nationid social- 
ism in the past two ywrra. Crawling w a ~  replaced dl 
dong the line by advent& The theorethd b e  
under both is the same: a 1 u ~ t i 4  socialist cone- 
tioa 
T'he bseie ditlkcaltim, am WM shown a&e, mdt 
from the objective d h t i o n ,  primarily from the w 
lation of the S.oviet Union. We nhd not h p  here 
to coneider to what degree this objective aitaation h 
itself a reedt of the eubjective mietaken of the 
merehip (the false policy in Germany in 1928, in 
Bdpria and Eathonia in 1M4, in Enghnd and Poland 
in 1928, in C b r  in 1928-1927; the prment false 
strategy of the "third period", etc., etc.). But the 
sharpest convulsions in the U. 5. S, R. are created by 
the fact that the present ledemhip tries to make a 
virtue out of a necessity, and out of the political bo- 
lation of the workers' state, constructs a program of 
an economically holated socialist society. From this 
ha8 resulted the attempt at complete socialist eol- 
kctivization of pea~ant holdings on the basis of the 
pre-capitalist inventory--a most dangerous adventure 
which threatens to undermine the very peesibility of 
collaboration between the proletariat and the pea- 
rantry. 
And it ia remarkable : just at the moment when this 
began to  appear in all its aharpnas, Bucharin, yes- 
terday's theoretician of the "snail's pace" compoeed 
a pathetic hymn to  the present 'bad gallop" of in- 
dustrialbation and collectivization. It is to  be feared 
that this hymn will roon be declared the greatest 
heresy. For there are already new melodies in the air. 
Under the iduwce of the resi~tance of economic real- 
ity, Stdin has been compelled to beat a retreat. Now 
the danger is tbat the adventurous offensive dictated 
by the panic of yatexdey will turn into a panic-strick- 
en retreat. Such an alternation of stages re~ults in- 
evitably from the nature of national socialiem. 
A realistic program of an isolated workers' state 
cannot w t  itself the aim of ach iev i~  "independence" 
from world economy, much less of constructing a aa- 
tiond socialist society in the "shortest time". The 
task iis not to accomplish the abstract maximum, but 
the most favorable tempo under the circumstances, 
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maim im force for the whole preparatory period, that 
is, *until the victorious mvolution in the advanced cow- 
tries liberates the Soviet Union out of ita p m t  ieo- 
law poeition. 
Some of the thou&ts expressed here are developed 
4 ?& in greater detail in other works of tbe author, parti- . . .i 
' I= d a r l y  in the Draft Program of tks C-tm: A Cri- - 7 :  
t i c k  of Fudmmdab.  Xa the near future we \< ' _  
hope to publish a pamphlet especially devoted to an I ,  
4 -: 
evaluation of the preeent atate of economic devdop - 
-. 
ment in the U. 8.8. R. To  these wodm, we a r e  oblipd 
. r u
to direct the reader who aeeks n clmr acquaintance r i 
with the way in which the problem of the v n e n t  L' 
revolution are posed today. But the consi&mtiona 
brought out above are d c i e n k ,  let us hope, t o  rev-1 
the whole eigdfimnce of the struggle of prineiplea that 
wars carried on in meat yeare, and is carried on now 
in the form of contr~ting two theoriee: s o a m  kr 
m e  c a u m t ~  and the p m a m d  rewohtioa. Only Ma 
timely d@cance of the question ju#tiiles the fact 
that we pment here to foreign readers a book which 
is largely devoted to  r critical reestablishment of the 
pre-revolutio~~~ry px0gnow.n and theoretical &putss - 
among the Russian Marxiah. We could, of course, 
have eeleeted a different form of expounding the quee- 
tions that interest ue. But this form was newr 
- creaked by the author, and was not deded by Ir-im 
of big own accod. It waa imposed upon him pady 
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by oppmte  a d  partly by the very mume of poli- 
tical development. Even tbe tratha of mathemathe, 
the most abstract of Ebe sci-, a n  beat of d be 
l e a d  in cumdon with the hidory of their dis- 
covery* Thh applies even more to the more concrete, 
thet h, to tbe hi8tOfioafly conditioned t~uths of Bdarx- 
ist policy. The history of the origin and developmt 
of the prqgnom of the revolution in the eonditiona of 
p ~ . e - m l a t i o ~ q  R h  m i  we think, bring the red- 
w much closer a d  far more concretely to the essence 
of the revolutionary taiak~ of the world proletariat 
than a sophomoric and pedantic exposition of these 
political idem, torn out of the conditiom of ~trup. 
gle which gave birth to  them. 
M m A  g8,1930 
The present book is dedicated to the quwtion WW 
is intimately linked with the history of the three Rus- 
sian revolutio~. But not with that done. T!hia 
r 
c_ question hw played an enormoua r8Ie in recent yeam 
f in the internal rtruggle of the C. P. S. U., it WBB cw 
I . rid into the C. L,apbyed a decisive Ale in the d d -  
a opmmt of the b e e e  revolution d determined n 
2 whole seriea af most important decisions which are 
bound up with the revolutionary stmggle of the cum- 
txies of the East. It con- the theory of the 'per- 
manent revolutionm whicb, after the teading of the 
epigonee of Ldnium (Zimviev, Win, Bucharin, ete.) 
repreeenta the original ein of 'Tmtakyism". 
The qumtion of the permanent molntiw wm once 
more r a i d  ia 1994 after a long intend, apparently 
qnite unexptedly. Political grounds for it, there 
were none : for it was a quation of dSermeea of opin- 
ion which long ago belonged to  tbe paat. Paychologi- 
cal grounds, w the c o n h r y ,  there were many. The 
group of d e d  "old Boleheviiv'' which hrrd opetwd 
up the figbt agabt me, 5mt of d countepdthh  
title to me. Bat a great o b t d e  in the path d thia 
gmup was the year 1917. Important as had been 
the preceding h t o r y  of ideological strug& and of 
preparation with regard to the party aa a whole, an 
weU ear with regard to single individuals, this period 
found its highest and irrevocable t e ~ t  in khe October 
revolution. Not a &gL me of the @#ow# rtood rop 
& tAil teat. Without exception, they dl adopted 
the valgar position of the democratic Left wingers at 
the time of the February 1917 revolukion. Not a sin- 
gle one of them r a i d  the alogan of the struggle of 
the proletariat for power. They all regarded the eourae 
towards a sdaliat revolution as absurd or- till worse 
-as L'Trotmkyb". In hie epirit they directed the 
party up till the arrival of Lenin from abroad and up 
tiIl tke appearance of hi8 famous theses of April 4. 
Thereafter Xamenev endemred, already in direct 
atruggle against Lain, openly to  form a democratic 
wing of Bolshevism. Later, he was joined by Zinoviw, 
who had arrived with ];enin. Stalin, heavily compro- 
mised by hie socia1 pstriotic position, stepped aside. 
He let the party forget his miserable artidm and 
apeeches of the decisive March weeks and gradusUy 
edged over to Lenin's standpoiat. 'I'hat is why the 
quation rose by itsd, BO ta speak : What did Lenitc, 
im give to  any one oi them leading "old Bolshevikan 
nbt a me of them l o w e d  himself capable 
lying independently the theoretical and prac- 
tical experiences- of the party at the moat important 
and most responsible historical moment? Attention 
had to  be diverted from this question at all  cost^ and 
another question substituted for it. To this end, it 
wm decided t o  open fire on the permanent revolution. 
My adversari~ did not, of course, fornee that by the 
creation of an artificial ,l of oftruggle they would 
be compelled, without noticing it, to revolve aroand 
it themselves and manufacture a new world outlook for 
- 
. - 
wential feat- t)re tbeory of tBe 
me even the 
d d  oureelm mid 
any doubtrr that we wemi a p  
: plrraching a b o u r n  r & h  thd is, a rw~lution 
produced by the contradictiom Mwem the dev@bp- 
- . ment of +,he productive fa- of capihdbt ~ociety d 
. the outlived carte and state relatiomhip of tbe 
: pepid of serfdom and the Middle Ages. Tn the strag- 
. gle against the Narocfnilri and the awrchhts, I had to 
devote not a few spwhea and abtes in fboae day8 to 
khe Marxian analysh of the bourgeois &exacter d 
the impeding wvohtioa 
The boargeoiie charmter of the rwolukion could not, 
however, a m e r  in dvaace t h e  qneetion as to which 
&sea would mlve the taelts of the d e m m t i c  &- 
. tim and what the mutual relations of t h a  c h i ~  
would be. It was precieely at this poizrt that tlm 
fudmentd strategid p r o b k  beg- 
Pkhmov, Axelrod, Zaedkh,  Ma*, and f o b ,  
iqS them, all the R w b n  Ym&wiks, took aa their 
premise tbat ta the &rd h& M the m t d  
*sat for pow=, tbe leading r81e in tbs 
bur@ rewlutiw. A m d h g  to tbia d e m a ,  thexc 
was mnigned to  the party of the proletariat the 
of bbe Wt ft of tha demwmtic fwnt. The meid 
: democracy aaa to support the h'beral bur@& 
8% the s m e  time to M%nd 
of the p d e b r k t  against the h i  bur- 
Hlrie. In other womb, the Madmiku m d e d  
the burg6  d u t i o n  prineipdy ma a liberal-- 
: dbuticmd form. 
Lenin poeed the qmtion di tpedy.  The libere- 
tion of the productive foreesr of b q p b  aocietp from 
the fetters of serfdom aigni0ed for Lenin primarily 
a radical eolution of the agrarian question in the 
sense of the complete liquidation of the Zsladownhg 
claw and the revolutionary d t n ' b u t i o n  of land own- 
ership. hparsb ly  m e c t e d  with thia, was the de- 
stmction ab the monarchy. Leain set to work on the 
agrarian problem, which affected the life interests of 
the overwhelming majority of the population and at 
the aame time constituted the basic problem of the 
capitalist market, with a truly revolutionaq boldness. 
gince the h'berd bargeoisie, which confronts the work- 
ers as an enemy, is intimately bound by innumemble 
ti* t o  he land ownerehip, the genuine democratic 
lr'beration of the   an try can only be r e a W  by the 
revolutionnry cooperation of the workem and pea- 
wnts. Their joint uprising against the old society, 
mwt, awarding to Lenia, in caee of victory, lead t o  
the edabhhment of the Udemocratic dictatorship of 
+he proletariat and peadlentrf'. 
This formala is now repeated in the Cmnmnnist In- 
texnationaI as a sort of supra-historical dogma, with- 
out the attempt at an analysis of the living historical 
experiences of the laat quarter of a century, as though 
we had not been witnessee and participants in the rev- 
olution of 1905, the February revolution of 1917, and 
tinally of the October overturn. Such sn hietorical 
analpis, however, is dl the more necessary b a r r e  
there never has been in hiutory a & f i e  of the &dm- 
oeratic dictatorship of the proletariat aed peaean- 
try". 
In 1906, it wae a question with Lenin of a ntrategi- 
cd hgpathesh which required a test in the reality of 
the clasa etrtyrgle. T h e  fomda of the democratic 
d 
f the pmhtrriat .nd p u h y  b-m 
an i n - d y  algebraic* -. 
a m  in a d m e  the qawtion of d ~ €  
_ . - %lw political relatiom muld be bet- the two p d -  
in the propod demoorrrtk dictatorship, that 
b, of the proletariat a d  the peasantry. He did not ex- 
dude tbe possibility that the peasantry would be rep- 
=ted in the revolution by an independent party, 
hdependent in the double senae: that is, mot only with 
regard to  the bourgeoisie but also with regard to  the 
proIetariat, and st the eame time, capable of reali* 
fng the democratic revolution in alliance with the party 
. of the proletariat in intraggle the libem1 bour- 
@obi@. Lenin even reckoned, an we s h d  soon see, 
with the possibility that the revolutionary petisante' 
paAy might coastitnte the majority in the government 
of the democratic dictatomhip. 
In the question of the decisive signihnce. of the 
agrarian revolution for the fate of our~bourgeois rev- 
olution, I was, at k t  ehce  the antamn of lm, that 
b, from the moment of my lrst %ht abroad, s pupil 
of Lenin. That the agrarian xevolutlwt, and cons- 
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q d y  also the general democratic revoluton, could 
be reabed only by the u&ed form of the workem 
i 
end pedlsante ia. -la againat the liberal b u r p  
a e ,  was for me, contrary to all the h e  faie 3 
tales of recent yearn, beyond any doubt. Yet I came I .  
' 
out agrtinet the formula : Udemocratie dictatomhip of 
aEte proletariat a d  peamantry", k a a s e  I s a w  ita 
shortcoming in the fact thak it left open the q u ~ t i q  
of w h t  class the real dictatomhip would belong to, 
desda wi th  genwnl quntltb (a, b, c) in amtraut 
& arklimetic which alwaye emp10~11 m t e  quaQUtM 
tX, % 8)- 
zxir 
. A  
Y , + -  :.; 5' 
:- ; :..3~%.L A ..& [em": . =>*.- ' ' 
m 
'I I deavored to shor th.t in spite of it. enormow 
e d  a d  revolutbsry w e i g h h a ,  the peaeantty . a 
was imiqmbIe of creating a redly iudepadmt party 
and stiD mom incapable of concentrating the revolu- 
tionary p w e r  in itn hands. Jut 88  fie peasantry in 
the old revolutionrr since the G e m n  Reformation of 
the XVI century, d even before that, rupported one 
of the fractions of the city bourgeois by its uprisings, 
and not infrequently imured ib victory, no it could 
ahow r similar support in our belated bourgeois rev- 
olution at the hQht swing of the struggle of fit 
proletariat, and help it s e k  power. From this I drew 
the eonclueion that our bourgeois revolution could 
event that the pro- 
e many-millioned peasantry, 
of concentrating the revolutionary dic- 
eocisl content of this dictator- 
would have to carry out thor 
and t h e  democratic 
stat& In other womb, the die- 
be a means of solv- 
t o r i d y  belated bourgeois rev- 
olution. But the matter could not be codned to  this. 
Having d e d  power, tly proletsriat would be com- 
pelled to encroach ever more deeply upon the relation- 
 dip^ of private property in general, that is, to  take 
the road of eaEialht measures. 
"Do you perhapa believew, the Stdims Rykovn lrnd 
rejoined downn of times from 
wria is ripe for the eocialist 
elway8 amwered: No, I do 
as a whole, and Earopeen 
y in the firart place, ir completely ripe for the 
t revoIution. Whether the dictatorhip of'the 
XYZ 
comtriw of the world4 In 1924, h t  
dfter the historical pognoaie of the 
broke oat nlwe than ha24 a cen- 
mune. Europe had had time t o  dismeus- 
from revolntionu. Rw~ia had not experi- 
All the parrldentn of the wwlutioa had 
hard to dhcloae now, after the event. But did ' 
my critic8 see better and further? f bad con- 
&red the defeats in my old w o h ,  which I 
had not p e d  for r long time, 
important than they redly are. I 
of that in 1928, when the political l i e  
me in the banishment at &-At+ 
possibility to  scrutinize with pencil in hend the old 
works an the permanent revolntion. f hope that the 
reader too wiU be thoroughly convinced of thie by 
what follows. 
It is nevertheless necessary, within the limita of this 
introduction, to present aa exad 
acterimation d the elements of 
manent revolution and of the m a t  important objea- 
tiom to  it. The differences of op* have become 80 
broadened and deepened that they now actualy em- 
brace alI the m o ~ t  important 
tionary world movement. 
T h e  permanent revolution, in the 
attached to t h e  conception, mwum 8 revolution which 
m a h  no comprmk with any form of class rule, 
.rrbieh does not atop at the demoemtic stage, which 
gwm over to socklist measures and to war against the 
reaction from without, that is, a revolution whose every 
nert stage f anchored in the preceding one and which 
can only end in the complete liquidation of all class . 
noci&y, 
T o  &pel the chaw that has hen created around 
the theory of the permanent revolution, it is necessary 
to dietinpiah three linen of thought that are united 
in this theory. 
I Firet, it embraces the problem of the transition of the democratic revolution into the socialist. This is_ - realIy the historical origin of the theory. 
, . The conception of the permanent revdution m a  
themiddleofthe 
is compelled to  p w m e  ~ o c r a t i c  f o m  after 
the victory over the pmlebriat. 
VuIgar GPMa&'' has worked out a schema d I&- 
k o h l  devehpent, ucmrdiag to which every boar- 
i p i e  aociety sooner or later semrcee a democratic d- 
e, a d  Bfter which it gmdmd~ organizes and 
p h  the pmletarht, d e r  the codtiem of demo- 
w y ,  to s m h l k m .  AJS to €be immition to soaialimt~ 
WZ there have been &ow notiom: the w~owed re- 
-$$@stp imsgjPBd t k  trsnsition se the d o d r  
of democracy with a rscialiet content 
The f a d  rew,Itltio&h ahmiledged 
Piew waa predominant also among those Ruesian Marx- 
iata who, in the period of ld)OB, belonged to  the Left 
wing of the S e e d  I n t e m a t j o d  Pldanov, the 
brilliant progenitor of Russian M a h m ,  consided 
the idea of the dictatorship of the proletariat a delu- 
sion in contemporary Ru~sis. The aame etlrndpoint 
WM defended not only by the Mensheviks, but &o 
by the overwhelming majority of the leading Bobhe 
*I ,  among them dl the present party leaders with- 
out exception, who at that time were resolute revolu- 
tionary democrats, for whom the problem of the so- 
cialist revolution, not only in 1906 but also on the eve 
of 1917, still slignified the vague mu& of a distant 
future, 
These ideas and moods declared war upon the 
theory of the permanent revolution, risen anew in 
1905. It pointed out that the democratic taaks of 
the backward bourgeois nations in our epoch led to 
the dictatorship of the proletariat md that the die- 
tatorship of the proletaria* puts the socialist taska 
on the order of the day. In that lay the central idea 
of the theory. If tbe traditional view wtw that the 
road to  the dictatorship of the proletariat led 
through a long period of democracy, the theory of 
permanent revolution estabhhed the fact that for 
backwad countries the road to democracy paciaed 
through the dictatorship of the proletariat. By that 
alone, democracy does not become a d g h e  anchored 
within itself for decades, but rather a direct inintroduc- 
tion to  the socialid revolution Each is bound to the 
other by an unbroken khain. In this way, there arises 
between the democratic revolution and the ~ocialist 
transformation of eaciety a permanency of revolution- 
ary development. 
T h e  second aspect of the "permanmtn theory al- 
, moral8 end usages develop in complicated 
aracter of the sociali~t revoh- 
the social structure of human- 
omy, of the world development of produc- 
one of 3% duration. In an isolated 
ctatomhip, the internal and e x t e d  con- 
grow iaevitably togetber with the growing 
h a i n k g  iedated, the proletarian state 
become s victim of thew mntdctiom. 
, e national molution iu not a s&+dIci- 
: it b only a link in the international &ah 
b t b d  F W O ~ U ~ ~ Q ~  pmenta s pmammt 
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process, in @pike of aI1 fleeting rises and falls, 
The struggle of the epigonea is d i m ,  even if not 
alway~ with Q e  rsme distinctn- against all three 
as- d the theory of the permanent revolution. And 
how c o d  it be otherwise when it ia a question of three 
inseparably connected parta of a whole. The epipner 
mechanically separate the democratic and the r o M t  
dictatomhip. They separate the wtiotaal socialbk 
revolution from the h t e m t i m l .  The conquest of 
power within national limits is considered by them in 
essence not as the initid act but as the final act of 
the revolution : after that follows the period of refoms 
which lead8 to the national socialist society. In 1906, 
they did not even grant the idea that the proletariat 
could conquer power in Russia earlier than in Western 
Europe. In 1917, they preached the self-sufffcing dem- 
ocratic revolution in Rmia  and spurned the dicta- 
torship of the proletariat. In 1925;-1N7, they steered 
a course towards the national revolution in China un- 
der th leaderahip of the bourgeoisie. Subsequently, 
they raised the slogan for China of the democratic dic- 
t atorship of the workers and peasant8-in opposition 
to the dictatorship of the proletariat. They pro- 
claimed the psibi l i ty  of the construction of an iso- 
lated and self-sdcient socialist society in the Soviet 
Union, The world revolution became for them, in- 
stead of an indispensable precondition for victory, 
only a favorable circumstance. This profound breach 
with Marxism was reached by the epigones in the proe- 
m ess of the permanent atruggle against the theory of 
I the permanent revolution. 
A The struggle, which began with an adidcia1 revival 
of historical reminiscences and the faleifieation of the 
dit~tant past, led to the complete transformation of 
the world outlook of the ruling stratum of the revolu- 
&hieyed revolution, which imured the pridepd 
I _  obrved that the bureaucracy is deeply consima of 
- the cormection of i t8  material and ideologid pitiom 
4 -  
?. with the theory of national socialism. This i9 being 
expressed most crassly right now, in spite of or rather 
' because of the fact that the Stalinist apparatus, under 
, 
the pressure of contradictiom which it did not fore 
see, is driving t o  the Mt with alI it8 might and in- 
. ,  
&ding quite severe blows upon ib Right wing i&r- 
- err of yesterday. The hostility of the bureaucrats 
~ " J t u w a r d a  . .. the Marxist Oppition, whose sloganm and 
arguments they have borrowed in great haste, does not, 
jh i~ ia known, diminhh in the least. The obndemnation 
, of the theory of the permanent revolution above all, 
and an acknowledgment, even if ody indirect, of the k;. theory of sociahm in one eotmtry, is demanded of the 
Oppositionists who raiae the question of their d- 
m:,! 
1 , mission into khe party for the purpose of nupporting 
the course towards induatrinlimtion, and so forth. By E' this, the Stalinist bureaucracy reseals the purely tclc Y 
, . tical character of ita swing to  the Left with the reten- 
r .. , tion of the national reformist strategkal fotmdatiom. 
' . It is auperflaous to explain what this means ; in politia >.- 
r'. as in the military affairs, tactics are subordinated in 
F . the long run, to  strategy. 
J. The question b e  long ago grown out of the ~pecac p - qhere of the struggle sg.lut 'Trot&yiwW. Qradtt- 
-- 
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dy. exhdkg i W I  it ham today literally embraced 
all the problemsi of the revolutionary world outlook. 
Permanent revolution or socialism in one country-this 
elternathe embraces at t h e  aame time the internal 
problem of the Soviet Union, the pempectivw of the 
revolution in the East, and finally, the fate of the 
whole Communist International. 
The pre~ent work does not examine this question 
from aB sides: It h not necessary to  repeat what has 
already been said in other works. In the Criticism of 
the Progrm of the Cmmu&t IabmatiomI, I have 
endeavored to  disclose theoretically the economic and 
political untenability of national sociahm. The theor- 
eticians of the Cornintern were as silent about it as 
though their mouths were filled with water. That is 
perhaps the only thing left for them to do, In thie 
booktet, I above all mtore the theory of the perma- 
nent revolution as it was formulated in 1905 with re- 
gard to the internal problems of the Russian revolu- 
tion. I show wherein my position actually differed 
6mm Lenin's, and how and why it coincided with 
Imin's pwition in every decisive situation. Finally, 
I endeavor to reveal the decisive ~jgni0cance of the 
quebtion that inbrats us here for the proletariat of 
the backward countries, and thereby, for the Commun- 
i8t  Intenurtional as a whole. 
* 
What accwationa have been raised aginet the 
theory of the permanent revolution by the epigones? 
Disregard the innumerabIe contradictions of my crit- 
ics, and their whole, veritably immense, literature can 
be reproduced in the foliowing sentences: 
1. Trotsky ignored the difference between the bour- 
geois revolution and the socialist; slready in 1906 he 
. ,  * 
'ih stands before the tab of 1 
-a. 
3. Trotsky completely forgot the agrarim qtm- 23 
tion. The peasantq did not exkt for him. E e  
' picted the revolution as a duel between the proletsrkt 
lrad cz8rhl. 
8. Trotaky did not beIieve that the woxld b o u ~  
M e  would stand for a somewhat lengthy enisten- 
of the dictatorship of the Ruesian proletariat and re- 
' garded its fall 8s inevitable in the event that the pro- 
'letariat of the Wwt did not seize power within the 
briefest period and provide arsistance. By thie Trot- 
pky under-evaluated the pressure of the Weitern Eur- 
opan proletariat upon its own bourgeobie. 
4. Trotsky does not believe altogether in the power 
, 
~f the Rnsaian proletariat, nor in its abilit J to con- 
~truct sociabm independently, and that m why he 
ba put and s t i l l  puts all hi8 hopes in the internation- 
al revolution. 
These motif& r n  through not o* the numberless 
writings and speeches of Zinoviev, Stalin, Bueharin 
,- and others, but they are &o formulated in the most 
- 
authoritative resolutions of the Communbt Party of 
t h e  Soviet Union and the Communist f ntermtiod 
And in spite of that, one is compelled to say that they 
are based upon a mMum of ignorance and dbhoneaty. 
The flwt two contentions of the critics are, as will 
be & o m  later on, false to the mots. No, T proceeded 
; precisely from the bourgeois-democratic character of 
i t h e  revolution and arrived at the conclusion that the 
profundity of the agrarian crisis can rake to power 
the proletariat of bckward Russia. Yes, these are 
just tbe ideas that I defended on the eve of the 1905 
revolution. These are just the ideas that done ex- 
d 
p m e d  the characterhaton 'of the revolution as a 
'Lpermanents' one, that is, an nnintempW one, that in, 
a revolution that passes over directly from the b o w  
geob into the socialist. T o  expfeee the eame 
id-, Lerrin later uaed the excelleat erpmion of the 
bowpin r e v o l u t i o ~ ~ ~  Wo" t h e  socialist. 
The conception of the growing into was contrasted by 
Stdin, after the event (in 19!24), to  the permanent 
revolution aa a direct leap from the realm of autac- 
racy into the realm of socialism. The unfortunate 
"theoretician" did not even take the trouble to re&& 
if it ia rimply a matter of a leap, what the pl-8 
of the revolution means ! 
Aa for the third accusation, it was dictated by the 
short-lived belief of the epigones in the possibility of 
mbrali$ng the imperierEet bonrgeokie for an d i m -  
ited time with the aid of the "shrewdf' organid 
preslsure of the proletariat. In the years 1924-19# 
this was the central idea of Stalin. The Anglo-Rw 
skn Committee then became ita fruit. The disappoint- 
ment of the possrity of W n g  the world bour- 
geoisie hand and foot with the help of Pumell, Raditch, 
La Poll* arad Chiamg Kai-Shek, led to an acute par 
oxpm of fear of an immediate war danger. The 
Cornintern is stiU pawing through thie period. 
The fourth objection to the theory of the perme- 
nent revolution simply amount8 to saying that I did 
not defend the atandpoint of the theory of socialism 
in one country in 1906, which Stah hat menuftw- 
tnred in 1-4 for the Sovi& bureaucrrcy+ T h i ~  ac- 
ansation ehould be appreciated only as a historical 
curiosity. One might actually Weve that my crit- 
i c ~  in so far as they thaught ~3 unything at all in 
1006, were of the opinion then that Rur~ia was pre- 
pared for an independent socialist revolution. Aa a 
the probabWy that the R q h  p- 
come to power Mom the prohbht of 
Kamemv and 1ykw m c u d L d n  
pianbm in April 1917, wing %gainst him tbe 
that the socisliot- revolution maet 
in England and in the other advanced 
emantries before it could be Rusda's ttmt. The esme - ,  '1; 
- .ahtdpoint was defended by Stah  too, up to  April. 4, - 2:- 
'i 1~7. -Only ~ a d u d y  and with djfEcdty, didhe adopt . .  
the Leninist formula of the dictatomhip of the pro- . . . .  .I; 
. - ,  
;. Mariat in contradietinction to the democratic dicta- t- -*L brahip. In the spring of 1994, Stalin wag still repeat- .>; .- 
,.. ing what the othera had said before him: Lolated, Rw- 
' h is not mature for the construction of a socialiet . .- 
'r- society. In the autumn of 1924, St&, in his rtrscg 
-3 
- ,  .;q 
* 
' , gk against the theory of the permanent revolution, 
for the fimt t h e  &covemi the possibility of -3 - -* 
- bailding up an isolated soci&m in Russia. Only them - 
' .f 
1 did the Red professor6 collect quotations for Stalin -. 3 
which convict Trotdy of having believed in 1908- 
- bow terrible!-that Rnssie could read ~ociabrn only 
with the aid of the pxoletariat of Weatern E-. 
Were one to take the history of an ideological atrag- 
- gle over a period of a quarter of a century, cut it into 
little pieces, mix them up in a mortar, and then com- 
mand a blind man to paste the pieces together agnin, 
a greater theoretied and historical ahurdity conld . 
hardly result than the one with which the epigonea 
t d  their readers and hearers. i( 
i For the connection of yeaterday'a problem with to- C day's to  &and out more clearly one mud  recall hem, xli 
even if only quite generally, what the leadership of the 
Cornintern, that is, S t a h  and Bnchrrin, carried out 
in China. 
Under the pmhxt that. China rst& before a na- 
tional revolution, the Lading dle  waa allotted t o  the 
Chineae hurgeoisie in 1924. The party of the na- 
tional bourgeoisie, the Euo Mia Tmg, waa officially 
r e c o p i d  ss the leading party. Not even the Rw- 
a h  M e m h d  weat that far in 1906 in relation to  
the Cadeta (the party of the liberal bourpbie), 
But the leadership of the Cornintern did not etop 
at &, ' It obligated the Chinese Communist Party 
to  go into t h e  Kuo lldin Tang and subordinate itself 
i 
to its discipline* Through specid telegram of Strrlin, 
the Chineae Communi~ts were urged to curb the agrar- 
ian movement. The mutinone workers and peassnta 
were prohibited from forming their own Soviets in 
order not to alienate Chiang Kai-Shek, whom Sta& 
defended againet the Oppositionists as a %liable ally'' 
at a party meeting in Mmcow at the beginning of 
Apd 1927, that is, a few days before t h e  counter- 
d n t i o m r y  c- d'gtut $I B h q b i ,  
The -1 ~nbjagation of the Comunht party to  
the bourgeois leadership and the official prohibition to 
form Soviets (Stalin and Bucharia taught that the 
KUO Min Tang "substituted" fox Soviets), was a 
grossex m d  more crying betrayal of Marxiism than 811 
the deeds of the Me~heviks in the year8 1905-1917. 
After Chiang Xai-Shek'a coup #&at in April 1927, 
split off temporarily from the Kao Min Tang, Wang 
I 
a Left w h g ,  under the leadership of Wang Chin Wei , 
able ally. In essence, Wang Cbin Wei bore the same 
with the dserence that, m China, Miliukov and Korni- 
i 
Chin Wei was immedately hailed in PBAYDA ar a reli- 1 
relation to  Chiaag Kai-Shek M Kerensky t o  Wliukor, ] 
I 
xlii 
of tb chb-ese XereQwQ .fuQd 
open wlul*m &net him. 19re %&- 
Chin Wei ~~ the Cumnukt party 
and peaaanb' movement no 
g than m a g  Kai-Shek, whom Stalia 
l,&&red his relircble ally. 
the M e n ~ h d e  supported MZukov i. 1006 
, &ma+, they neverthhs did not mter the 
parky. When the Medevika went h a d  in 
81 mi& Kerensk y in  1917, they still retained their 
:~~rgra&tion. The policy of S t a h  in C k  wag 
c~~ricature evm of M e m h e b .  That is 
W b t  and mort important periad looked fie. 
itu ktevhble f d t r  had appeard: complete 
of the workers' and peaslante' movement, & 
wnd decay of the Commnniet party, the 
W p  of th% Comintern g w e  tbe command: 
faceP' and.handed the immediate md up- 
of the wo~kera and pasmb In &hi way, &e 
&* opp-d snd mutilated Comoaist party, 
b 0429 yestemby was the fifth w h d  in the w m  
inthenaap-eof theKuo adinrr-. 
brrd in the memwWe f o d  t h e  to eon- 
pwerdtheamyini+.ahamb. X n h  
mty-four how a &Wotxs SOT+& man 
h Canton. The armed inanwedon, t- 
for the opening of the Fifteenth C n m  
of the Communist pwty of tbe Soviet Union, consti- 
tuted eimultaneowly an expression of the heroism of 
the ranpard of the Chinwe proletariat a8 well M of 1 
the crime of the Comintern. Lwser advctlltures pre- 
ceded the Canton uprising and fohwed it. That is 
what the eecond chapter of the C h  strategy of the 
Cornintern looked like, a etrategy that can be charac- 
k k d  rn the most mslicioua caricature of Bolarheviam. 
The liberaI-opportunist, as well as the adventtarkt 
chapter, delivered a blow to the Chinese Communbt 
Party from which, even with a correct policy, it can 
recover only after s long period. 
The Sixth Coqgress of the C d n t e x n  drew the 
balance to this work, It approved it entirely, which 
ia not very astonishing : it was for this purpoee that it 
was convoked. For the future, the Congress set up 
the slogan 44democratic dictatorship of the proletab 
iat and peasantry". By what this dictatorship is to  
be dirriinguiahed from the  dictatorship of the Right 
and Left Kuo Min Tang on the m e  aide, md the d i e  
tatorship of the proIctariat on the other, waa not cs- 
plsined t o  the Chineme Communiste. Nor is it poeri- 
ble to  explaim it. 
Iseuhg the eIogan of the democratic dictatomhip, 
the Suth C o n p e s  at the aame t ime declared the alo- 
gam of democracy inadmissible (oonetituent assem- 
bly, universal sdtage, freedom of pmrs and assem- 
bly, ete., etc.), a d  it thereby completely dissrmed the 
Chinwe Commnnist Party in the face of &e dictator- 
ship of the military oligarchy. For a long number of 
yearn, the Russian Bolahmi m o W  the workers 
sad peasants around the dogme of democxacy. The 
nlopm of democracy ah0 played 8 big rble in 1917. 
Only after the already really existing Soviet power 
had arrived at an irreconcilable political antagonism 
P 
P [- +a the constituent -p  ore th eya & ~ j  , 
amtire peopIe, did our puty bqukbte the 
- , 
and slogans of formal, that h, of bourgeois demacrq, 
in favor of real M e t ,  that L, of prohtarlan dim- 
ocracy, 
The Sixth Congress of the Cornintern, under the 
direction of St& 818d Bucharin, turned all this on b - 
its head While, on the one haad, it preecribed icdem- -&  - 1  7 
. 
L j matic" lLnd not Uproletarian" dictatorship for the tz;: 
,? - *  J - 
party, it aimnltaneody forbade it the &mocratic - -1 
i slogans for preparing t h i ~  dictatomhip. T h e  Chinesre #-=; 
+ 
Communist Party was not only disarmed, but stripped 
C mired. But for that, it WM finally handed r e  con- 
- 
- 3 - 8  
#' 
, solation, in the period of unlimited domination of the 
counterrevolution, the slogan of Sovieta, which had . w 
been prohibited at the time of Ule revoluti-ry ascent. 
; A very popular hero of a Rwrian folk taIe shga wed- 
i ding songs at funerals d fuuerd hymns at w d h g u .  . . 
H e  gets a eound thra~hing in both plaw. Zf the 1 L' 
' thing were limited to a aouud thrashing for the pre 
' 
sent ledere of the Cornintern, one might let it go at -4 
that. But the  takes are far greater. It is the fate 9 . 1
of the proletariat ththnt ie involved. The tlreticu of '.: 
the Combtern wan an uneoaecioualy, but all the more 
surely, organized sabotage of the Chinese revolution+ 
This rabotrrge was 'accomplished without any hin- 
drance, for the Right Mmahevik policy of the Comin- 
texn in the yeare f$24-18gl w m  clothed in all the 
: authority of B o l a h e h  md protected by the Soviet - 
power through the immense r n ~ ~  of repriaah 
%gainst the criticism of the XRft Oppmitio~ 
As a result, we receiyd a perfect example of St&- + . L -  
ist strategy, which s h d  from beginning to end under 
the insignia of the straggle agaiast the pemammt . T L  
revolution. It is therefom quite in place for the p r k  
,:i 
Ilv 
cipal Stalinimt theoretician of the erubodhtion of the 
Chinese Communirt Party to the national bourgeoir 
Kuo Mh. Tang to  have been Martinov, that is, the prin- 
cipal Menshevik critic of the theory of the permanent 
revolution from 1906 to 1023, when he already began 
to ful6ll his b t o r i c  miwion in the rank8 of Bolshev- 
h. 
* * *  
The essential8 on the origin of the present work 
have been dealt with in the first chapter. In Alma-Ata, 
I w w  very calmly preparing a theoretical polemic 
again& the epigones. The theory of the permanent 
revolution was to occupy a large place in the book. 
While at work, I received a manuscript of Radek's, 
which occupied itself with contras tins the permanent 
revolution with the strategic line of Lenin. Radek 
needed this apparently sudden sortie because he was 
himself submerged up to  Gs ears in Stab's Chinese 
politice: Radek (together with Zinoviev) preached the :: 
subordination of the Communist party to  the Kuo Min 
Tang not only before Chiang Kai-Shek'~ coup d'iftab 
but even after it. 
In support of the enslavement of the proletariat to 
the bourgeoisie, Radek naturally referred to the nec- 
essity of an alliance with the pewantry and to the 
"underestimation" of this necessity by me. After 
Stalin, he too defended the Menshevik policy with 
Bolshevik phraseology. With the formula of the dem- 
ocratic diotatorship of the proletariat and the peasan- 
try, Rdek, following Strrlin in this, cloaked the 
diversion of the Chinese proletariat from leading the 
independent struggle for power at the head of the pea- 
rant masses. When I expoaied this ideologicaI mas- 
querade, there aro6e in Radek the urgent need to  
prove, painted up with quotations from Lenin, that 
@y etm& against 
- from the antagonh 
a brochure in defence of the permaneat revelation, 
Still I did not hasten to make a cross over Radek. X 
undertook the attempt to  answer hia article in Irll 
.,' 
frankness and resolution, without cutting off his re- 
treat. I print my reply to  Radek just as it was wxit-. 
ten, and codne myedf to  a few explanatory snppb - 
ments and stylistic correctims. 
Radek's article was wt published in the pre~a, d 
I believe it wilt not be publiehed, for in the form in 
which it was written in 1928 it could not pars8 the sieve 
of the Stslinist censor. But even far Radek himself 
thiB article would be downright anddating today, for 
it would give a glaring picture of Radek'a idw1Og;d 
evolution which very . strongly recalls the "evolrttim" 
it is hh right to caipl. Radek himself did not thin% 
up a single argument r g h t  the theory of the per- 
manent revoIution. H e  only came forward as m epi- 
gone of the epigona. The reader iu therefore recmn- 
mended to see in Radek not simply Radek but h - 
representative of a cecerteia corporation, rs not fully 
quali6ed membership in which he purchased at the price 
of a renunciation of Marxism. Should Radek pemn- 
I ally feel, in spite of this, that too many digs haw. 
fallen to  his share, then he should turn them over b 
I 
I 
the right addma at bis o m  &retion. That is w 
pxivete affair of the firm. Op my pa*, 1 rake no 
ob jeetiom. 
' aar-0, N d e r  $ 0 , 1 9 0  L. Trotsky 
xlviii 
nb ~ n f ~ ~ c o d  C- of = wak atld 
Its Aim 
rn m o m m e A L  need# of the, party led by * T 11kh-t- b h  C O W d  f~ I& 6- 
d v e  y a m  by mti-Mayism: +he only p d -  
act pment in an d b i t p d  mala+ and a d  
arMs for free diirtnition. Swin ua&ted him 
self with r %emf' for tbR h t  time in 1889, 
with ~0~ artidel ag&bt tk! L -1atiO& mi&v M bptiscd u 
s ~ i n t l & b &  T h e f ~ e ~ t i o n i n i n ~  
a*. A f e a d a p ~ T h a p p m e d ~ a n a a -  
Wtuw&d d the +tion of W s  workd of 
1917 in the Gemam bguage.  This h as, indude 
@ft to the &aced German working One can, 
a, jwstPiQtPref~themryd&howmmp 
~ # & s h u u i ~ n s b w i l l b i n t h s ~ a a d ~ ~ y i n  
(the tmndakimw= It i emu& to pbint omt thst *he fk 
~ ~ h t h e b b l e ~ f ~ ~ h ~ ~ o L  
~~ t o  IclIwtai (in New Pork). Why? Fiatmaas : . .- 
I- lettern ~ n t h  ha& marks &at me, b a d  '4 
1- completely jalt# *WmathB of ~ o ~ t a ; ,  
- 
gave her organic Menshevism LO hysterical ultra-Left 
hoculation in thoae day%. In the Russian edition, 
the epigones were compelled to indicate, at least am- 
biguody, fiat Lwin had been falsely informed. It 
may be assumed without further ado that the German 
edition wiIl not present even this waaive reservation. 
It must still be added that in the same letters of Lenin 
to Kollontai there are furious assaults upon Bucharin, 
with whom Kollontai was then in solidarity. This 
part of the letter, at any rate, has been supprewed 
for the time being. We will not have to wait very 
long for it*. On the other hand, valuable documente, 
articles and speeches of Lenin, as weIl as minuw, let- 
ter8, and so forth, remain concealed only because they 
are directed against Stab  and Co., and undermine 
the legend of TrotakJTism. Of the history of the three 
Russian revolutiom, as well as the history of the 
party, literally not la single ~hred  has been left intact: 
theory, fa&, traditions, the heritage of Lenin, all 
this has been sacrificed to the ''straggle against Trot- 
skyism", which, since k i n  was taken ill, was invented 
and organized as a personal struggle against Trot- 
sky, and developed into struggle against Marxism, ; 
It har again been confirmed that what might ap- 
pear aa the most useless raking up of long extinct 
disputes usually ratisfies some unconscious social re- 
quirement of the day, a requirement which, by ibelf, 1 
doee not follow the line of the old d iqu tee .  The cam- 1 
paign rrgaimt "old Trotskyism" was in reality the ! 
campaign agaimt the October traditiom, which are - 
. i felt as obstructive and unbearable by the new bureau- 
1 cracg. They began to eharacteriee a8 'Trotskyiarmn .r 
everything they wanted to  k rid of, Thus the strug- 
proPheCg has in the meantime been faUled 
C '  9 
broadest non-proletarian, end partly also in the pro- . - 
letaxian, circles, as well as the expression of this r e  
action bide the psrty. An especially caricatured, 
historically f alai0ed contrast of the permanent revoltr- 
tion with Lenin's h e  with regard to the 'Calliance with 
the peas&ntsY' arose in 1928, together with the period 
of the general reaction arr well as the internal party 
reaction, a9 the consummate expression and the most 
organid rmuaciation by the bureaucrat and the 
petty bourgeois of the international revoIution with 
its 'upermanent'' convulsions, as the expression of the 
petty bourgeois and bureaucratic propensity for peace 
and order. m e  vicious baiting of the permanent rev- 
olution, in turn, came up only as the preparation of 
the ground for the theory of the revolution in one coun- 
try, that is, far national-mcislism of the latest type. 
It is underetood that by themeelves these new actcia1 
roots of the struggle against 'VTrotrkyism" do not 
prove anything either for or against the correetnese of 
the permanent revolutiruz Yet, without an tutder- 
~tanrling of these hidden rooks the struggle must d- 
ways bear a barren academic character, 
I was not in a position to  e m p e l  myself in rezmt 
years to put aside the new problems and turn my at- 
tention to the old pumtions that are bound up with 
the period of the revolution of 1905, mainly in so far 
. 
as they concern my pa~t  and are arki6~1~11y directed 
againat it. An analysis of the old Mefences of opin- 
ion, amwg others, my old mistukea in conwetion with 
the situation out of which they arose, m analysis m 
: thornugh that it becomes comprehensi'ble to the young 
' generation, not to ape& of the old one that has fallen . 
into political cbildhd, ir only possible within th 
P 
4 
limib of a more v o l h l l s  book. It seemed ma- 
strow to me to w& my own d others' t ime upon it, 
where aollstantlg new tasks of gipntic .stature were 
arbiing: the taska of the German revolution, the ques- 
tion of the future fate of England, the question of the 
m u t d  relatiow between America and Europe, tbe 
problems made acute by the strikes of the Britbh pro- 
letariat, the h8ks  of the Chinese revolution and, lastly 
and mainly, oar own internal economic and aocio- 
politicd a n t a g o h  and t a s k a l l  this, I believe, 
amply justifies putting aside my historim-polemid 
work on the permanent revolution. But the s o d  
conaciouswse tolerates no omission& In recent yearn, 
aa has been @aid, tbis theoretical omission wra 
ts13ed up with the rubbish of anti-Trotakyium. The 
epigones, the philosophers and the henchmen of party 
reaction dipped down ever lower, went t o  school to 
the dull-witted Ymhevik, Martinov, trampled Lenin 
nnder foot, M e r e d  around in the swamp, and c a m  
it sn the $ h & l e  a*t TPotskybm All thew 
yean have been incapable of producing even a 
single work, aeriow and importsat enough to  be pro- 
nounced without shame a political examination of hst- 
hg rs@ficance, a prognosis that has been confirmed, 
an independent J o p n  that hedi advanced UE ideologic 
ally. Everywhere only decay and nonsense. 
Stalin'r P r o b h  of Ld&m constitute n d c a -  
tion oi mental rehe ,  an &cia1 m a n d  of xurrrow- 
mindedne~s, a coUaction of enumerated banalities (I am 
doing my beat to  thd the most moderate designations). 
L d & m  by Zinoviev is . . . Zinovievht Leninism, 
no more and no less. T h e  occupation with all these 
theoretical frnita of epigonism i equally unbearable, 
with m e  dirtinction: a xeading of Zinoviw'8 LwPirPinn 
is Eke choking on fluffy cotton, while Stalia's P r o b h  
aiedynotwctlltto 
its hgdhh are at hmL 
hardly alluring work of a theoretical polemic with 
Zinoviev and St&, and of laying by the books of our 
classicists for recreation hours (even divera must rise 
to the surface now and then to breathe a draught of 
fresh air) when, quite unexpectedly for me, an article 
by Radek appeared and began to circulate, devoted 
to the "more profound" contrast of the theory of the 
permanent revoIution with the view8 of L a i n  on thie 
subject. At the beginning, I wanted to  ignore Radek'g 
work, so as not to avoid the portian of fluffy cotton 
and chapped up bristles intended for me by deetiny. 
But a number of letters from frienda induced me to 
read Radek'~ work more attentively, and I came to 
the following concIusion: for a more intimate circle 
of persons who are capable of thinking independently, 
an1 not upon command, and have conscientiously stud- 
ied ~ t t r x h ,  ILadek'a work is more dangerous than the 
official literature--just as opportunism in politics 
all the more dawrom the more wiled it nppears and 
the greater the personal prominence that coverer it. 
Radek is one of my closeat political friends. This ha5 
been amply witnessed by the events of the latest period. 
In recent months, however, various comrades have for- 
Iowed with misgivings the evolution of Radek,: which 
has shifted him from the exkreme Left wing of the 
Opprrsition to the tip of its Right wing. We, the in- 
timate frienb of Radek, know that l-& brilliant poli- 
tical and literary capacities, which are united with 8 
rare impulJvenesa and eemitiveneas, are qualities 
which constitute a valuable source of initiative and 
criticism under the conditions of i~olsstion. Radek'o 
lateat work-in connection with his actions preceding 
it-leads to the judgment that Radek ha5 lost the 
compass, or rather that hie compms is under the 
influence of rt steady magnetic disturbance. Radek'rr 
no, it is an ins~ciently thought out, bat 
that, a no less harmful support of the d 
with all its theoretical mythology. 
The above-charecterhd political function of &e 
preaent atmggIe agakt lTrotskyi~m'' naturally do- 
not in any way signify that within the Opposition, 
which ha developed as t h e  Marxian point of @upport 
against the ideological and p o E t i d  reactioa, a criti- 
cism h hddas i i le ,  especially a criticism of my old 
d8erencea of opinion with L e h .  On the contrary, 
~uch a work of dsfication could only be fruitful. But 
herewith, a scrupulous p m a t i o n  of the historical 
perspective, a serious investigation of the eource and 
an illamination of the paat di8ere~:em in the light of- 
the pment struggle would be absolutely newwry.' 
There is not a trace of all this in Rad&. Assuming 
an muspeeting air, he joim in the chain fighting 
against '"I'rotskyiem'', utilizing not only the one- 
sidedly selected quotations, but also their radically 
fahe oBcid interpretations. Where he sanbgly 
separates himself from the oflcial campaign, be ~ O E S  
it in so ambiguous a manner that he really provideb 
it with the two-fold aid of an UimparU'' witness. A8 
alwaya~.happem in a case of spiritual decay, the la-t 
work of Radek doa not contain a single trace of his 
-, 
political penetration and his literary skill. It ie a 
wark without perspectives, without the three dimen- 
rd, it ir true, that the d 8  
China are "hot timely" (Pmbrazhensky). But these 
voicea do not even deeerve serious considerstion. The 
whole of Bo-m grew and evmtudy gathed 
8%-h on the critiakn snd the ashdatiorl of the 
experiences of IsOK, in dl their fmhnese, while h e  
uperiencee were still an hnwdiabs a p h m e  of the 
first generation of Bolsheviks. HOW could it be other- 
wise, for out of what other event could the new -- 
erlrtiona of the proletarian revolutionists learn if not 
from the frmh, warn experiences af the Chinese rev- 
olution, st i l l  d i n g  with blood? Only lifelese ped- 
ants are capable of. 'postponing" the questions of the 
Chinese revolution, in order to ''study" them later on 
in all peace, in their lei~ure hours. It becomes Bol- 
shevik-Leninistr d the less since the revdutiom in the 
countries of the East have in no sense been removed 
from the ordex of the day and the periods between 
are not yet h o r n  to  mybody. 
Adopting a f&e position in the problem of the 
Chinwe revolution, Radek endeavors, after the event, 
to  establish this position by 8 one-eided and &to& 
presentation of my old differences of opinion with 
k i n .  And this is where Radek is compelled t o  
borrow hie weapons from strange a m &  and to swim 
without a compasa in strange waters. 
Radek is my friend, but the truth is dearer to me. 
I feel myself obliged to set aside the more w i v e  
work on the probIema of the revolution in order to re- 
fute Radek. It involves toa important queationa, 
raised with extreme sharplless. I have a threefold 
Mcut ty  to  overcome here: the number and mdtiplic- 
ity of the errors in Radek's work: the profuaim of 
literary and historical facts out of the twenty-three 
yeare (1906-1928) that refute Radek; and thirdly, 
the brevity of the time that I can devote to  this work, 
qaeetion rentrrin unnned--up to the writing of the ma- 
templated book ageinst the epigonea, that is, against 
the ideology of the period of reaction, 
* * *  
Radek's work en the permanent revolttkion e u h h -  
atea with the aondnsion: 
"The m w  8ecbiOB of bb pad# (Oppodbion) ir 
t h r d a t d  d # h  t h  d q s r  of tb rita 6f €- 
which, P tb c-e of h, BgilE h r  #k +a&m 
m0btio1~ a@## fm 3t8 d i e d -  tAg p m b # q j . ' '  
It is d u m b f o u d q  at first sight that this mndw 
aim &odd be issued in the s e e d  half of 1998 aa a 
w conclusion With regard to the 'W' eeetiw of 
the party. We have h e m  swum of it withont inter- 
ruption since the sprihg of 19%. But Bow does @ad& 
motivate hie turn to the of lck l  principal thesis? &&id 
not in a new way: he tnrm back to  the theory of b 
- - -  - -  - . - -. - . .- 
bat were. on the contrary, identicd in essence. Haw, 
after having thoroughly examined the ques t io~+~  he 
writee one of his frie&-'6anew", Radelr hws retwhed 
j 
the conclwion that the old theory of pennanmcy 
i 
threatens the *'new" section of the party with nothing 
1 
4 
more nor less than the danger of separation from the 
petmantry. 
But how did Radek thoroughly examine t h i ~  qnes- 
tion? He gives us some information on this p o h b  
"We do not have at hand the formulations which 
Trot~ky presentd in 1906; in 8 preface to Mem'8 
CiatiE War in Frowe and in 1906 in O w  Rrnohh."  
The yeam are not correctly quoted here, it is true, 
yet it is not worth while to dwell upon it. It is a 
matter of fact that the only work in which I presented 
my view8 more or less aystematicdy on the develop- 
ment of the revolution at that time, i~ a rather ex- 
tensive essay: BwsrEda & P m p d i v e s  ( h r  B m o b  
tiom, Pdersburg, 1906, p a p  224288). The axti- 
cle in the P O W  organ of Rosa Luxemburg and 
Tyachko (I-), t o  which R d e k  refers, but unfor 
tumtely interprets in Kameuev's reme, lays no claim 
to  completeness and comprehensiven~s. Theoretically, 
this work is based upon the &wementioned book mr 
Reorohtiom, Nobody is obligated to  read this book . 
now. Shce that time, such great eve& have taken 
place and we have learned so much from these events 
that, truth ta tQ, I feel m aversion to the manner 
of the epigones of considering new historical problems 
not in the light of living experiences of the revolutiom 
already carried out by us, but mainly in the light of 
quotations that refer to our prognoses on fistwe rev- 
olutions. Naturally, by this I do not want to deprive 
Radek of the right to take up the quertion from the 
hhtorico-literary side also. But in that case, it must 
>: . .  -, -F-'l, ;+.s 
did not read the &ov+mentioped f u n d a w d d  
Thh is probably not tv be explained only by 
~ n d  that we went hko 
fact khat two-thirda of 
of old artickee. I heard 
eIy dm- t o  me, d upon h e r -  
of ltenia w i t h  B-hariu d others. 
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just what Lenin's '%mink'' consists of. But thh 
w e  to be tbe opinion of Radek. In any w e ,  Radek'a 
article which I have to  examine here shorn not d y  
that he did ''not have at handH my fundamental worke, 
but alao that he nwer even read them. If he did, then 
it was long ago, before the October revoIution. In 
any ease he did not retain much of it in hie memory. 
But the matter does not end there. Even though 
it w m  admissible and even unavoidable in 1905 or 1909 
to  polemiciae over a few articles that were timely then 
and even over single sentences in single articles taken 
Per@vss" aar a spedal pamphlet.. The annotation to the 
complete edition of Lwin's works, wMch fa t o  the eir& 
that the thwry of tbe pemmmt rewoIution ir eepech3Iy note 
worthy '4now", after the October revolution, data back to 
approximately the aame t h e .  M d  Lwln read my "Results 
and Perspectivw" In 1919, or merely glirr#re through it!! On 
t h e  I asannot my anything deaafte. 1 wan then constantly 
tra?el% came to Moamw only fir short s m ,  and dudng 
my meethip with L a i n  In that period--at the W h t  qf fRe 
dvil w-iadonal theoretteal reminimama never enter& 
our minds. But iL A. 30Ee did have a conmmatiw with 
b n h ,  fnst at that time, on the theory of the germanent 
re~olntion. Joffe reported thfil convermtfon In the farewell 
letter he wrote me before his death. (See "My Lile", 8crlb 
wrs, New Pork, pnge 637.) Can A. A. Joiee'a assertions be 
~ n 8 t m e d  tttat Lenfn fn 1918 W e  acquainted f o r t h e 
f i r s t t i m e. with "Reanlts and Persgectives" end conil.med 
the eorrectnese of tbe hlstorbl prognoefs contained in it? 
On thi61 matter I cnn only e x p m  psycholc-gIml conjectncear. 
The power of c a n ~ i t i o n  of t l w e  conj-res depend8 up011 
the malnation of the kernel of the dhpnted gnetition ihelf, 
A. A. Joffe's words, that Unin had MniIrmed my prognmis 
as correct. must appear incornPrWdble to a man who baa 
been raised upon the theoretical mrgariw of the post-Unin- 
iat e 9 m .  On the otber hand, whoem mfl- upon the 
Wdntion of Lenln'a ideas ln connetion with me development 
of the revolntlon Itself, will tmdmtand that bnh, in -10, 

- . -.- -. 
From theae two books, Radek would have learned, 
in the flmt place, that in my political activity the per- 
manent revolution in no care signified fox me a jtmrp 
ing over the democratic stage of the revolution or 
ita specific bps. He could have convinced himself 
that, though I lived in Ruada illegally throughout 
1906 without connections with the emigration, I formu- 
lated the successive stages of the revolution in the 
same manner as Lenin: he could have learned that the 
fundamental appeals to the peasants that were issued 
by the central press of the Bolsheviks in 1906 were 
written by me; that the NOVA~A ZHIZS [New Life] 
edited by Lenin in an editorial note resolutely defended 
my articles on the permanent revolution which ap- 
peared in NATCHALO [The Beginning] ; that Lenin'e 
N O V A  ZRIZP~ and now and then Lenin himself sup- 
ported and defended the political decisions of the Sov- 
i e t ~  of Deputies whose author I was and which I re- 
presented as reporter nine times out of ten; that, 
after the December defeat, I wrote a pamphlet on tac- 
ti- in prison in which I pointed out the connection 
of the proletarian offensive with the agrarian revolu- 
tion of the peasants as the central strategical problem; 
that Lenin published this pamphlet in the Bolshevik 
publishing house NwaL Pol= [New Wave J and had 
me informed of his hearty accord through Knuniam; 
that at spoke rrt the London congrese in f 907 of 
my 'csolidarity" with Bolshevism in the viewpoint on 
the peasantry and the liberal bourgeoisie. None of the 
exists for Radek: probably he did not have this "at 
hand" either. 
How doee the matter stand with Radek in relation to 
the works of Lenin? No better, or n o t  much better. 
Radek eonfines himself to  those quotations which Lenin 
did indeed direct apinst me but meant for others (for 
exmuple, Buehazin and Rudek: an open xe%- 
t o  &is is f a d  in Radek bhwelf). Radek was oirt.: 
able to adduce a single new qtlotation; he simply maalie 
we of the h h h d  . quotation materid thst almmt - 
every c i t h  of t h e  U. S. a. R. has hand". Rdek 
only added s few quotations in which Lenin elucidated 
the elemmtary truth to the rmarcbisk and S&d 
Bevdutionieta on the Merence between a h u r p i s  
republic and sddifim, where it lmka as though these .. - - .
litm were dire- a g b t  me. Hardly credible, but .y . 
. -14 i.t in true. - - - I --. 
Rd& entidy avoids those old declarations in a 
which h i n ,  very cautiously and aery sparingIy, but 2 - '  
with all the greater emphasb, estabhhed my ~olidarity 
- -2 A 
with Bolshevism in questiorm of revolutionary princi- 
- -  
pIe. Here it must not be forgottea fat an instant - I 
- 
that Lenin did t& at w time when 1 did not belong 3' 
to the Bobhmi faction and that Lenin attmked 
me mercileblrly (snd righay so)' for my c ~ 6 ~ t i ~  
-not for the permanent revolution, where he conhed 
hlmaelf to occaaimd re jo indedut  for my com~%a- 
tionism, far my redine& to hope for an evolution of 
the M e n s h h ~  t o  the '];eft. Lenin was much more 
c~neerned with the straggle a g h t  coneihationbm 
than wlth "justifying" Single pIemkal Mows again& 
fhe 'Gaonciliatoi' Trotek y, 
Xn 1W4, defending Wore me Zinoviev'a conduct in 
October 1917, S t a h  wrote: 
Vomrade Trotsky haa not & e t o d  the letters of 
Lenin [on Zinopiev-L. T.], their signifpwnce and 
%heir destination. h d n  Frequently used to rush ahead 
deh'beratelg in his letters and t o  #hove ta the fore- 
gr~und the possible errors that might be made. He 
dtieized them in advance with the aim of wrrrnirsg 




q t e d  r Ltri0e' and, with the rame pedagogical 
aim, made 'an elephant out of a pat' . . . But to 1 draw from theae letter6 of LePin (and there are no 1 
few nuch Ietterrr of hie) the conclusion of %ragicy dif- 1 
ferwteea of opinion and to trumpet thb abroad-means 
not to understand Lenin'~ letters, not to know IRnin." 
(J. Stalin, Trobsk.yism or Lepshimn, 1924.) I 
However c l w y  the formulatio~'%he style is the ! 
manp'-the ideas are neverthelwe essential1 y correct, 
even if they apply lemt of all precteely to  the differ 
a c e s  of opinion on October 1917, which do not quite 
re~emble a "gnat'. But if 'lenin used t o  resort to  
''pedagogical'' exaggerations and to  preventive poli- 
cies towads the closest members of his own faction, 
then ~urely all the mare so toward8 one who stood 
outside the Bohhdk faction at the e r n e  time and 
preached conciliationism. It never occurred to  Radek 
to allow for tbiar corrective codeient in the old quota- 
tiom. 
In I-, I wrote in the foreword to my book 1906 ' 
that my prognosie that the dictatomhip of the prole ! 
tariat ia likely and possible in Russia sooner than in 
the advanced countries, had been confirmed after 
twelve years, Radelt, following a not vexy &active ex- 
ample, dmdbea it M though I had contrasted thh 
prognosis with Lenin's strategical he. From the 
foreword, however, it can be clearly seen that I con- 
ridered the prognosie in those of ita basic featurn in 
which it coincided with t h e  e t r r w c  line of Bolshev- 
ism. When I speak in a footnote of the "re-&ma- 
mat"  of the party at the beginning of 191 7, then it 
is certainly not in the reme that Lenin recognized the 
predowr road of the party as Herroneous" but rather 
that Lenin, even though after a delay, yet opportunely 
enough for the succesr of the revolution, came to  Ran- 
ist Party. 
We would like %a m i n d  Bad& tht  my bods IQO6 
(with tk inhted foreword) and Tlbg OctoJiiw Bun- 
ob&m played the d e ,  * LRnin WM alive, of the 
. fudaumttd hietoximl tattboks of the two xewln- 
tiom. At tbt time$ they wmt b n g h  ianwaMe 
edikhm irt the Rarrsim a W&M in foreign bguaape;~, 
Never did saybody tell me that my bdoh contain a 
egntrast of two lim h a m  at that time, before thie 
tevbidt change of course by khe & ~ I I W ,  every nor- 
mal-thinking party meink  did not wnaider the Oat 
o h  qexiencea in he l i t  of the old quotatiom, 
sltt tbe OH qu*ti& the light of t$e Oatober rev- 
otation. 
h mmectian 4 t h  this the* is still rrnother point 
which R a w  misuses in sn impedmble manner: 
.Tkobky did & n o w h i e  s a m t  Lenin waa 
wt rr-t him Tme, he did ltcknow1dge that. 
A d  in thh ackn-t them w u  not one iota of 
diplamauy. But I Bad in mind the whole - r i d  
rod af Ledn, hie whole theo&i~d position, hh &rat- 
m, hia way of b d d b g  the party. Th d w  net, 
however, d t e  .to every single one of the polemid 
qpotaGoas whiah are moreover d m e d  t h y  f ~ r  p p  
porn diem to Lenininm_ Ip 14326, in the period u# 
. 
n& my declaration that Lenin wae right in order 
to a w e  a little his, Zinoviev's, wraq against me. 
Naturally, I u n d d  thh well. dnd that ia why 
I said at the S w a t h  Hentun of the E. C. C. I. that 
f memk the historical right of hn in  d his party, 
but in no cam the right of my present critics who 
atrive to  cover themaelvee with quotations plucked out 
of Lenin. 
Today, I am unfortunately compelled to extend 
these words to Radek. With regard to the perma- 
nent revolution, I spoke only of the defecds of the 
theory, which were inevitable in ro far aa it was a 
querstion of a proqnoab. At t h e  Seventh Plenum of 
the E, C. C. I., Bueharin rightly emphasized that 
Trotsky did not renounce the conception in its en- 
tirety. On the bgdefects", I shall speak in another, 
more extensive work, in which I shall endeavor to  pre- 
rent the experiences of the three revoIutiom and their 
appIicution to the further course of the Cornintern, ear- 
pecialIy in the East. But in order to leave no room 
for mbiguitiee, I wish to  say here bxietly: deepite all . 
its defects, the theory of the permanent revolution, 
even in the presentation of my e~rliest' works, primar 
ily in Readbt and Perapectivm (UO6) iB permeated 4 
t o  an incomparably greater degree with the spirit of ' 
Marxiam and consequently stands W t e l j  clo~er t o  
the historical line of Lenin and the Bobhevik party, 
than not only the preaent Stalinist and Bnchariniet 
retrospective wisdom but abo than the latest work of 
Radek. By this, however, I do not at all want to Bay 
that the conception of the revolution pments the eame 
immovable Iine in d my writing. I have not oc.eupied 
myself with the collection of old quotation+I am 
forced to do it now by the period of party relrctim 
and epigonism-but I have plainly and honestly  ought 
f the p~sttnt queetion ih d i t 5  gigankie, bin- 
magnitude and from whom we all learned this-- 
red it uncertain even after the February rev- 
. . . the theory wau falee. 
argument of Ed&, taken +a r whole, 
not contain a t r u e  of dialectics. One c o d  codude 
from it that the standpoint of the Upposition on the 
Chinese molutioa, or the attitude of Mars in British 
affaim, was false; that the position of the Cornintern 
with regard to the reformbts in America, in Austria 
and-if you wish-in all countries, ia false. If 
Radek's argument is taken not in its general "histor- 
ico-philosopbicd" form, but only a6i applied to the 
question that interests us, then it hits Radek himself; 
the argument might have meaning had I been of the 
opinion or, what is still mare important, had events 
shown, that ,the b e  of BoIsbevbm is in cmftict with 
it, and deviates from it ever further: only then would 
there be the ground for two factiom. But that h 
just what Radek wants to  prove. I prove, on the 
contrary, that in spite of all the factional polemical 
exaggerations and conjunctural  accentuation^ of the 
question, the basic strategicd lines were alike, m e r e  
should a second faction have come from? In reality, 
it turned out that I worked hand in hand with the 
Bohheviks in the first revolution and later defended 
t h i s  common work in the international preaa aguin~t 
the renegades' cxitici~m of the Mensheviks. In the 
1917 revolution, I fought together with Lenin against 
the democratic opportunism of those "old Bohheviks" 
who have today been eIevatd by the reactionary wave 
and fitted for the hant against the permanent revolu- 
tion. 
Finally, I never endeavored to  create a grouping 
on the baeis of the theory of the permanent revolu- 
tion. My inner-party stand was a c o n c i i ' k t o ~  one 
and when at certain momenta 1 strove for groupinp, 
then it wss precisely on this bmis. My conciliation- 
ism was derived from a certain Social Revolutionary 
fatalism. I believed that the logic of the class stmg- 
of onit* d ' : 
tCConcilktionimn b the result of m o d ,  endeawm 
- of 1908-1911. That is why a whole series of 
social democrats detexiomted into mnoiliationiem i9 
epoch, p r o e w  frum t h  wwzt va&gat#d pr- 
iws. Conailiationism wwa repmented mo& coueis- 
W l y  by Trotsky who, ahoat alone, endeavored to 
- h y  a theoretiad foundation for thia current,?' (Vob 
Flme XI, part $ page 871.) 
By atriving for unity at dl costs, I involuntdy 
- *nd unavoidably hed to idealie the Centrist tenden& 
in Menehmiem. Despite the tbreefdd epiaodic at- 
h p t r ,  X arrived at no common work with the Men- 
deviks, and I could not arrive u+ it. S i m d t a n d y ,  
bowever, the conciliatory line brought me into an aT& 
the harsher position t o w a d s  Bobhevhm, nhce fienia, 
in contrast to  the Memheviks, merciles~ly rejected con- 
+ 
J ciliationism, and wuld do no diflerent. It ia o b v i o ~  , 
lessom of Trotsky's mistakes. These l e ~ ~ o n s  are very 
significant. They preserve their full force even today 
and it is precisely Radek who should meditate well 
upon them. 
* * *  
With the cynicism that marks him out, Stalin once 
said : 
''Trohky must know that h n i n  fought to the end 
of his life against the theory of the permanent revolu- 
tion, But this does not disturb him.'' (PRAV~A, No.
261, November 12, 1926.) 
J This is a rude, disloyal, that is, a purely Stalinist 
;I; caricature of reality. In an appeal to the foreign 
- I Comrnuniata, Lenin declared that differences of opin- 
ion among the Communists are' ~omething quite dif- 
ferent f r m  differences of opinion with the social dem- 
ocrats. Such differences of opinion, he wrote, Bol- 
shevism bad already gone through before. But 
'r . . . at the moment of the captare of power and 
the creation of the Soviet republic, Bolshevism war 
united and drew to  it the best of the currents of so- 
cialist thought clowat to  it." (VoL XVI, page 838.) 
What closest currents of riocialiat thought did Len$ 
have in mind when he wxote these lines? Martinov or 
Kuusinen? Or Ca*, Thhann and Smeral? Did 
they perhaps a p p r  t o  him as the "bwt" of the clos- 
est currents? What other tendency was closer to 
Boleheviarm than the one which I repmmted in all the 
que~tions of principle, including the peasant question? 
Even Rosa Luxemburg shrank back at first from the 
agrarian policy of the Bolshevik government. For 
me, however, there wae no que8tion about it at all. 
We were together st the table when Lenin, pencil in 
hand, wrote down the draft of his agrarian law. And 
the interchange of opinions hardly consisted of more 
mvohrtion the pteeent theoxeti@m arPd po1;tidma d . 
I d + T r o b k M  i%m+m, Kantaw~~, 8- - 
J$folotovs, etc., e€c.-d+d, to tbe laat man, tbe -, 
Stin more noteworthy in thia respect i~ -I ' i  
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ply? 
"Agreement? I cannot even speak serioaaly about 
that. Trot~ky has long ago said that unity is im- 
pos~ible. Trotsky has understood thi-ince then 
there ha& been no better Bolshevik." 
Not the permanent revolution, but conciliationiam 
was what separated me, according to Lenin'~ viewa, 
from Bolshevism. In order to become the "best Bol- 
ahevilr", X only needed, as we see, to understand the 
impossibility of an agreement with the Mensheviks. 
But how is the abrupt character of Radek's turn 
precisely in the question of the permanent revolution 
to be explained? I believe I have one element of the 
explanation. In 1916, as we learn from his writings, 
Radek was in agreement with the permanent revolu- 
tion, but in the Buhr in i s t  interpretation, according 
to which the bourgeois revolution in Rmsia iar termin- 
ated-not only the revolutionary rale of the bour- 
geoisie, and not wen the hietorical rale of 'the dogan 
of the "democratic" dictatorship, but the bourgeois 
revolution as such--and that the proletariat must 
therefore proceed to the capture of power under a 
purely socialist banner. Rdek manifestly aho inter- 
preted my position at that time in the Bueharinist 
manner : otherwise he c o d  not declare his solidarity 
with Bucharin and me at one and the same time. This 
alaro explaim why Lenin polemidzed agaimt Bucharin 
and Radek, with whom he did work together, having 
them appear under the pseudonym of Trotsky, (Redek 
admits this aho in his article.) I rememihff that ale0 
M. N. Pokrovsky, a co-worker of Bucharin, and a 
tirekss constmctor of historical schemata, Marxitisti- 
calfy colored with greut ekiI1, alarmed me in Paria, 
in convematiom on this question, with hi# dubioaa 
"solid~~rity''. (In polities, Pokrovsky was and re- 
In 1924-1926, Radek apparently artill lived-up . 
spiritual recollections of the B u h r k k t  pition 4 
1916, which he continued to identify with mine. R w y  
dieiUusioned by the hopelessness of his po~ition w the 
basis of a fleeting rtudy of knh's mikings, M e k ,  
as frequently used to happen in such cases, h c r i b d  
an arc of 180 degrees right over my head. This in 
very probable because it i6i typical. Thus Bu&rin, 
who in 1923-1925 turned a complete somersault him- 
self, that i, transformed himself from an ultra-Lettiet 
into an opportunist, constantly attribute8 to me him 
own ideological pa&, which he palms off as "Trotsky- 
i~m". In the fir& period of the campaign agabt 
me, when I often still managed to Iook over Bucherin's 
articles, I would frequently ask myself: where did he 
get this from ?-but soon guessed that he had glanced 
into his diary of yesterday. And now I wonder if 
the same psychological foundation does not lie at 
the bottom of Radek's conversion from n Paul of tbe 
permanent xevotution into its Sad, I do not pmume 
to  insist upon thic hypothesis. But I can 6nd no other 
- explanation. 
* a *  
Proletariat, but th t  Tramformation of 
h Nation under thb Medip 
of th t  P f o l ~ t  
T'hi g~llmtial f e & b  thaf.  he$ * 
.drainof *+whiahin & t h e  h x y  aadtacs 
tie [ohewe: W c  b L  T.] of the 'pemmeslt 
~ ~ t f P o m ~ t a % h e o r y l i e B i n ~ u p ~  
n 
' d t h  tb$&f&g# qf fAQ 
ad&#tmmwwa 
f n h t e l y  com&d G* this fmdamenttkl re 
p a d ,  or malting fmm i& there lrre ather, no lean 
T o  be sure, in the formal Iiterary mpect, Rad& .oa$: . . 
refer here and there to  Lenia And he does that: 
. { 
characterize my real position in 1906. In Lenin him- 
self there are quite different, directly contrary and 
far better grounded remarks on my attitude in the 
principled questions of the revolution. Radek did not 
even make the attempt to unite the variou and &- 
rectly antithetical remarks of Lenin, and to  elucidate 
these polemical contradictions by a comparison with 
my actual views*. 
fn 1906, Lenin published, with his own foreword, an 
article by Kautsky on the motive forces of the Ruasian 
revoIution. Without knowing anything about this, I 
also tramhted Kautsky'~ article in priaon, provided 
it with a foreword and included it in my book On b h  
Deftme of th.e Party. Both Leain and 1 expresised 
our thorough accord with Kautsky's analysis. To 
Plechanov's question : Ie our revolution bourgeois or 
socialid? Kibutsky had answered that it is no longer 
* J recollect that I uiW out to Batbarin at the Seventh 
Plenum of the Hlrermtfve Committee of the C o m m d  h- 
ternatlonal when he dted the same qntrbtiona: '%a there 
you I 
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baurgeok, but not yet ao~:irrht,  that is, it preaents 
the t r - i t i u  form from the one to the okher. To 
this, L e h  wrote in hia foreword : 
'(AH we confronted by a bourgeois or a ~ocialiet 
rednzion, in ite whole character? That is the old 
sckma, eay~ Kantaky, That is not how the question 
should be put, that is not Maxxian. T h e  revolution 
in Ruasia is not bourgeoir, for the hurgeoiaie is not 
r driving force of the present revolutionary movement 
of Rwsia, But neither is the revolution in Russia 
sochliet.'' (Volume V m ,  page 82.) 
Yet not a few passages can be found in Lenin, writ- 
ten before and after this foreword, where he categor- 
ically c a b  the Rudlaian revolution bourgeois. Is that 
a contradiction? If Lenin is approached with the 
metl~oda of t h e  present critics of "Trotekyism", then 
dozena and hundreds of such "contradictions" c m  be 
found, which are cladied for the serious and con- 
scientious reader by the difference in the posing of 
the queution at different moments, which in no way 
violatee the unity af b in 's  conception. 
On the other hand, I never diaputed the bourgeoie 
character of the revolution in the sense of it8 actual 
historical tamkr, but only in the dienee of its motive 
form and its per~pective. M y  fdamental work of 
thoae dayr (1908-1908) on the permanent revolution, 
begins with t h e  following sentences : 
'The Russian revolution came unexpectedly to  ev- 
erybody but the 8ocial democracy. Merxism long am . 
foretold the inevitability of the Ruesian revolution 
which h d  to come as s xesdt of the eolIieioa of the 
fareen of capitalht. developmeat with the forcea of 
*xhle abeolntim. By characterizing it as bur-  
&@, it P0;nt.d oat that the immediate objectiae heke 
of the revolution consisted of the creation of 'normal' 
disputed today, nor 
t o  it, opens up quite new hiahrical perspectiVe8.'' 
(Om Rwrotasth, 1806, article R e d 8  ~d Pm8psc- 
tima, page 234.) 
'$me general sociolagicul characterieation4ws1.~ 
poi#  r m o h t b i n  no way settles the politico-tactical 
problem, contradictions and difIicdtiea which are 
raised by this g k n  bourgeois mlu$on". (IMP 
In thb wry, I did not dispute the bourgeois cherae- 
ter of the revolukiw that stood on the order of the 
day and mix up democracy d wcialism. But I en- 
, deavored to   how that with us the class dialectics of 
the bourgeois revolution would bring the proletariat 
to power and that withont ita dictatorship not even 
the grofih of capitlrliam. In this aense, the develop 
ment of cap i thm sigdea the development of the 
proletariat h a r d  the dihtombipl But the day d 
hour when the power p e s  into the handa of the 
proletariat do not depend &red@ upon the state of 
the productive forces, but upon the conditions of the 
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'In an ecbdcally backward country, the pro- 
*t mn come to pomr Booner thm in the eeonom- 
W y  advanad countries. The conception of eome 
mA of a u h r t i c  dependence of t h e  proletarian dic- 
ta-p upon the technical form and resources of 
the country coastitut es an extreme1 y over-simplified 
'ecenomic' materiaria Thir view has nothing in 
common with Marxism. 
HThe Russian revolution, in our opinion, create5 
such conditions under which the power can pass over 
t o  the proletariat (and with a victoriom revolution it 
mwt) even before the policy of bourgeois liberalism 
acquires the possibility to bring its state @us to a 
full unfolding". (Ibid, page 245.) 
These lines contain a polemic a g a h t  thlrt d g a r  
''Marxim') which not only prevailed in 1905-1906 but 
also gave the tone to  the conference of the Bolsheviks 
in March 1917 before h n i d s  arrival, and found its 
crassest expresmion in Rykov at the April conference. 
At the Sixth Congrese of the Cornintern, thb pseudo- 
Marxism, that is, "common senad' debauched by 
scholas t i c k ,  constituted the "wienti%cYf basis of the 
speeches of Kuusinen and many othem. And this, ten 
years after the October xevo1donI 
Since I have not the poseibility of describing here the 
whole train of thought of R e d f a  and P ~ ~ p e c t w 6 8 ,  I 
should like to  adduce one more clearly expressed quo- 
tation from my article in N A T C H ~  (lsO6) : 
Wur liberal bourgeoisie comes forward as counter- 
mdIttionarg even before the mlut iwary climsx. 
In wery critical moment, our intellectual democracy 
oaJy demomtrates its impotence. The petwentry in i t 8  
emtirety repwents an elementary rebellion. It can be 
p d  'Xt the service of the revolution only by the force 
that takes over state power. The vanguard position 
a t a e  No, the dictutorship of the prole 
k h t  appeared pmbabIe a d  WB inevitable hn &i 
hash of the born@ WOI* p d *  becaw 
~ " t b e P e w a s n o ~ p e w e r a n d n o a t h e r ~ y + o u d v e  
the Cash of the a g m r h  redutioa But fttis atone 
mpm up the m e  of the dmocmkic revohtiom 
growkg over hb ~ d t  rm01utioa 
- 
r 
- - - - - - - -- 
ship in the bourgeob revolution, namely, the democrat- 
i c  dictatomhip of the proletariat (or of the proletariat 
and peaantry). The working chres c a m t  assure the 
democratic character of ita dictatorship without over- 
ahpping the boundaries of its democratic program. 
uIf the party of the proIetariat takes over power, 
it will fight for this power to the end. If one of the 
means of this struggle for the maintenanm and con- 
solidation of the power is agitation and organimtion 
especially in the village, then the other means will  con- 
sist of the collectivist program. Collectivh will not 
only be the inevitable consequence of the fact that 
the party is in power but &o the means of huring 
this situation based on the proletariat." (Remits and 
Peupectietes, page 268.) 
Let us go further : 
'(We know the classic example [I wrote in 1908 
against the Menshevik, Tcherevanin] of a revolution in 
which the condi~ons for the rule of the capitalist bour- 
geoiaie were prepared by the terroriet dictatorship of 
the victoriouar sanuc&ttw. That was in an epoch 
when the principal maw of the urban papuletion was 
composed of artieans and tradesmen, that is, of the 
petty bourgeohie. It followed the leadership of the 
Jacobins. The principal mas8 of the urban popula- 
tion in Russia is composed today of the indwkrial 
proletariat. This analogy alone points to  the p s i -  
bdity of such an hhtoricrrl situation in which the vie- 
tory of the 'bourpis' revolution k granted only by 
the conquest of revolutionary power by the proletar- 
iat, Does the revolution thereby cease to be bour 
' p b ?  Yea and no. This does not depend upon the 
f orma1 designation, but upon the further development 
d d n t k  If the proletariat is overthrown by the 
coalition parties, among them also the peasantry it 
teIls us nothing about the type of ib mternal dew& 
apment and in na case sigdim that the proletsrriet 
must adopt its tactic to  the conduct of the bourgeois 
democracy as the only legal elaimant to atmte pwerP  
(L. Trotsky, IBOb, page 263, R u s h  editio~~.) 
From the same article: 
"Ow remlution, which ie a b u r p i s  revolution 
u c c o d i q  t o  the immediate h k s  it grew out  of, 
knows, m a comquence of the extreme dam Merep- 
tiation of the industrial popula2ion, of no burgdm 
ohas which could place itself tit the head d the pp- 
lar magses by combining itn r o d  laeight and political 
e-m wi th  revo1utionary energy, 2% mp 
prrrseii worker a d  p s m t  muaaea, l f t  to #?& a m  
mmurces, ~rlasst tak* it w p m  t k h e ~  to c m t ~  in 
the hard rchool of implacable a d &  a d  cmel de- 
feat, tb rwceaeq  +tical ard orgu&athal p 
~dih fw gh& b h p h .  No other r o d  ia o p  
to them." (L. W n k y ,  I3Q8, paw 267-8.) 
- ' Qne more qttotstion flwm E d *  d P m p W  
? wid: 
'The proletariat wi l l  not be able t o  insure 
I 
i. 
withaat broadening the base of its revolution. 
"Many aectiona of the toiling masses, especially in 
the village, wii l  be drawn into the revolution and em- 
breed by a political organization for the first time, 
only after the vanguard of the revolution, the city 
proletariat, has placed itaelf at the helm of state 
potper. Revolutionary agitation and organization 
will be carried out with the help of state resourm. 
Finally, the legblative power itself will become a 
mighty htrument for revolutioni%ing the rnawes of 
the people. . . . 
T h e  fate of the mast elementary  interest^ of the 
peasantry--even of t h e  whoh pgalaadtql as a c b s - -  
is knit tagther with the fate of the revolution, i. e., 
with the fate of the proletariat. 
"The pd&aPiat iw p m e ~  wit! appear to t h  p- 
ramtry ar t k  libmathg c b n .  
T h e  d e  of the proletariat will not only mean: 
democratic equality, free self-dmhbtration, tram- 
ference of the tax burden to  the poseeseing &ma, 
tra~formation of the standing army into the armed 
people, abolition of compulsory church taxes, but also 
recognition of dl the revolutionary redivhionar (& 
urn) of landed property undertaken by the peasantry. 
The proletariat will make this redivision the point of 
departure for further &ate measures in the field of 
agriculture. Under thme codtione, the Ruesian 
peasantry in the first, most &%cult period will be no 
less interested in supporting the proletarian +me 
than the French peasantry in supporting the military 
r&me of Napoleon Bonaparte, which paranteed the 
new poaseseore the inviolability of their land tracts by 
p5rtue of the bayonet. . . . 
"But perhaps the peasantry will dislodge the pro- 
letariat a d  itself occupy it8 place? 
propriety'' is with Ststin, Refer* to my New Tork 
articles on the February 1917 revolution, which agree 
in every essential with Lenin's Geneva articles, the 
theoretician of party reaation writes : 
&'The letters of comrade Trotsky, both h spirit and 
in conclusio~, are entirely &similar from fimh'8 
letters, far they repeat entirely the anti-Bolehevilr 
dogan of Trotsky: <No caa-nd r labox govern- 
ment', a slogan which means: Revolution without the 
pemantry." (Speech to  the fraction of the Central 
Cwnmittee of the Trade Unions, h'pvemkr 1% 1924.) 
Exquisite i t h e  sound of theue words on the ((anti- 
Bolahe* slogan" (alleg~dly Trohky'e) : "No c z a z c  
and a labor government:' Accwding to Stalin, the 
BoUevik dogan ~honld have 4: r'No labor govern- 
.mat ,  but r w r . "  We wi l l  st i l l  s+ of the alleged 
Ccelogan'' of Trobky. But we would first like to hear 
from mother of the notablee of the ruling spirit of 
the day, lesa illiterate perhaps, but one who hsg how- 
ever, taken lave forever from any thearetical scruph: 
I sped of Lunatchamkg: 
r~ 1906, Leo Davidovitch Trotsky inclined to the 
idea : tL p d a r i a t  mwt r& irokted [ !] and . 
mud not support t h e  bourgeobie, for that would be 
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o p p o ~ ;  &r the proletariat alone, howevar, 
it mdd l~ di@calt to carry through the 
m1&, bemuse the proletariat at that time 
amatmbd to  only eeven-eighths of a percent of the 
tM& poptdation and no great war could be conducted 
a so malI a cadre, Thu~, Leo Davidovitch de- // 
cidd that the proletariat in inussarsia must support the 
p a n e n t  mIution, that is, fight for the greatest 
pusaible succew, until the fiery sparke of this con- 
@ation blew the powder deposits of the world 
into the air." (THE POWEE OF THE SOVIETS, NO. 7, 
i I
On t 4  CJC4ractafinticn of tkg October Rmolutiola, by 
A. L u n a ~ a ~ y ,  page 10,) 
The proletariat %ust remain isolated'' until the 
&ry .aparka blow up the powder depwits + . . HOW 
- hutifutly many PeoplPa Commissars write who are 
for the moment not yet Lcid~ted't in spite of the q 
thratened position of their own mental power*. But I 
we do not want to be so srevere with Lumtchamky: 
from each according to hiir ~bilitiee. His slovenly 
ahuxditiea are no more senseless than those of many i 
But how, a d g  to  Txotsky, must "the prole 1 
tariat remain isolated"? Let us adduce one quohtion 
from my polemic amkt Strave ( 1908). AE the time, 
Lunatchamky chanted immoderate h p m  of pr& for 
thh work. While the bourgeois parkiea-the refer- 
ence h to t h e  Svviet of Dep~ties-~~rermrhd entirely 
doof" from the awakening maasebl. 
" . . . political life became concentrated around 
the worked Soviet. The attitude of the city masses I 
*%ince tbis WM written, Imaakhamky '%olatedn 
4 
. - 
- 3m&* page 199.) 
' In dl k h h  quotatiQu+th& number Dml d y  
mdution h dadbed aa s revohtion which 
.bgeQ&p the o p p 4  mrraa 6f city and dhge  
,.'pdetrr&t, .ra&er ih ia fie d d d h g  of the whole 
-tion under the Ikiadership of the proletariat. Tbat 
* * *  
m. IWek a c t d y  *tea him- 
in mo€her @ti sf & &&& h& i d b W  
but quite comedy, wJuar* my V h m  
tlte revdukion a&dy differed from those of P a m .  
P a m  WM not of the opinion that the labor govern- 
ment in Russia hae a way out in the direction of the 
mcialist ~epolation, fiat ie, that in the process of 
fatfilling the taaks of democracy it can emerge into 
the soekdht dictatorship. Aa is proved by -the quo- 
tation from 1908 adduced by Radek himself, Parvue 
confined the tasks of the labor government to  t h e  tasks 
of ddemaocraq. Then -where b the leap to  rocidisml 
AE a reault of the revolutionary overthrow, the ere* 
tion of a labor government on the "Australian" model 
already then hovered before Parvw. Pam8 alao 
made the comparison between Russia and Australia 
after the October revolutiou, when he himself already 
atood at the extreme Right wing of social reformism. 
Bucharin said about this that Parvus had t'discovered'' 
Auartralia after the fact in order t o  cover up his old 
sins with regard to the permanent revolution. But 
that ie wrong. In 1908, Parvus saw in the conquest 
of power by the proletariat the road to democracy 
and not to socialism, that ie, he amsigned to  the pro- 
letariat only that file which it actually played in , Rusaiia in the fimt eight to ten months of the October I 
revolution. As a further perspective, Parvus even 
then pointed to the Adrtrlian democracy of that 
time, that is, to a 14gb in whicb the labor party 
does indeed govern but does not rule, and carries out 
ita reformist demands onIy as the supplement to the 
program of the bourgeoisie. Irony of fate: the fun- 
damental tendency of the Right-Centrist bloc of 1923- 
1928 consisted precisely of drawing the dictatorship 
of the proIetariat cbser to  the labor democracy of 
the ~ i s t r a l i a n  model, that is, of the prognosh of Par- 
i 
i 
vas. Thb becomes all t h e  clearer when it is r e c m  
that the Rnsrian philistine "aocialirta'', of b o  or t .  
veloping "socialist" legislation and in that way wau 
building socialism in one country. Rdek wonld. hait 
acted correctly had he pashed d h i r  side of the question 
' 
to the foreground instead of repeating the  fairy tab 
of the fantastic skipping over of democracy. 
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Tbret Elements of thb c ' D c m ~ t i c  Dictatodip#: 
Classes, Tasks and Political Mcchanifs 
EIX DIFFEBEXCE between the "permanent" stand- T point sad that of ];enin, expressed itself politically 
in the contraat of the slogan of the dictatomhip of the 
prcbtrahb which eapporb it& upon the pessuntry 
and the slogan of the dslrrocrn;tie dictatorship of the 
proletariat and the peasantry. The dispute was not 
cozmoerned with whether the bourgeoisdemocratic stage 
e d  be skipped and whether an alliance be twem the 
workere and the peasants was necwary-it ~oncerned 
the potjticai w c h d c r  of the aollaboration of the pro- 
letariat d the peasantry in the democratic revolu- 
t ioa 
Far too presumptive, not to  say light-minded, b 
Radek's contention that only people "who have not 
thought out the complexity of the methods of Marxism 
and L e h i s m  to the endn could push to the foreground 
the question of the parby-pofitic@L ezpr88ffh-n of the 
democratic dietatomhip, when 1;enia eaw the whole 
queation only in the collaboration of the two claeaes~ 
in the objective historical task. No, that is not how 
it stood. i 
dl the diBMmce# of ~ p i n i ~ n ,  ot omXg 
a d  me, whi& marked two sbaw of 
shevism, and b n y ,  the M e m w e s  between t h ~  B y  
sim revolution of IN& and the revolfitiom of 1848 4 
af lrw, in so fat a6 the pmk'kri6t ean at d 
be spoken of in reluthz~ b the l a w .  AB bwrgeoh 
xepalution~ have mted an the cooperation of the op 
pregsed dams of city and cowtry, That k jwt w b t  
invesbed the rewlutiom to a l e s ~ r  or greater & p a  
with B national charwker, t b t  b, o m  embraekg & 
whale people. 
Tfte t h e o w t i d  sre tReEl t h ~  @tiad diepats 
mom ua wrur not aver the dtdmmtiom of the wark  
and peasant  as^ such, but ousr %e pmpam of tbis 
00Ilaba~lrtiwt~ & party f o m ~  and powcrd lme&ada, 
In the old m d t i m ,  workers a d  peasant@ u&UdL- 
hri&dn and- the haderahip of the liW bpmyge 
M a  or b petty bonrgeoia dmgtrakh whg.  !&e 
@mmunist ~ s t i ~ ~  reputed *ha expdtynt af 
the old mlnti~n[~ ia a w w  bishrid e h h o i l  b' 
doing evmsth;ng it c o d  to me& ,the Chhue work-. 
eks and pwb .to the @ t i e d  lauk&p ef .the 
natimd liberal Eaidhek md bterJ &f *& 
4ci iemo~t) t  W s g  Wd. Lerdn put the qbdtm 
d an d b c e  d the workere d pmemta in isre&*- 
ailable mtqpni~dlp to f i e  l i b d  ~boaphk, h3a;ah 
~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ t e d i n I t i s t 0  
r matter, w far m 6 s d  




By W, the quwGon d %he pliti- 
. @s& rl ietatow iuh the vacuum of historical a b  
.. & ~ d w l s .  Yes, l;enia, r e f d  for a number of yeare 
ta -o ia i P L 8  the quertion of what the political 
patty and atate or$anisstion of the democratic &&a- 
torehip of the proIetariat and the paantry would look 
like and he pwhed into the foreground the whbora- 
tian of these two c l z r s ~ ~ ~  in contrast to the coalition 
with the liberal bo~rgeoiui~ hnin said : At a mrbh 
hietorical stageI #,ere inevitably resulkrs from the whole 
objective situation the revolutionary alliance of the 
working class w i t h  the peasantry for the solution of 
the Wka of the democratic revolutiam m t h e r  the 
peasantry w i i  have time enough or will underr3tl~nd how 
t o  create a party of its own, whethef thin party will 
be the s p e d  gravie of the tepresent~tives of the 
prolebrir~t in the revolutionary government4  these 
quwptioz~a permit of no gwrerdy valid reply. &Ex- 
perience will show !" Even though the formula of the 
demwx~tic dietatomhip left open the que~tion of the 
political m e d d c n  of the dlhrtce of the workere and 
* pemanb, it nevertheless remained, up to c h i n  
period, without h i k g  converted into a rtak~@ ab-- 
#traction like Radek's, an alepbraia formula wbich al- 
towed of greatly divergent political eonstructions for 
.hgdmace  of the snbjwtive factors: of t h e  aim, a e  
% d w  method, the ~arty--Lenin well & t d  
but forged ideas and slogans in the furnace of the 
class struggle, He adaptad these slog- to  red- . 
ity, making them concrete and precise, and at dif- 
. been studied by Radek; he simply ignord it. 
It is, however, a fact thet bin did not dwayi 
aharacterize the probable party-political expmeion 
: and gavernmental form of the alliance of the two 
&sea in the same way and that he refreined from 
binding the party by hypothetical iaterpretcttiom, 
however, that a caheeive c h a r m ~ t i m  of the m o b  
#ion of Ida's idea in this question would reqaire a 
separate work. 
nAnd this composition of the social basil of the 
revolnCionary dictator~hip tffiIl 
in the composition of the 
qf the -at v d e d  r ~ p r e n m t u ~ ~ ~  of bL 
#hk govmmmf admen 
TI, Bmsian edition, 
page 182. My emphash.) 
In these words, Lain shows not only the class h a i s  
but abo s U t e  gove~nmental form of the dictator- 
ship with a poseible pdominance of the represents- 
t k  of the petty bourpb demockcy. 
In fm, XLenin a d :  
' T h e  peasant agrarian molution of wGch you 
speak, gentlemen, must, in order to triumph aar such, aa 
a peasant rev01ukion, become the central power of the 
whole ~ t 8 k "  (Volume IX, page 639.) 
Thia form& goes even further. It can be under 
dood in the acme that the revolutioniwy power muat 
be direotly mmentr~twl in the ha& of the palian- 
try. This formula, however, &o embraces, in the 
more Pa~maching interprets;tion arccorded it by the 
parage  af devdopmente, the Octok revolution which 
brought the prokbziat to power as the  "a&entn of the 
pewant revoIution- Thew are the &reme pdm of 
the permissible interpretatiow of the form& of the 
democratic dictatorship of the prolehriat and the 
peasantry. It i a  prohble thak-up to a eehain point 
-its strength lay in tb algebric kt&biIity, but \ its hagera also ley there, manifested th rmnl re~  among 
PB cmsaly m0ug.h in Febraary end led to the catas- 
trophe in China. 
In July 19011, Lain wrote: 
'CNobady apeaks of the seizure at power by the 
, p%xty-we &peak only of participation, ss leading a 
pdicipation in tbs revolution as peak. . . . " (Vol- 
power by the pxtg.: 
'Xaatsky co~&der~ it not only bw vmy p h W  
krmulatiam and mine, We dl aee tbis even more 
plainly later on. Here we want to raise the gwartion: 
What is the meaning of thege contrsdiotiom in Lenia? 
They d e e t  the smne great dmmm in &e politid 
formala of the molution: tlw pmmtt.$r. xmt for 
nothing did the dieale once call the p e n t  the 
8- of Rus~sitfn btory. The questim of +he m- 
. tare of the repolatitomtry dictstarshi~whether kdek 
wills it or natds bepurrble from the question of 
kb posaibffty of a p e p ~ l t l t i o n ~  p s m t  prrxky ho~kile 
to the liberal bour@ie end independent of prs- 
letarilrt. Were the psaat fy  capable of cmating an 
party in the epo& of * dmgorakic zw- 
olukion t b  the dmocr~~tic nwolutipn could be real- 
tioa of the participation of the prolekdan minority 
would obtain un imprrxhnt, it ir tme, bat mbordin- 
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parQ, and is compelled, in t h e  xevolutionary epoch, 
to & m e  between the policy of the bourgeoisie and 
the policy of the proletariat. Only this evaluation of 
the polikical nature of the perraantry produces the 
p w p e d v e  of the dictatorship of the proletariat 
which grow8 directly out of the democratic revolution. 
Ln this, naturally, there lies no "denial", "ignoring" 
ax ''undereatitnation'' of the peasantry. Without the 
decisive significance of the agrarian question for the 
life of alI society and without the deep and gigantic 
nt revolution there could in 
the proletarian dictatorship 
t the fact that the agrarian molwtim 
created the coditions for the dictatorship of the 
pro&tariat grew out of the inability of the peasantry 
,- to solve  it^ own historical problem with its own re- 
sources and under i t s  o m  leadership. Under present 
conditions in bourgeois countries, even in the back- 
ward o m ,  in 80 far aa they have already entered the 
epoch of capitalist industry and are b d  into a unit 
by raitroads and telegraphs-this refers not only to 
Russia, but to China atwZ India as w e k t h e  peasantry 
is still less capable of a leading or even only an in- 
depe!ndent political r81e than in the epoch of the old 
a bourgeob xevolutions. Because I constantly and per- 
reason for accusing me 
ssian revolution in the period 
- d lsOCE1917. Let us confine ourselves here to two 
!There hi sot the  lightest dohbt that a mol* 
ibich naeh M, high s d- of dwehpment u th - -  
m o l u t i o ~  &tbbtor&ip, Will create a more firml$ 
hmd and more powerfd re~olutima~g pmmt 
party. To judge the niattex etherwise w 6 d d  mean to 
u s m e  that in a gram-up man9 the nke, form and 
dqpe of d d o p m e t  of certrrin essential o q a m  mild 
remhin in an d r @ e  ekte.* (Volume XI, Park 1, 
I P* m0.1 
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P-' PaI.ty5 at the dangerous fiction of the Pea- 
e n  w h n a l ,  at the masquerade of kbe_ A&- 
Zin- League, and so on. 
P- thought at preeent makes no eBort to 
h the contradictions in lLenin adduced above, 
&t in part externally and in appearance, in 
d o  in reality, but which a1waya result from the 
,II .I- ~xoblem itself. Ever since we have had a specid 
~pecies of "Red" prof~sors, who are frequently &- ' 
tinguished from the old reactionary professms not by 
a h e r  backbone but by a profounder illiteracy, Lenin 
is now professorially trimmd and purged of all con- 
tradietiom, that i, of the dynamics of his thought; 
standard quotatiom are threaded on a few thin strings, 
and then, according to the requirements of the ''given 
moment", set in circulation serially. 
It must not be forgotten for a moment that the 
problems of the revolution in a politically "virgin" i 
country k a m e  acute after a great historical internal, 
after a lengthy reactionary epoch in Europe and in 
tbe whoIe world, and by that alone aheadJ brought 
with them much that was obscure. In the formula "dm- 
ocratic dictatorship of the workem and peasanh'', 
fienin gave expression to the spcifie aocial relation- 
ehips in Bassis. H e  put different conetmctiom upon 
this fornula, but never rejected it without having ex- 
hau~tively measured the peculiarity in the conditions 
Y 
1 
of the Rueeian revolution. Wherein lay this peculiar- 
ity? 
1 
The gigantic Ale of the agrarian question and the 
petwant quwtian in general, aa the bmis or substrue- 
ture of all other problem, and the great number of the 
-'ant ht&gm& a d  thole who sympathized with 
., the pwnnt, with their populist ideology, the '(anti- 
. I  1; 
, +pitab&'' traditiom and the revolutionary tempt- 
4 r i  
r 
Rw*. 
Cinctitm from rm libem1 and groletrri-party, c v ~ r g  
poaik'ble variation was attempted, illegal and parE8 - 
mentary as well as their combination: "Zsmalia i Voh" 
[Land and Freedom], " N r a ~ . o k i s  V o h "  [People% 
Will], "Tc- PersdW' [Black Reconstruction], 
the legal "Namd&~Jrssko!~ [Populism], "People% So- 
cialists", "TP.M~&B*', "Social Revolutionists", "Left 
Se&~Bewlutionists", &., etc. For half a century, we 
had, lui it were, a huge laboratory for the creation of 
an Nanti-capitdht'l peasant party with an mdepen- 
deni position towards the proletarian party. The 
largest eke,  as i known, w w  attained by the experi- r: 
ment of the S. R. party, which, for a time in 1917, - . I  
actually co~tituted the party of the omhelming ; 
majority of the peasantry. And then? It used its 
position only to betray the peasants completely to the I 
liberal bourgeoisie, T h e  S. R.s entered a coalition 
with tbe imperidbts of the Entente and together with 
them conducted an armed struggle a m t  the Ruraian 1 
proletwriat, 
Thh tntlg htwic example shows that petty b o w  I 
- 
geoh p a 6  an r peasant bath, even in everyday 
. ji bietory, can maintain the appearance of an indepen- 
dent policy when tmondery qttwtiom are on the 
ageads but that when the revolutionary crisis of $0- 
ciety puts the fundamental questions of property on 
the order of the day, t h e  petty bourgeois i'pea9ant" 
party ~fntomatically become8 an imtrument of the 






dispute, at b t  on my part, was not 
democratic tasklre stand befom Russia 
reqarre a r&olutionaxy solution; not over 
sanEry could assume, a d  what eorrsequmces redt 
from it for the farther development of the remhtiun. 
I speak of courBe of mg position in this dispute, not 
d the position of Bncharin-Radek of thak time, for 
which they themeelms must answer. 
How close khe fornula of the "permanent revoh-, , 
tion" appraached limb's formals is p p h i c d l j  w- 
%rated by the following comparison. In 1906, that 
. is, More the October strike and More the December 
u p  the peasantry and the petty bourgeoisie. The 
proletarbt Iwds the fie, draws it into t h e  move- 
m a t ,  intemta it in the saacew of ita phw. The 
prbletarbtt however, absoluhly remaim the leader. 
T%h is not the 'dictatomhip of €he petwantry amid 
proletadat' but tk &c$atar&hip of t b  prokdarkt 
" 
*.spoke of the radical change of Lemin'~ panition, 
the peamntty, the prokariat w mppwted by the 
p m t r y ,  comequently the revolutionary power is con- 
centrated into the hands of the party of the prole- 
brirrt. But that is just what the central point of the 
pexmanent revolution consisted of. 
The utmost that can be said t h y ,  that i ~ ,  af#er 
the historical verification of the old di3erenees of opin- 4 
ian on the question of the dictatorship, is the follow- 
ing: while Leain, always proceeding from the lead- 
ing r81e of the proletariat, empba~he~ in every way, 
& m a  up and teaches us the necessity of t h e  revolu- 
1 
tionary collaboration of the workers and pea~ants, X, 
likemiare always proceeding fnom thie collaboration, 
emphasize in every way the necessity of proletarian 
leadership, nonot only in the bloc but also in the govern- 
ment which will be aasembed to incorporate this bloc. 
No other difference can be read into the matter. I 
In connection with what ha8 been adduced above, 
we mdd like to examine two quotations : one out of 1 
ResJk a d  P~8fwcbirrea, which Stalin and Zinoviev 
utilized to prove the antagonism between my viewa 
and Lenin's, the other out of a polemical article by 
Lellia against me, which Radek employs for the same 
purpose. 
Here is the first question: 1 
"The participation of the proletariat in the govern- 
ment is objectively most probable and sdmis~ible in 
principle only a~ a dominant and leading participa- 
tioa Naturally, thio government can be called the dic- 4 
tatorship of the proIetariat and peasantry, dictator 
ship of the proletariat, peasantry a d  ht&g&, or 
hlrllg, coalition government of the working class and 
the petty bourgeoisie. But the quation etill remains : 
4 
&a whom doa the hegemony belong in 
a d  through it, in the country? lf w 
. bor government, then by that done we 
&at +he hegemony will belong t o  the working claw? 
(Ow R d w  1908, page 260.) 
' Zinoviev (in 1926) beat the dxums mightily h u e  - 
(in IN&!) I had juxtaposed the peaeantry s d  the 
in#*&; the Mensheviks, as I wrote at that time, 
; clutched at the heels of every radical intellectual in 
order to  prove over end over again the blowomiag 
of bourgeob democracy. I expressed m p d f  h u n d d ~  
of times in those dap on the impotence of the intel- 
I leclalu as an %dependenty' social group and on the 
d&ive aigzlificam of the r e v o l u t i ~  peasantry. 
@reover, it is certainly not a question of a single 
polemical sentence which I have no intention at all 
' 
of defending. The heart of the quotation aoneists of the 
fact that I completely accept the Leninist oontent of 
the democratic dictatorship and only demand a more 
precke definition of its political mechanism, h t  is, 
the rejection of a coalition in which the proletariat 
would only be a hoetap under a petty bonrpia ma- 
Now let us aamine LeninSe 1906 article which, ss 
. Radek himself remarks, was directed "fortnalig again& 
. 
Trotsky, but in w d t g  againat Bucharin, Piatskov, 
the writer of theee liner [that is, Radek] am? rr nun- 
ber of other comrades." This is a very vduable af- 
k t l o n  which d r e l y  confirms my impmaion of that 
time that Lenin wae directing the polernic against me 
only m appearance, for the contents, ar I ahall b- 
onstrate forthwith, did not in reality at  all d e r  to 
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e&ow and their dieeip1es. The '51~1'' of this a&- 
d ~ s  Radek expresses it-is the following passage : 
"Trotsky bag not taken into consideration," says 
Leain, quoting my words, <'that this is just what the 
completion of the 'national boargeois xevoIution' in 
R d a  will be when the proletariat pull13 along the 
non-proletarian masses of the village to the confisca- 
tion of the manorial land, and overthrows the mon- 
archy, that thiB is just what t h  rmohtwmq dmo-  
cratic dictatorship of t L  p r o b t a k t  and the peaacsm- 
b y  wd2 be." (Lenin, Volume XIZI, page 214.) 
That Lenin did not turn t o  the "right address" witb 
the accusation of the "negation" of the peasantry, but 
really meant Bucharin and R d e k ,  who actually 
wanted to  ekip over the democratic stage of the rev- 
olution, is clear not only from everything that has been 
said above, but aLo from the quotation adduced by 
Radek himself, which he rightly calls the "nail" of 
Lain's article. In actuality, L& r&ra directlql to 
t h  wards of my ad& nccord@ k which only am 
hbpedmt a d  bold poficp of the proletariat can p t d  
dong the "mwprobta~am" massss of t h  z4lbge t o  the 
comficcstiwa of the manorial i d ,  to the overthrow of 
t t  namrchy, etc., and Lenin adds: "Trotsky has not 
taken into consideration that . . . this is just what 
the revolutionary demacratic dictatorehip will be." In 
other words, Lenin confirms here and, so t o  speak, cer- 
tifies that Trotsky in reality accepts the whole genu- 
ine content of the Bolshevik formula (the collaboration 
of the workers and the peasants and the democratic 
tanks of this collaboration), but does not want to ac- 
knowledge that this is just what the democratic die- 
tatorship, the completion of the national revolution, 
will be. Ln thia manner, the dispute in the apparently 
usharp" polemical article is not concerned with the 
*n. 
" My polemic with L e h  was c o r n e d  in el38mce 
w&h tlre possibility of the independence ( a d  the &- 
p of independence) of the peasantry in the d u -  
ae well aa with the pmsiblity of an independt 
pwts' party. In thir polemic, 1 acclleed Lain of 
merestimating the imd~pwaiht  rille of 'the peasantry. - 
Senin accnsed me of underestimating the r&bimq 
r81e of the p a n t r y .  !I% resulted from the bgic 
af the polernic itself. What but contempt, h o w ,  
i d d  one deserve who today, two decada later, team 
Qese old quofntiom oat of the f d t i o a  of tb 
&em party relatiomhip, endomi every polemid ex- 
aggeration and every episadic wror with sit abmlate 
, d u e ,  h t d  of reveelin$ in the light of the great& 
Woluthmry experience what the u o h d  I r e d  of the 
&&mme~ of opinion waa d what the At ions  
of theae theses aa the handsomest gift 
to -a, for Lenin shorn himself guilty of 
in it. The most important points of the 
z f  the Seventh Plenum of the Em C. C. 1. 
d h h  wndemm Trotkyism, appear, as it were, to be 
&I&ratelj directed against the fundamental these8 of 
h n h  The Staliniets p ~ h e d  their teeth in rage at 
their publication. T h e  editor of the CoUeotion, Kam- 
enev, admitted to  me openly with the not very modest 
~ - h e a r t & e s s "  that characterizes him: If the bloc 
h e n  as wexe not being preparedf he would never 
under any circumtmce8 have allowed the publication 
of the document. In 8n article of Kostrcheva in I 
Born-, t h ~ e  theses are mendaciously falsified pre- 
iuely for the purpoee of not bringing h n i n  under the 
suspicion of the Vrotskyis~'' attitude t o w a A  the 
peasantry as a whole and the middle peaeants in par- 
ticular. 
I quote here further Lenin's evaluation of hb dif- I 
f m c e ~  of opinion with me, which he presented in 
rsos: I 
"Comrade Trotsky himself, in this instance, grants 
'the participation of the representatives of the demo- 1 
cratie popdation' in the 'workers' governat', that 
is, L pant# a gowemmmt 4 r ~ p s m t a t b e ~  of the 
probbariat a d  thb peosmty, Under what conditions 
the participation'of the proletariat in the government 
of the revolntion is pemhsibleremairts a separate 
question, and in this question, the Bol~heviks will most 7 
likdy not come to an agreement not only with Trot- 
oky, but a h  with the Poliah social democracy. T h e  
quation of the dictatorship of the revoIutiomry class- 
ee, however, ia in no ease reduced to  the question of 
the bajority' in any revolutionary government, but 
to the question of the conditions d e r  which the p a r  
- that Troteky accepb- a government of repreuenhdi~& '
of the proletariat md the peasantry, that is, d w  not 
Hakip over" the latter. hh emphash  in thh oon- 
nection that the question of the dictator~hip is not 
reduced to the question of the majority in the govern 
m a t .  This is imonteitable. It It a quation, in the 
first place, of the common work of the proletariat and 
peasantry and comequently of the etruggle of the 
proletarian vanguard against the liberal or '(national" 
bourgeoisie for the influence over the pewant& But 
t h b  inevitably bods, upon the victory of the revolu- 
tion, tq  this queation as the decisive one. As we have 
seen, h d n  (in my case) cautiously makes the mer- 
November 1917, a struggle raged in the rummib of 
the party around the question of the codition gov- 
ernment with the Social Revolutionists and the Mw- . 
shkks. Lenin was not opposed in p h i p l e  to a 
malition on the bask of the Soviets, but he cabgo& 
a .firm ardeguardhg of the Bolshevik 
t dong with him hand in hand. 
* * *  
&m'W w see what Radek b actually aiming at 
a whole question of the democratic dictatorship 
,&e proIetrrriat and the peasantry : 'P 
. . *&I", he a h ,  "did the old Bolshevik theory 
d 1906 prove to  be funhentally correct? In the 
fact that the joint action of the Petrogad worker8 
nnd peasants (the soldiers of the  Petrograd garrison) 
o v e r t b m  czarism [in 1917. L. T.], The formula 
of 1906 fowees in ih fundamentala only the relation- 
ship of t h e  cIasses, and not a concrete political insti- 
tptioIL" 
Wd, well, well! Wben I designate the old Leninist 
formula as "algebraic", that is, permitting of various 
concrete interpretstions, it is in no case for the pup 
pose of permitting it to  be converted into an empty 
comnt~nphce, as Badek do- dmitawly,  ' T h e  
fmubentaI point was redbed: the proletariat and 
the peasantry jointly overthrew czarbm." But thin 
Ufamdmental" was accomplished without exception in 
evev vicbxiom or semi-vietoriaus revolution. Czars, 
feadaI lo&, and priests were ulwaya and everywhere 
beaten with' the fiats of the proletarian, or the precur- 
mrrr of the proletarian, the plebeian and peasant. Th& 
is laow it waa already in the eixteenth century in G e r  
many and even earlier. In China it was abo workerar . 
Prnd p a &  who beat the militsriirb. What has 
thie to do with the demoerakic! dictatomhip? It did 
not &st m the old revolutione, nor in China. Why 
not? On t h e  backs of the workers and peasants, who 
&$ the dirt;y work of the revolution, sat the bourp 
0% ItLrrdek hm CC~trayedn so far from political in- +- that he has forgotten what b " Ino~ t  fu&- 
7 - - - . 
Badek thunders against us sinners, "understand it W 
wey : the affair must absolutely end with a joint gov- . - 
ernment of the workem and peasants, yes, a few even 
imagined that it abeolutely had to lx o coslition gov- 
= 
erxtment of the workem' and peasants' parties.'' 
Wkat blockheads theee "few" are! . . . And what 
d m  Radek h e l f  imagine? That a vidorioua rev- 
olution mu& not lead to a new government, or that 
this new government must not reflect a d  and~ure a def- 
inik relationship of fomes of the revolutionary clam- 
How impermi~rible it is t o  - from the qua- 
Academy in March 1927 : 
stand : workers' and peasants' govefxtment." 
Thw, in 1@27 (not in 1906) Radek was of the 
opinion that there could be a  peasant^' and workem' 
- government in diatinotion to  a workera' and peasantb' 
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p v e m m d .  The editor of WVDA did not grasp 
U. I admit, neither do I. What a worked and 
pama&$' govemment b, we know. But what is a 
peaeante' and workers' government, in distinction and 
in eonkraut to  a  worker^' and pensants' government? 
Perhaps you wiU take the time to explain to  us this 
myeteriow transposition of adjectiva? Here we are 
approaching the heart of t h e  question. In 1926, 
Radek believed the Canton government of Chiang Kai- 
Shek to be a peasants' and worker3 goverment, in 
1927 he repeated it with determination. In reality, 
however, it proved to be a bourgeois government, which 
only exploited for itseIf the revolutiaary struggle of 
the workem and peasants, and then drowned them in 
blood. How h this error to be explained? Did Radek 
dmply deceive himself? h e  can be deceived at a dis- 
tance. But then one muet say: I did not understand 
it, did not scrutinize it, I made a mistake. But no, 
we have here no error in fact out of the lack of infor- 
mation, but rather, as now appears clear, a deep rnis- 
take in principle. The peasants' and workem' gov- 
ernment in mntrart to the workers' and peasants' gov- 
ernment-fiat is the Kuo Min Tang. It can mean 
nothing else. When the peasantry does not follow the 
bmletariat, it followa the bourgeoisie. I believe the 
question ha8 been adcieatly clarified in my criticism 
of the Stalinist idea of Ytemporaritg constituted work- 
ers' and peaeants' partiwl" (see Tb Draft Program of 
dJbg C d t e m ,  A CP.iticiam of F w d a d d s ) .  The 
Canton 'peasants' and workers' govemment" in dig- 
tinction 'from a workers' and pewants' government is, 
in the language of presentday Chinese politics, the 
ody conceivable exprasion of the "democratic dicta- 
tomhip" in contrast to the proletarian dictatorship, 
ia other worda, the embodiment of the Stltliniet Kuo 
Min Tang policy in 
which the Communist 
Wbat. Did tht, Theory of t h t  Permanent 
&volutim Look Lit, in PmKist? 
P m m c i m o  the theory, RadeEc rupplements is 
we bale wen, by U. uitartiu f i m h g  fmm ita'. 
-This la a very importank mppIe~mt. The o@&l 
eritici~m of 'YTrot~lryh" prudently limited itself in 
kl& question tu the theory. Far Bad& hawever, thin 
d'oes not sut&ce. H e  is mnducthg a atruge  w i n d  
a ddnite (Bobhdk) tadd line in China. a e  must 
&credit tb line by €he theory of the pmnamnt rev- 
olukion, and here it b aemsry ta show, or to act 
as though somdmdg has M p  &wed, that in the 
p t  fie f&e t a c t i d  h e  flowed from this theory. 
Here Bad& is &ectly m d e d h g  his readers, 1% 
L possible that b~ b e l f  d m  not know the history 
,of the revolution, in which he never took a direct px"t. 
Bd ~bviously he h dao not made the sli&t~et ef- 
f& b h i t i p a t e  the question with dommeats at 
hand The most important of h e  are contained 
h~ the wand volame of my C&ctd W ~ r h  : . an in- 
y@mtion is b a  possible for anybat7 who olrn mad. 
-M tm therefm d to  Radek : in almost all the 
- 
Xn an article written $, February aad pridtd. $@ ' 
March* th&, is* two or three month before tbe .&@ 
third conxmtion), I add: 
t h e  czar, wKeh knows no other thought than vicxtory; 
the popular insurrection ar the dmimthg point of 
thig struggle; the provisional governmait aa the TW- - 
olutiol~~~ry aalminntim of the'victorg of the p p b  . 
&r*centmri+Mfoe;thedisarming~fthem ' 
k3-t matian and the arming of khe people by the pro- 
Pisional government; the aonrocation of the cob*-. . 
nent assembly on the bask of general, equal, dim& 
d smret spfpra- are the abjwti~ely p ~ +  
mibed st* of khe reoofution." (Volume XI, P a ~ t  1,
P W  =a*) 
It is enough to compaxe theale. words w i q  the mo- 
Zutiow of &the Bdihevik canvention ef May 1905 k 
order a0 reco- in the posing of €he fmdmn@a@ 
b & - I  probZemsl my campleh solidsritg with the Bd . 
' ah*. 
h more, ia the s p i d  of 
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G1~88in. It ia mturd that, as a writer, I took into 
m c o d  the literary i d e  of the question. The impor- 
of fh Of tkB atmggk is wrg c w e c t l g  pre- 
sm#d hgl c m L  K r a r h  and I am with him CMR- 
pbte, One cannot engage in struggle witbout reck- 
onlng on capturing the position for which one is 
@king, . . . " (Volume VI, page 180.) 
The l a r p t  part of the extensive Xrasein amend- 
me&, to  which I refer the reader, was adopted in the 
resolution of the convention. That theae amendments 
are derived from me, is proved by a note from Krassin 
which I &till possess. This whole party episode is 
well known to Kamenev and  other^, 
The problems of the peasantry, their attraction to 
the workers' Soviets, the question of the cooperation 
with the pewants' league, engaged the attention of 
the Peterburg Soviet more and more every day. Per- 
hap8 Radek siill knows that the direction of the Sov- 
iets devolved upon me. Here is one of the hundreds 
of formulations written by me at that time on the 
tactical taaks of the revolution: 
'The proletariat creates city 'Sovieh' which direct 
the fighting actions of the urban masses, and puts 
upon the order of the day the fighting alliance with 
the army and the peasantry:' (NATCHAM, NO. 44, 17- 
30, November 1906.) 
It is wearieome and, I must admit, painful, to  ad- 
duce quotations which are to prove that there was no 
question with me of a "leap" out of rrutoeracy to 
socialism. But I am compelled to  do it. I wrote the 
following, for example, in Febrnary 1906 on the tasks 
of the constituent assembly, in no caae. however, coun- 
-ing it at the very outset to  the Soviets, ao Ra- 
dek, following Stalk, now hastens to  do in regard 
to China in order t o  wipe out the opportunist traces 
1 
1 of yesterday wi th  sn ultra-Leftigt broom: 
remmtruct the state upon a democratic 
that is, upon the foundation of the sovereign peoplets . 
pmw. It w i l l  &&lish a people's militia, carry mi :< 
an enomour land reform, and introduce the eight- 
hour day and a progressive income tax." (Volume a, 
Part 1, page 849,) 
And now, esspecidly on the question of the Lcimrme- 
&ate1' intxoduckion of ~o&Zism, from the popular 
led& written by me in 1WB: 
"Is it pmsible to  introduce sociabm in Rusaia im- 
mediately? &, our village is still too dark and too 
d g h t e n e d .  mere are too few mcidista among 
the peasants. Fir& amd foremoat, the auhracy, 
which keep the marnee of the people in darknm, must 
be overthrown. The village poor m u t  be freed of dl 
taxation; the propwive income tax, universal corn- 
pulaory education, m ~ t  be introduced; M y ,  the 
land prolda&t and semi-proletariat must be Mitd 
wikh the city proletrrriat into a social demoamtic army, 
M y  such un a m y  dl be in a position t o  carry 
through the great eoeialiat revolutioa" (Volume 'fI, 
Part 1, page 228.) 
!LW almost s o d  as though I did indeed diEer- 
entiate Wweert the demacratic and mhlht s tape  of 
I the revolutiou, 1% bef~re even Stalin and !LWhann, 
and now Radek too, began to teach me this, 
; lbenty-two yearn agos I wrote: 
: 'When the idea of the d b ~ t e d  revolu~on WM 
C - formtllated in the roeidis* p-, a revolu~an which gr- a d  c h h e ,  -1 of mw W), ' [: ,* of the PO*, b s t e o n t  attack* of t& + 
. ) d l  I I 
btariat wpm the political a d  ~ ~ ~ ~ i c  plivihgea. of 
t?w d i n g  c € u ~ ~ B s - - c o ~ ~ ~ s  $h Jiqdobioa of abaottb- 
tispla and & d m  d t h  the so&&8t revohth  our 
progreseive' press unanimously Faised a furious howl." 
(Our Revolatbim, 1906, page 2ET8.) 
B$r& of dl, I ~hould like to c d  attention to the 
defition of the uninterrupted revolution contained in 
thew words : it combines the liquidation of the Middle 
Ages with the socialist revolution through a eerier of 
growing social clashes. Where ki the leap here? Where 
is the ignoring of the democratic &age? And isn't 
this what actually happened in 19llP 
Let UB atablish in passing that the howling of the 
"pmgreseive" pr-s of 1006 over the uninterrupted 
revolution can stand no cornparboa with the in no wrty 
progressive howling of the present-day writers who 
have intervened in the affair after a brief delay of a 
qurrrter of a century. 
What was the attitude of the then leading organ of 
the Bohhevik faction, Navaia Zmzars, which appeared 
under the vigdant editomhip of k i n ,  to  the quation 
of the permanent revolution raised 'by me in the press? 
Surely, the queetion id not devoid of intereat. T o  the 
article of the "radical" bourgeois journal, NASHA 
Z~rear, wbich had endeavored to  set up t h e  K'm~re 
rational" views of Leuin againat the bbpermanent xev- 
*bsbion9' of Trotsky, the Bolshevik NOVA~A Zmx r e  
plied (on November 27, 1905) : 
"Thie gratuitous report is of course sheer nonsense. 
Comrade Trotky said that the proletarian revolution, 
,without standing still at the first stage, by pressing 
bard upon the exploiters, can continue ~n its road, 
w& Lenin pointed out that the political revolution 
is only the fist step. The publicist of NASHA h w  
would lrge to perceive a cont~c ' t ion  there . . . The 
'L The  compleke vietory of the revolution ~igd&is .. 
, t h e  widlory of the prol&ariaty, writes commie Web ' 
. aky. 'But this dotory in turn si@h the farkhm' 
uninterraptehesa. ~f %he mlutioa . The pmIet,ari& 
- dh the fmbeah1 twb  o-f dmmacy and the 
; logic of itta i m m d a b  struggle for the uafegaa- 
of political dodomition causes purely soO;.abt prob- 
hw to  axhe at the &en moment. Be%= the mh- 
hm a d  ~@ ~ U I U  p~?Ogr&i~ of & ~ d & l  ~ O C -  
' . racy, s rew1utiwry rnnti~&y is eahbtfshed. TEa 
Thb reference alone erhswb, to a a e i n  de- 
the theme of thirr bmchure. C o d  dl the.&* .- 
-- - - 
in the c~unp of. the petty bourgeoisie of that tim- 
it 3 r whole historical epoch. And Lenin's  NOVA^ 
Zmm associated iteelf completely with this perspc- 
the. Even more important, f hope, is the fact that 
the actual course of development tested it and in 1917 
finally confirmed it as correct. 
Outside of the petty bourgeois democrats of NA~HA 
ZH~N, it w w  mainly the Mensheviks who, in I906 and 
particularly in 1906, after the defeat of the revolution 
had begun, spoke of the fantastic t'leap'' over dem- 
ocracy to  socialis& Among the Iblenshcviks, it was 
especially Martinov and the deceased Jordansky who 
distinguished themelvea ~ this field. Both of them, 
be it said in pas~ing, later became stalwart Stalinists. 
T o  the Menshevik writera who sought to  hang the 
'leap to  s o c i d m "  on me, I expounded, in a special 
article written in 1908, in detail and popular3y, not 
only the error but &o the stupidity of such a can- 
tention, which I could reprint today, almost un- 
abridged, against the criticism of t h e  epigona. But 
it will perhaps s d c e  to  my that the. dsumk of tbe 
article reached its culminating point in the f ollowbg 
words : 
"1 understand quite well-as X muet needs arsure 
my reviewer [Jordansky]-that a publicistic leap over 
a political obstacle is far from signifying i t 8  practical 
surmounting." (Volume IT, Part 1, page 454.) 
Perhapa t k  will sate? In ease it does not-I 
can continue so that my critics, like Rsdek, will not 
be able to  refer to  the fact that they did not have "at 
hand" that over which they pas8 judgment ao cava- 
lierly* 
Oasr Tecfic, the brochure written by me in p&on 
in 1906 and publi~hed immediately by M, hi char- 
acterixed by the following conclnaion : 
thought a h  is d e v e l d t  
k 
creatitm of Soviets of pemanta' deputitg (peasant 
c&ttw) on the land, as organa of the agrarian 
rwohtion, organization of the electioas to the con- 
skihent aaaembly and electoral etruggle on the basin 
of g d&ite labor program of the people's represents- 
tim." (Volume If, Part 2, page 206.) 
Dws this look like a skipping of the agrarian rev- 
alation, or an underestimation of the peasant question 
as s whole? Does this look a~ though I did not see 
t h e  democratic ta8ka of the revoIution? hb, it doea 
not. But what then does the political daubing of 
Badek look like? Nothing at all. 
Graciously, but very ambiguously, Radek  draw^ a 
Zine between my position of 1906, which he distorts, 
and the position of the Mensheviks, without it occur- 
ring to him that he is himself xepeating th=fouxthe 
of the Menshevik oriticlm : Even though Trotsky em- 
ployed the same method as the Menshevib, Radek 
w a n b  the peasantry. As evidence, Radek adduces three 
polemical lines out of the 1916 article by Lnin  which 
I have already quoted, obervxhg himseIf, however, in 
passing that here Lenin, although he names Trotsky, 
-was in reality polemickhg against Bucharin and 
aka reference to--Trotsky himself. Exposing the , 
the ~~. Thia w&E the 
: &a. w h h n i m ~ d a a f p k r i h g * ~ :  
b w g d i i e  & d ~  mid &&king for the -hip .wf- 
the ~evdutiomrry peasantq- In We fudmemkd ' 
~ o n I h U , a a o ~ ~ d i t h X l e n i n .  h d w h m  - 
~ ~ a i d - t a t b e M % m r ~ i n t h e  wunseaf tbeet& - 
a g h t  &ems 'Tog lmf of rJZ, am3 prpmd bp * 
~ a s ~ d e i t o ~ p ~ ~ j ~ ~ ~ w ~ '  
&to avt with the al€&d of the U&beviks, -* 
g g d e k s e & b o ~ & , b ~ t r w t k r a ~ r ~  
mine yearn Mo'm th&, at the. w o n  & 
&a a p p r  mmm~Ry mrnpliatd. 
IF Emerrrd acawkkiomi h &h *t 
thedeasripkimafthetmmeaftb 
~ t b ~ ~ ~ ~  
with Chat complert appearance--indeed jut became 
of thb amorphousness-the view* of the Mensheviks 
may be xeduced to a very eimple achema which should 
be aecessible even to the undexstanding of Mr. Miliu- 
~ Q Y ,  
'?n the pmtcript to the recently published book, 
How Did 8 7 ~  EEcctim to b b  Second State l?tma Turn 
Out? the idmlogicrrl leader of the Cadet party  write^: 
'h to  the Left groups in the narrower sense of the 
word, that is, the ~ocialist snd revolutionary group, 
an agreement with them dl be more difficult. But 
even here, again, there are, if not decidedly poeitive, 
, then at least very weighty negative reasons which, 
up to a certain point, can facilitate an approach. 
Their aim is-to criticize and to discredit us : for that 
alone it ia neceeeary that we be present and act. h 
we know, to  the socialists, not ady in llusda, but 
throughout the world, the rmolution now taking place 
signifies-a bourgeois and not a-rsocidist revolution: 
a revolution which i t o  be accompIished by t h e  bour- 
geois democracy. To capture the place of this democ- 
racy . . . for this the socialists of the whole world have 
not prepared, and if the country haa sent them into 
the Duma in such great numbers, then it was cer- 
tainly not for the purpoae of realieing sociaIisrn now 
a 
or in order to  carry through the necessary c'bourgeois9' 
reforms with their own hands . . . It will consequently 
be more profitable for them to critiche the r61e of 
the parliamentarians rather than to compromise them- 
selves in the same r82e.' I 1 
"As we see, Miliukov Leads urs to  the very head 
of the question. The quotation cited gives aII the 
mast important element, of the Menshevik attitade 
tawads the revolution and the relatiomhip betwen 
mxgeoie and socialist democracy, 
i 
I. 
oppmikiond one : 'Criticize and discredit'. 
ly-as the fourth pin- ordex for tbe 
to  obtain the pmibiliky of mmuhkg in the 
tion, 'it i~ nmemary that we [that is, the bow&& ' 
democr&cy] be present IrPd act'. 
"And if Lwe' are not p m d ?  A d  if there is nq 
- + a ,  
bourgeois democracy capebb of marching at the h e d  
of the bourgeois rwolutiw? Thea it muat be b- ' 
vented m8 is jast the cadmion t o  whieh &n- 
hPism arrives. It bd& up the bourgeob hmcmoy, 
a d  ib attribuh aod history, out of ib own imagb- 
tion. 
"AB materialjsts, we m e t  m tZla first place pose %he 
question of the social bases of th bargeoi~ democ- 
xecy : upon what 8trat.a lprpd elassea can it & u p &  
"It is needless t o  speak nbnt  &e big bsurgeohk aa 
a revoIutionary p o w w n  tb we are dl u&d. 
Lyons industrialists, even in the great F d  mw- - , 
lation, which wdur a national rwolntion ia the 
: f. eWhmy srrassm&$tcs, the prop of the leading party 
4 h gdontajpard~. It was precisely this compact 
. . 
mrwaa"& $he &ty papulation, which had gone through 
'- 1- Wtoricrrl school of the guild, that bore upon 
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t h e w h o l e b u r d w o f ' t h e r e v o ~ u ~ i o n a r y  
e. Tbe ab jective result of the revolution was 
the ereation of Cnormal' conditions of eapitaliot ex- 
ploitation. The social mechanics of the historical 
, proem, however, led to the point where the conditions 
were created for the domination of the bourgeoisie 
by the plebs, the democracy of the streets, the r a w  
c&t ten. W r  terrorist dietatorahip purged bour- 
geois society of the oId rubbil and then, after it had 
overthrown the dictatorship of the petty bourgeois 
democracy, khe bourgeoisie came to  rule. 
Wow I ask over and over again : What ~ocial claarsr 
in our country will elevate revolutionary bourgeois de- 
mocraoy, put it in power, and give it the po~ibility of 
carrying out the gigantic work, if tbe proletariat re- 
mains in opposition? I have again and again asked 
the Mensheviks for a reply to this central question. 
It is tme, we have enormous m ~ e m  of the revolution- 
ary peasantry. But t h e  comrades of the minority 
know just a8 well as I do that the peasantry, regard- 
lws of how revolutionary it may be, is incapable of 
playing an i&pmh#, much lees a bad*, politid 
d e .  The peasantry can aadoubtedy prove to  be 
r in the e m i c e  of the revolution; 
rkhy of a M a h t  t o  believe that 
01 phcing. iteelf at the 
ion and, upon its own ini- 
reductive foxces of the country 
rehaic fetters, The city has the hegemony 
moiety and the hegmony in the bourgeois 
and Moscow statisticiam Like all 
too woufd take no notice st aU of th 
cupy the ground upon which the ami-proletarian e 
tiam's democracy of the aapwmhtten stood at the end 
of the Ghkwth century. T call your attention, 
wmrades, t o  this f d m e n t a l  principle fact. 
'%r big iadllstrj did not develop naturdly out of 
handicrafts. The economic k t o r y  of our tam d m  
not know the period of gu&b Capitfit industry 
with as arose mdm the direct and hediate  pree 
sure of Europem capital. It redy  conquered a vir- 
g h l  primitive soil, witbout encountering the resieb 
snce of hadimaft culture. Foreign capital flowed in- 
to o w  eou11try throagh the c h a d  of state L<urns 
a d  though the p i p  of private hitiatme, It gatb- 
ered a r a d  itself the a v y  of the indwtdal pmb 
truiat and prevented the rise and development of ham&- 
ma&. As s result of this proms t h m  appeared 
. amwg w as the main power of the city, at the moment 
of the b o w p i e  revelation, an indwtriaI proletariat 
of the bighe~t s a d  t ~ .  This is a fact that can- 
oat be disputed and which mt& be taken aa the b i g  
of our revolutionary tactical condaaiom. 
Yf the ~ m f r r d e s  of the minority [the Men&&] 
believe in the victory uf the revolution, or even only 




--gab the possibility of wch a victory, they a- 
& dispute the ftwt that in our country there & no 
o* hiatorid claimant to revolutiolurry power than 
+he pmlhriat. Juat as the petty bourgeob city 
demucmcy in the great revolution p h e d  it~elf st the 
had of the revolutionary nation, so the proletariat, 
the only revolutionary democracy of our e i t i e ~  must 
M a support in the peasant maaaes and place itself 
in power--if the revolution has any prospect of Pic- 
tory at dl. 
"A g ~ ~ ~ t  apported directig u p  tL p o b  
tarbt, and t h r q h  it w p m  #kg rgoohdhmty psrrsaop- 
f w, does laof yet w f g  tice roc-t dictatorship. I do 
not touch upon the further pempectivea of a proletar- 
ian government now, Perhaps the proletariat is con- 
demned to eolIape, as the Jacobin democracy col- 
lapsed in order to give way to the rule of the bour- 
geoisie. I want to  mtablish only one point: If the 
revolutionary moment in our mantry, a5 Plechanov 
foretold, triumphs aa a woxken' movement, then the 
victory of the revolution i~ possible only as the rev- 
olutionary victory of the prolehriat-othemise it ia 
idtogether i m p s  ~ible. 
"1 insist upon thiar conclusion with all determination. 
If it is assumed that the social lrntrtgoniems between 
the proletariat end the peasant mawm will prevent the 
proletariat from placing itself at the head of the move- 
ment; that, further, the proletariat is not strong 
enough for a victory-then one must arrive at the 
conclusion that no victory is destined for our revolu- 
tion. Under euch cirmtances,  an agreement be 
h e e n  the liberal bourgeoiie and the old power would 
]save to be the natural $wb of the revolution. This is 
,a d u i o n ,  the possibility of which c a n  in no case 
'be amt~ted. But it i~ clear that it is b a d  upon 
ita internal weaknea8. Tlk d t c  
f a k t  a d  ibz p a -  rdat imfip  t 
kda them bmrab& to tAg path 
p&ddh&9?&. 
"But they per~istently deviate from thiar path mid 
develop a revolutionary optimism on the credit . . . of 
the bourgeois democmcy. 
G'Thenee results its relatiomhip to the Cadetrs. The 
Cadeta are for them the a p h I  of bourgeois dmoc- 
racy, and bourgeois democracy-the natural claim- 
ant to  revolutionary power. . . . 
Wpon what do you base your belief that the Cadet 
wil l  s t i l l  r b e  lrnd s t a d  erect? Upon fade of political 
development? No, upon your schema. In order "to 
carry the revoIution through to  the end' you need the 
city bourgeok dmocracy, you search after it eagerly, 
and find nothing but Csdeb. And you develup at 
their e q e m e  r rare o p t h ,  you dre~a them up, you 
force them to play a creative file, a which they 
do not want to play, cannot play and will not play, 
. % my aentral qudo-I have put i E  repeatedly-I 
"have heard no reapmm. Yon have no progmsh of 
' the revolution. Your policy is dwtituta of any gfeat 
prapectives whatsoever. 
((And in connection with thb, your relatiamhip to 
, the bourgeois parties is formuhted in words w h i l  
.the convention should bear M y  in mind: 'as the oc- 
t casion requires'. The proletariat does not carry on 
r t h e  systematic etruggle for iduence over m m  of 
people, it doe6 not check up its tactic J steps from 
the angle of the single leading than@: to guaq 
it the weary and the hv-lh a d  to I* 
- ,  
-, 
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a m  t&k herald and leader.= ( M k b w  d Bgsolse- 
AW 4 $he PifdA C m m t h ,  pages 180-186.) 
Thh speech, which sums up briefly all my artidas, 
8peabs  rrnd acts of 1905 and 1906, was completely 
approved by the Bolsheviks, not to  speak of Rosa , 
Luxemburg and Tyechko (on the  bad% of this rrpeech, 
rae entered upon more intimate relations which led 
to  my collaboration in their Pohh journal). l;eaia, 
who could not forgive me my conciliatory conduct 
toward the Menshevik-ad he was right-ressed 
himself on my speech with a deliberately underbed 
reserve. He said: 
$9 merely wish to  observe that Trotsky, in his book 
0s tltc D . f m r  of the Part3 emphatically expressed 
his solidurity with Kautsky, who wrote of the economic 
community of interest8 of the proletariat and the 
paemtry in the present revoIntion in Rusaria. Trot- 
sky r e c ~ p h d  the admbibilitj and expediency of a 
Left bloc [with the peasant& L. T, ] against the lib- 
eral hureoisie. T h e  facka are enough for me to 
establish Trotsky's approach to  our conception. I+ 
t&-t of t b  F S ~  5 r ~  ' % w a i d ~ p t e a  T* 
ohtion', we have here before our eyes rr solidarity in 
Ehe fundamental points of the questian canceming the 
relatiomhip to  the bourgeois parties." (Lenin, VoX- 
ume YIII, page $00.) 
Leain occupied himself is his speech d ' the  lem with 
. a rounded evaluation of the theory of the permanent 
revolution since I too, in my speech, had not devel- 
oped the further perspectives of the dictatorship of 
the proletariat. He had obviously not read my fund- 
mi~atal work on this question, othel.wi8t he woald not 
b v e  spoken of my 'crrpproacht' to  the conception of 
Qw ,B&heviks as of something new, for my London 
' s p c h  waa ody a condenared reproduction of my 
a I 
perraetntry' or with skipping over tbe agrarian r d u - -  
tion, lrs bzrs been done by the &rant a d  anacnrpu- 
Xoue epigones, who have made a d e  of it. W 4 
h i u %  idea: How far our revol~~tim win go, wh- 
dx prol&ariat can come to  pww in OW GO- 
mner  than io E m  and what pemplaotives this , 
tke l i a L  boprgmhie the L*n&~31itg 0 6 e f ~ 1  mw 
###a''. 
' We. ha- m b b  the echo .which the theory d 
: the permanent revoInkion produced almost hediaMy: . 
:&r its otigimtitm, that is, already in 1905, in the 
k&leh@ NOVA h z r .  We want t o  refer fur&& 
8 b how the .editorti of Leain% Co&cbd W d a  
:.d &msdv&a on tbia t k r y  afti i  1917. Tn 
r-tio~ to Voltme XIV, Part 8, pace 481 L - 
advanced the ~&mid and not~ sap&@ ~ ~ t m r t h y  
*ry of the permanent molution, in which he con- 
tended that tk bmrgmis rmohtion of 1905 w& 
p &mt& owm h t o  a ao&b reoohtbn, and then 
anstitate the fret of a series of national revoIutio~~~.'' 
I admit that this is no acknowledgment of the ear- 
rectneaa of all that I have written on the permanent 
revolution. But in any clree it .t isan acknowledgment 
of the incorrectness of what Rdek writes about it. 
'The bmrgmh revolution will paas directly over into 
a rocinlist revolution"--but this is precisely the theory 
of the grotgag h t o  and not of skipping oorsr; from 
that cornea a realistic, and not an adventurhtie, tac- 
tic, And what h the meaning of the words : "nos 
scpcia@ moft?wodhg theory of the permanent revolu- 
tion"? They mean that the October overthfow show- 
ed ia a new light those sides of the theory which had 
formerly remained in obscurity for many or bad sim- 
ply appeared t'impmbable". The second part of Vol- 
ume XTV of Lenia's CoBacW W&s appeamd while 
their author wm alive. Thoueanda upon thousendr of 
paxty membem read thh annotation. And nobody d e  
c l a d  it to be fulae until the year 1924, It occurred 
to  Radelr, however, to do this-in the ywr 1928. 
But in m far as Rsdek s p k a  not only of the theory 
bat also of the tactic, the most important argument 
against him st i l l  remains the character of my practical 
participation in the revolutions of 1905 and 1917. 
.My work in the Petersburg Soviet of 1905 coincided 
with the daboration of those of my v i m  on the nature , 
of the revoIution which the epigoma now expose t o  an 
uninterrupted fire. How could such d e w y  erro- 
neoas views fail to be reflected in my political activity, 
which waa carried on before the eyes of the whole world 
and registered every day in the press? But if it ie 
. - 
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* 
assumed that such a 
wen more important, why 
energetically defend the 
at the hi& point of the 
defeat? 
Tl~e same questims, only perhaps more sharply 
formulated, relate to the reyolution of 1917. In New 
YoI*~,  I wrote a series of a&ck on the February rev- 
olution frow the point of vim of the theory of the 
permanent revolution. All thew articles are today 
qnhted. My tactical conclusiom c a i d e d  entirely 
with the conclusions wbich Lenin drew at the same 
time in Geneva, and comquenfly, were in the 8-e 
irreconcilable contradicim t o  the conclusions of Kam- 
enev, StaIin and the other epigpna When I arrived 
in Petrogrd, nobody asked me if I renounced my L'err- 
om' of the permanent revolution. Nor was there 
anybody to  ask, Stdin r l d  around in embarraw 
ment from one comer to another and had clllg the one 
dwire that the party rhould forget 8s quickly abl possi- 
ble the policy which he had advwated up to  Lain's 
arrival. Yaro~lavksy was not yet the chairman of thc 
Control Commission : together with the Mensheviks, 
with Ordjodddxe and others, he w w  publishing a 
banal semi-liberal aheet in Yakut~k. fEamenev accused 
Lenin of Trot8kyh.m and declared when he met me: 
Hh7aw the celebration, is an your street." On the eve 
of the October, I wrote in the central o ~ p n  of the 
- dB kid ampletd~ misundersltood the theory which I 
' &mW, and that in the reapomibIe historical per- 
id& 4 a r y  to this theory, I acted entirely right? 
Xls it not aimgler to assme that my critics did not 
uhdmetsnd the permanent revolutiw, Eke pro many 
& e ~  thinge? For if it is assumed that theae tardy 
critics are well aqminted not only with their own 
ideas, but with those of others, then how is it to be 
explained that all of them, without exception, adopted 
such a miserable position in the revolution of 1917 
a d  forever covered theinselves with shame in the Chi- 
nese revolution? 
* * .  
But after all, many reader8 will suddenly recall, 
What about your most important tactical slogan: 
'Without the czar, but a labor government"? 
Thia serves as s decisive argument in certain arti- 
cles. Trotsky's frightful slogan: 'Without the czur ln 
rum through dl the w r i t i n g s  of the wuious critics of 
the permanent rewlution ; with Borne it emerges as the 
6 ~ 1 ,  most important and decisive argument; with 
others, as the ready harbor of weary thought. 
Tbh criticism naturally reach- its greatest pm- 
f d t y  in the cCICPaater"* of ignorance and &loyalty, 
when he s a y  in his incomparable P r o b M  of Lmh- 
h; 
'<We do not want to expatiate further fnow then! 
L, T.j on the position of comrade Trotsky in 1905, 
where he 'imply' forgot the m a n t r y  as a rev01~- 
tionary force and r a i d  the slogan: Without the czar 
- b u t  a labor government', that is, the slogan for a 
revolution without the pe~salatry~'' (Stelin, Problsmrs 
* h a speech, Rtalin once called himself thp "Meater of 
the l'molo~''. I 
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positively hopeles~ position before this 
criticism, which d m  not want tO "expa- 
neverthelerss like to refer to some mit- 
umstanceg. There are soma I b e a h  
in 1905, I had foimalrrted an ambigaoaa 
slogan in 8ome d d e  or other, whioh 
miaundemtading, then a y ,  hat- 
ater, it ;should not be widered in -m 
, but in conneetion with lpag other worh 
on t h i ~  theme, mainly, however, in c m m c t h  Kith my 
political participation in the events. It - simply does 
not do for me to call the readerls attentioh k the bare 
name of a work unknown to  him (in the aske way as 
to  the critics) and to attribute a rn+ to thie 
which s tan&  in complete contradiction to eve* 
I wrote and did, 
Perhap, too, it i~ not superfluou~ to add-4  my 
critica.lthat the slogan: 'Without the czar-but a I 
labor govermenVf war never written, nor expreesed, 
- nor proposed by me f At the basis of the main arm- .,: 2 
ment of my judgers there lies, aaide from everything 
else, r shameful factual error. The fact of the mat- 
ter ia that a proclamation entitled 'Without the czur 
-but a labor government" was written a d  pubbhed 
'., . abroad in 1905 by Pams. I had been living illegal- 
ly for a long time in Petersburg in thoee daye, and 
had no connections at aU with this leaflet either in 
ideao or in fact. I learned of it much later from 
poIemica1 articles. I never had the occasion or op- 
portunity to expms myself on it. As for the proc- 
lamation I (as, moreover, all my critical neither saw 
it nor mad it. This is the factual side of this f a d -  
ful affair. I am slorry that I must deprive d the . .: 
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-nm and Semarda of this easiry, tr-porteble 
@' ~ 1 V i p o i n g  argument. But facts are atmonger 
my humane feeIinge. 
more, The incident providently added one 
&bg tP the other : at the same time that Parvus pub- 
lishd abroad the proclma+,ion unknown t o  me " With- 
out the cs.ar&t m hbor gonemmmf", a kaflet 
written by me appared illegally in Petersburg with 
the title : "ATeitht. mar mr Zemtsi,* bssd t b  p e ~ p W .  
This title, which ia frequently repeated in the text of 
the leaflet as s slogan embracing the workers and the 
peaeants, ih so to speak, invented in order to refute in 
a popular form the later contentions about skipping 
the  democratic stage of the revolntion. The appeal 
is reprinted in my Wwk* (Volume II, Part 1, page 
266). There also are my proclamations, published by 
the Bohhevik Central Comrnittw, to that ~ a n t r ~ r  
which, in the ingenious expression of stdin, '*simply 
hrgo~' ' .  
But wen thia is no* get all. Only a ~hort  t h e  
ago, the meritodous Rafes, a theoretician and leader 
of t h e  Chinese revolution, wrote in the theoretical OF- 
gan of the Centrtd ~ d t t e e  of the Commtlni& Pafig 
of the Soviet Union of the same frightful dogan which 
Trotsky raised in the gear 1917. Not 1905, but 1917! 
For the MensheviEr Rafes, at any rate, there is some 
excuse: ahnost up tit1 1920 he was a %niinisterP' of 
Petlura, and how could he, weighed down by the cares 
of state of the struggle against the Bolsheviks, pay 
any heed there to  what was going on in the camp of 
the October revolution? Well, and the editorial board 
trvw of the Wdorrmers m n g  tb uobil- 
o w  of the *ttd CamtnikiteeP 
k n e  *OCJ more or less* . . - -  -"=F 1 l.!
.%at how is that possiblePH a -tie G 
W-tt n taught in hundre;la & e z ' q i  'X
ende, taught; 4 that b jwt why 
earn a m .  These are the lessee h u d  - .-' 
of reaction. N o w  can be . 
~ s n o t p ~ i n a S t d & t ~  J 
the blind &p d S&* , 
-:"-- .- * 
J'r * .  - 
_ I: . 
- .  
* ~ ~ Y ' * ~ O ' P I X ~  
Wan tab "Dtm~~ratic Di&tor&p'' R& by 
Us? And when? 
mmxme TO Imh, Rid& watedi &at th 
demucrati~ dictetmhip wa& reaW in the 
dud p01pef of Cbe Kemwky p d d  Ye& q thw, 
and d t i w d y ,  h n h  put the qu&h this wag-- 
&& I abmit. %tmy times?" Radek bcmtla idigmmt 
a d ~ m e o f a d n g t h e d f ~ t a l i d a w  
ot But IEadek ill angry only twqw he L 
wmmg. fa The ~ S O A ~  9f O C f ~ ,  whiehEdek 6 
wise aubmitr to  &ti& a f k  s pmtmwted delay of 
c about four yeare, I i n b w  I m h ' u  mais en the 
%ktioan of the chmcm& Bichbmhip in t& i 
.I f&whgmanner: 
' The  demoamtie wbr%ers9 snd' pwants' codt ion  
wlgaeanimmatumprd- 
real power-dy r a  a h- 
as a fact." (VoIume,m, Part lr pap  
m ? g d  to * *'pr&ation, R* writes: 
I , %de XepdUotiQn of oae of the d aatdtanding 
-.,- . :* w 
-:- A. . , . 
, . to what Lenin mmg thmw &dmn 
@e agaiwt the p~eaent epipmt, Lenin qmke at- 
- ly conditionally of the ' r ~ t i ~ ~ ' '  of *he democmth 
- diahtodip, IlBC w of a histarieal dl 
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cti&k.abd~$ outside of the miserable &carriage of 
the dual power, and &at new weapons therefore had 
b be provided, that is, the slogan hud to  be changed. 
To contend that the coalition of the Mensheviks and 
the Social revolution is^ with the bourgeoide, which 
refused the peasante f i e  land and hounded the BoIshe- 
w k o n s t i t n t e d  the "realization" of the Bolshevik 
slogan, either means deliberately to pass off black as 
white or else to  have loatt one's head entirely. 
With regard to the Mewbeviks, an argument could 
be presented which would be analogous t o  a certain 
point to Lenids argument aeinst Kamenev: "You sre 
waiting for the bourgeoisie to  fulfill a cprogressive' mis- 
sion in the revolution? This mission has already been 
realized: the political Ale of the Rdziankos, the 
Gutchkovs and Miliukovs is the maximum that the 
bourgeohie is able to give, jut as the Kerenskiad is 
the megimum of democratic revolution that could be 
re~lized as an independent stage." 
Unmi~takable anatomical features - rudiments - 
rhow that our ancestors had R tail. 'I'hcae features 
s f i c e  to confirm the genetic unity of animate being. 
But to put it quite candidly, man has no tail. Lenin 
demonstrated to  Kamenev the rudiments of the demo- 
cratic dictatorship in the &&me of the dual power, 
warning him that no new organ should be hoped for 
out of these rudiments. And we did not have an in- 
dependent democratic dictatorship, even though we 
completed the democratic revolution more deeply, more 
reeolutely, more purely than had ever been done any- 
where &@. 
Radek should reflect upon the fact that if, in Feb- 
ruary t o  April, the democratic dictatorship had ac- 
b e  been realized, even Molotov would have reeog- 
mized it, The party and the class under~tood the 
But atill, nothing more than that. Rdek, how-, 
d e a v o r ~  in d seriousness to  convince UB that in the 
period of the dual power, that b, of powerlesaneas, the 
%ctatorsbip" did exkt and the democratic revolution 
was realized. Only, it wm & M y  such a 'Cdemocrat- 
L revolution", that Limin't~ genius wan requ id  to re* 
ognize it. But idis is just the thing that aignifim 
that it IRM not realid. The real democratic revoh- 
tion, namely, is a thing that every illiterate p e a w t  
mcceere, for example, in h a h g  Radek hlrlly perceire 
that in China, the democratic dictatorship (though 
t h e  Kuo Min Tang), in Lenin's sense, wm Hkewbe 
"realid" more thoroughly and more compkely thm 
with as in the dual power, and that ody ho@m gimc 
pletona can wait far an improved edition of ''demm~ 
- I . .  
. - 
. , --2- 
, . 
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kLhnj dogan ru in fact-ot aa a mop 
ph&&d ~~ but as the g r a t e s t  historical red- 
ity~. &IP, it was ~~ not bsfore the Octobw bsct 
##w thu Octdm, The peasant war, in the words of 
Ma* mpported the dictatorehip of the proletariat. 
The datgration of the two classes was rea l id  
through the October on a gigantic scde. Now every 
ignormt peasant grasped and felt, even without 
Lenin's co~l~mentaries, that the B o l e h d  slogan had 
been wxried through in lifa A d  hnin  himself esti- 
mated the Octohr revolution-its h t  stage-an the 
tmw redimtion of the democratic revoIution, and by 
that duo a8 the true, even if cham&, realimtion of 
the strategic slogan of the Bolshevh. The who& 
Lemln m u t  be considered. And before all, the Lenin 
af$m the October, when he surveyed a d  evaluakl 
events from a loftier watch-tower. F h d y ,  Lenin must 
be considered in tbe Imhht way, snd not in that of 
?Pigo= 
The quation of the ahas character of the rev&- 
tion a d  its into" ia eubmitted by Lenin 
(after the October) to an anal+ in his book agaht 
Kautaky. Here h a passage over which W k  should 
d e c k  a bik 
"Yen, our revolution [the October revolution L. T.] 
ia n burmis revolution eo long as we march togethex 
with the petrrsntrp as a whole, W e  were more than 
alenrly comeioua of this, and said hundreds and thou- 
matla of times since 1906 that this neceuaary etage 
of the historical procwn cannot be nkipped over or 
abobhd by deem." 
dnd *r on: 
&It ha@ just aa we had foretold. The ootlrae 
d tbt mlution eon&med tbe ca- of our - 
A h a h  At the h g b i n g ,  t o m  ~& & 
oIution becomes a socialist revolutioa" (Volume XV, 
PaB m.1 
That is how Lenin spoke, not %any tima'' bat 
alwaye, or, more correctly, giving the courae of the 
rev01ution, including the October, 8 conclusive, a pn- 
erabhg, thorough sppreciat io~fomr.  UIt hQp 
p e d  just as we had foretold.'' The burgeob demo- 
cratic revolution war reabed ar a coalition of the 
wo~kers and peasantar. In the KeremIriad? No, in 
tlw f i g t  @od aftm td October. Ia that right? It 
is. But, as we now know, it was not r e d i d  m 
form of t h e  democratic dictatorship, but in the form 
of the dictatorship of the proletariat. With that 
there also disappeared the necessity for the old algp 
braic fonnula. 
If the conditional argnment of XRnin against Kam- 
enev in 1917 and the mmded-out Leainis* characteri- 
- mtion of the October revolution in the BU- 
yeare are uncritically juxtaposed, then it follows &at 
two democratic revolutions were "realid" in R d  
This ia too much, all the more since the uecond is uep 
, araM from the first by an am& nprisiag of th% 
proletariat. 
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: % ab&h of class serfdom w i l d  the support 
cgf th;e dt& pasantry, a~ a subjugated estate. The 
p @ v e  income tax will find the rupport of the im- 
m m  majority of the peasantry. But legielative 
m w u r ~  far the protection of the land proletariat will 
net only find no active sympathy among the majority, 
but they wi l l  clad with the active resistance of a mi- 
nority. 
'The proletariat dl be compelled to  carry the clwa 
struggle into the village, and in this way violate that 
community of intereh which indubitably exists among 
the paeantry as a whole, even if within relatively nar- 
row boundaries. In the earliest moments of its dom- 
ination, the proletariat wi l l  have to seek n support in 
the c o a c t  of interests of the a g e  poor and the 
village rich-of the Land proletariat and Eke agricd- 
turd bourgeoisie." (Our Bm&tio% 1906, page 
456.) 
How all this &1eg an "igrmhg" of the pea- 
santry and the complete c6antago&m" of the two 
hes ,  Lenin's and mine! 
The quotation from Lenin adduced above does not 
stand done in his works. On the contrary, as is alwayr 
the ewe with Lmh, the new formula, which events 
iUminrrte more penetratingly, becom-es for him the 
axia of his speeches end his articles for a whole per- 
iod of tine, In March 1910, 3Lenin mid: 
"In October 1017, we seized power together with the 
peasantry as a whole. That was a b u r p i  revolu- 
tion, to  the extent that the dam rtruggle in the vilIage 
had not yet developed." (Volume XVI, page 148.) 
The fdowing waa said by Lenin at the party con- 
d o n  in March 1919 : 
, % a wuntry where the proletariat was compelled 
democratic dichtorship of the proletariat and the 
P pamntry, that is, the one which actually destroyed 
the rdgime of autacraay and serfdom, a d  1naw - 
or more correctIy, in my motivations of 
this +hemy at thlLt time, is not even touched upon by 
ad&, far, following his teache-the e p i g o n d e  
not the gap but the attong ddea of the theory, 
those WE& the course of historic81 development em- 
hd, attach them in the name of the essentially 
f&e conclmionar which he tram from Lenh'a attitude 
--not thoroughly ~tudied and not thought out to the 
very end by Radek. 
The juggling with obsolete quotations is practised 
in general by the whole school of epigonear entirely 
upon a specidic plane, which nowhem intersats the 
real historical procesa But when the opponents of 
"Trotskyirm" have to occapp themselves with the 
uurlysir of the real development of the October revo- 
lution, and occupy thawelves with it seriously and 
coasistently-which happens to  many of them from 
time to  time-khen they inevitably arrive at formula- 
tiom in the spirit of the theory which they reject. We 
find the crameat proof of this in the works of A. Yak- 
ovlev, which are devoted to the biatory of the October 
revolution. The class relationships of old Bwsh are 
formulated by this author, today a prop of the ruling 
faction* and undoubtedly mare educated ifhan the 
other St akistb and partidarly than Stalin himeelf, 
as follom : 
" . . . We see a twofold Mtedness of the pea- 
ranta' uprbing (March to October 1917). R&hg 
iteelf t o  the level of a peasant war, the uprising did not j 
overcome ikm limitedness, did not burst asunder the 
mafine- of its immediate task: to destroy the neighbop 
ing landowner ; did not tramitform itself into an organ- 
character of an 
m o w a t  wan capable of winning a 
led by the aorrqonding city clam . . . 
rearron why the fate of the agrarian re 
- bLen they halbmotwly a M  thepb of 3 
*q of tk pdmnt uprhing? 
"5 .'! 
hdfwthwon: ' * P  
. . . that is jwt why it happened &a*, B;f 2 
, h e  of the BietorbHy given coditions in 1917, 
g e o k B u s s i a ~ f o r r r u d i n ~ w j t b ~ ~ "  
omn. Err. th m0B.t Left f d n m  of 
-a 
I* 
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& i  like the Mensheviks and the Social, RevaIution- 
ids, did not go beyond the conclusion of an agreement 
firhmble ta the landowner& Therein liw the most 
impofti& difference between the conditions of the Rus- 
sian revolution and the French revolution wliich took 
: place mare than a hundred years ago . . . The pea- 
sant revolution could not triumph as a bourgeois IVY- 
olution in 1917 Inow then! L. T,]. Two roada were 
open to  it. E i f h e ~  dgfgat w a t h  th.e b l o w  of the united 
forces of the bourgeohk and t b  l a ~ o ~ r q  or- 
wktmy, as a mmemm# t h t  marcks together m*th tk 
prohtaTjCMP rmohfim a d  agstds it to t h p h .  By 
faking over $he mirswlz of tL b w g e o i s k  in the great 
F r m h  rmohtiom, bg taking m4r the task of hading 
+Re agrarian democratic rmohtim, the work+ c b a  
of Russia o b t a k d  the possibility af a vic tor io t~  pro- 
tetaldaa rmohtiow" (The Pearad Moomsmf b 1917, 
Statc Publishing House, 1927, pages x-xi, xi-xii.) 
What are the fundamental elements of Yakovlev's 
arguments? The incapacity of the peasantry t o  pl8y 
an i & p d m t  political r&te; the re~ultant inevitabil- 
ity of the'hgemony of the city class; the inadequacy 
of the Rweian b o u ~ p i s i e  for the r6le of leader in 
the agrarian revolution; the resultant inevitability of 
the leading r6le of the proletariat ; its seizure of power 
as leader of the agrarian revolution; h l l y ,  the die- 
tatorship of the proletariat which supports itself upon 
the peasant war and opem up an epoch of aocidist 
revolution& This destroys to the roots the metaphy- 
sical po~ing of the question concerning khe C'bowgeois'' 
or the "socialist" character of the revolution. The 
kernd of the matter lay in the fact that the agrarian 
question, which conetituted the basis of the baurgeoia 
revolution, could not be ~olved under the rule of the 
bottrgeoiaie. The dictatorship of the proletariat np- 
jk$t oflicial who wamb to &n his post md men $$ 
%&b trr a higher one. But h w  does Ybvlev, in W 
Ww, recamik his analysis of the driving f ~ r m  d &4e 
dill m i a s  to  add 
the abvequ4ted w d  
revolution on his own 
enme time ehrged me wi  
work*. At that the ,  
ntill q&d, end it never occurred to any of the 
epigotm to W e  an a&&l &pub & r o d  the 
theory of the permanent revolution At any rate, as 
the fomer, or more correctly, as the contemplated 
editor of the official history of the October revolution, 
1 can establish with complete satisfaction - that the 
author, in all the disputed questions, conscioudy or 
unconsciously employed the literal formula+ions of 
my persecuted a d  heretical work on the theory of 
the permanent revolution ( R e d t a  a d  Pm'rpctiwt ) . 
The rounded~ut evaluation of the historicel fate 
of the Bolshevik slogan which Lenin h h d  gave, 
showa with certainty that the difference of the two 
lines, the "permanent" and Lenin'r had an incidental 
and subrdinated sipi6cance ; what united them, how- 
ever, was the principle. And thie principle of both 
hea, which were completly fused by the October, in in 
irmconcilable antagonism not only h the February- 
March line of Stdin and the April4ctcrber line of 
Kamenev, Rykov aad ZinovieP, not only t o  the whole 
China policy of Starin, Bucharin and Martinov, but 
&o to the present "Chinese'' h e  of Radek. 
And a h  Radek, who cha+ hb judgment of 
values so radically between 1926 and the second half 
of I#8, seeb to convict me of not underatanding '%he 
complexity of Marxism a d  hniniam", then I can 
reply : The f d u m m t d  train of thought which I devel- 
oped twenty-five yeem ago in Readz a d  Pmpcc- 
tiasr, I coneider confirmed by events as completely eor- 
mt, and precirely b a w e  of that in agreement with 
the drategical line of Bobhwhm. 
t l o n B ~ u o f ~ ~ t n l ~ t t e % o f M * g 2 X , l M $ m d e r  
No. P: 3 commbbn comrade Ynkovlw . . . to 
a taxtbmk oa thg hiabwp of the Ocbber rerohth  nlldm 
a e  edbilal of cammde -." 
Tt 
1, 
d i e h  'Cdisturbedn ICamenev only in the autumn of 
. 1024 and Radek, for the first time, in the autumn of 
1928. 
"Right in the period between January 9 and the 
October 1006 strike [it says in the foreword] the' 
author formed thoee opinions on the character of the 
revolutionary development of Russia which later re 
oeived the name 'theory of the permanent revolution'. 
This somewhat unusual name expressed the idea that 
the Russian revolution, standing before directly b o n ~  
geois aims, could in no caw remain shading there. 
TAc-'remrf tom rrria llot be robb to a d e  6ta immdak 
bmwyeoir tasks mcept bg p t h g  t b  prolatahb ha 
p m w . .  . . 
"Thi~ view, even if after a lapse of twelve yeam, war 
confirmed as completely correct. The Ruseian re~cr 
lution could not terminate with the b o m ~  d a m  
-tic &he. It had to tramfer power t~ the work- 
ing h. If t b  m o d k g  char mar ~ b i l J  boo weak fm 
#k capkg Of pwer k 1905, i t  bud to matam d 
g*om at- nod k *bks barge& dmcratic rd@Eic 
bwt ia the i&gatibg of b k  LThird of J m  ~zariern*.'~ 
(L Trotsky, 1906, foreword, page 45.) 
- I want to  quote one more of the h r p e a t  polemid 
j d g m e n t u  which I passed wer the slogan of the 
'democratic dictatorship". In 1909, 1 wrote in the 
' *On Jane 3 (161, 19Q7, tbe conp 8'-t m W  
rcb~cb formally mw-wated the period of trlrrmphant oogpr I taFr#oIuti011. 
t 
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POW organ of  BOB^ Lusemburg: 
'W the M e n e h d s ,  proceeding from the abstrnc- 
tion that 'our revolution is bourgeois', arrive at 
the ib of adapting the whoIe tactic of the proletariat 
to  the conduct of the liberal bourgeoisie, inclusive of 
their capture of state power, the Bolsheviks. proceed- 
ing from the same naked abstraction : 'democratic, not 
socialist dictatarship', arrive at the idea of the bour- 
geois dunecratic self-limitation of the proletariat in 
whose hada lies the state power. The difference be- 
tween them in this question is certainly quite impor- 
tant : while the anti-revolutionary sides of Mcnshevisrn 
are already expressed in full force today, the anti- 
fivolutionary featurea of Bolshevism threaten to be rs 
great danger only in the event of the revo1utionai.y 
victory." 
T o  this pMBage in the article, which ia reprinted in 
the Russian edition of my book lf105, I made the fol- 
lowing annotation : 
"As is known, thie did not take place, for Bolshevism, 
under the leadership of Lenin (though not without in- 
ternal struggle), accomphhed its ideological re-arrna- 
ment in$his most important qucstion in the spring of 
1917, that is, before the sein~re of power." 
These $wo quotations have been nubjected since 
1029 to  an onslaught of criticism. Now, after a de- 
lay of four years, R d e k  has also joined in with this 
criticism. Yet, if one rcflects conscientiously upon the 
quoted h e %  it must be admitted that they contained 
an important prognosis and a no less important warn- 
ing. The fact does remain that at the moment of the 
February revolution the whole socalled "oId guardn 
of the Bolsheviks stood on the ground of the ~tark con- 
trasting of the democratic and socialist dictrtorshiprr. 
Out of Lenin's "algebraic" formula IalIowing of many 
the false position of the whole 1e- party rtrakd 
&# ta B Q P ~  of Uddent'', Bak that k litth mdw . 
a Maradan q b n e t i o n  of the vdgar democxakic padi- 
tion of Kimgamenev, Znoviev, Stdin, MoIh-v, Ryko~, 
- 
Kdi& Nogin, MLiatin, Ereatinsky, Fmn- Ya~p. 
~Irtvsky, Ordjonikih Pmbrashm*, Smilga, and a 
dbzen other "old BoIsWB"* Wodd it not be miom 
correct to  s c k ~ ~  that the  old dgebraic B & b  - 
Vik fornula canthed mrtain witbin it: polit: 
icrrl M o p m e n t  might have, as d w a p  u+d to hap 
p a  with revdtfkiomry fornth not w~ied out to  tk 
I 
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r k  f o h  from thil that today abo we accept 
fer &ma, I d a  a d  the other muntriea hnh9s form- 
&'of 1905 in its algebraic inarticulateneq and that 
we mast leave it to  the C b e a e  and Indian S t a b  
and Rykova (Tang Pin Shen, Roy and others) to 6ll 
the formula with a petty boargeob national democrat- 
ic content iP order-thereupon to wait for the timely 
appearance of a Lenin who wiU undertake the neces- 
sary correctives of April 4P I such a corrective 
perhaps assured for China a d  India? Or is it not 
more correct to  make the formula right now as con- 
crete as hi~torical experience, in China as well aa in 
Rasia, ha8 taught us? 
Is what haa been stated to be under&& 8s though 
the slogan of the democratic dictatorship of the pro- 
letariat and peasantry was simply a 'bbkake"? NOW- 
adayr, aa is known, all ideas and actions of man are 
divided into two categoriw : absolutely correct o m ,  
thst is, such as fit into the hegeneral inen, and aho- 
lutely fahe o w ,  that i, deviations from this line. 
T h i ~  naturally does not prevent what is absolutely 
correct tday from being declared abnoIubly f&e to- 
morrow. But the real development of idea8 a h  knew, 
before the emergence of the "general line", the method 
of ruccesaive appmaehes to  the truth. Even a simple 
arithmetical division forcea the experimenta1 selection 
of figures, in which one kgim either with the laxge 
ones or the mall o m ,  in order to reject them at the 
revbion. In shooting at an object, artillery calls the 
method of succesarive approximations, '%racket''. The 
method of approrimdion, in politiw too, is entirely 
unavoidable. The! whole question lies only in perceiv- 
ing in time that .m 8hot f a h  short i8 s shot fallen 
uhort and in undertaking the n-aary corrective with- 
out loee of time. 
< 

O n  tbG Skipping of Hisetid Stages 
R ADEE DOES not merely repeat a few official criti- cal writing exereiserr of recent yeare, but he over- 
sirnplifierr them, in so far as that is possible. From 
hie words, it follow8 that I made no distinction at dl 
between the bourgeois and the socialist revolutior~~, 
between the E d  and the West, neither in 1908 nor 
today. Following Stalin, Badek too enlightem me 
on the inadmissibility of skipping hisrtorical s b p .  
Well, then, the question must fir& of all be put: 
If in 1905 it was for me simply a matter of the "so- 
cialist revolution", then why did I then believe that it 
could b e e  in backward Russia oooner than in ad- 
vanced Europe? Out of patriotism? In fine, out of 
national pride? And yet that i how it did liappcn. 
Does Radek grasp this:  Codd the democratic revolu- 
tion have been realized by us w an indepdmt  stage, 
we would not have bad today the dictatorship of the 
proletariat. If it came earlier than in the West, then 
it was precimly and only because history united the 
main content of the bourgeoie revolution with the first 
etage of the proletarian revolution-did not mix them 
up but united them organically, 
It is nonsense to say that stages can never be skip 
ped. The living historical process makes lasting laps 
over single %tagesl' which follow from the theoretical 
division of the proems of evolution in its entirety, that 
is, in its magimum completeness, and at critical mo- 
ments demands the same of revolutionary policy. It 
may be said that the first distinction between a revolu- 
tionist and a vulgar evolutionist lies in the capacity 
to rewgoiee and exploit this moment. 
Marx's division of the evolution of industry hto 
handicraft, manufacture and factary b part of the 
A I3 C of political economy, or more precbely, of his- 
torico-economic theory. In Russia, however, the fac- 
tory came by skipping over the epoch of manufactare 
and of urban handicrafts. T h e  are already the syl- 
lablea of history. A simiIar proews took place in the 
country in class relationships sad politics. The re- 
ical distinction of the &ages, 
for Rnc~sia too, atherwise one c 
ef it Wa&. 
TBer ma#w can also be approached from another 
eide (jwt ae Xmnin maw the approached the dual 
power), and it can be said that Russia went through 
all three of Marx's stages. The first two, homer, in 
an extremely concentrated form, in embryo, so to cay. 
Theae "rudiments", stages of handicraft and manuf ac- 
ture indicated by points, as it were, sate to confirm 
the genetie unity of the economic process. Here, how- 
ever, the quantitative contrsction of the two e t a p  
b so great that it engendered entirely new qualitative 
characteristics in the whole mcial structure of the na- 
tioa The most striking expression of thb new "qual- 
ity" in politics is the October revolution. 
What is most anhmble in this discussion is the 
''theorking" of Stalin, with the two trinkets which can- 
stitute hia whole theoretical baggage : "the law of ua- 
even developmenty' and the %on-skipping of etages". 
Stalin does not undemknd t o  this day that the #kip 
ping of 13ages (or remaining too long at one stage) 
u fwb *ha# the w t m  h e b p n m d  c o d s t 8  of- 
Against the theory of the permanent revolution, Stab,  
with inimitable aeriouenw, nets up . . . the law of 
uneven development. Yet, the p r o p &  that histor- 
ically backward Ruaaia c o d  arrive st the proldarien 
revolution sooner than advanced E : ~ n d ,  mt8 ew 
tirely upon the law of aneven development. m y ,  for 
this prognosi~, one hsd to understand the historic un- 
evenness in its whole dynrunic concretmess, and not 
r~imply be a permanent repeater of a quotation from 
Lenin in 1916, which is turned updde down and inter- 
preted in the manner of an illiterate. 
The dialectic of the hiutorid "stageP is relatidy 
i e q  to undemtsnd in periods of revolutionary ascent. 
Reactionary prioda, on the contrary, naturally and 
One etage or d e r  af %he hiatorierrl proawui. . 
prove to  be inevitable d e r  c e M  condit iq  sE. 
though theoretically it d m  not appear inevitable. 
converdy: theoreti~ally Hinevitable" s h p  can h J' 
temolationary atage in Chinr can in no way be - 
ped aver, jaet WI with us the period of four 
could not be skipped wep. The pmed 0 ~ u n t . e ~ ~  
olntiomry stage in C l k ,  homer, was b t o r i d y  
iu no seme 9mavoidable". It b the d i d  d k  of 
the catastrophic policy of StabBpcharia, who will 
pass inb ~ t o q  as the a r e  of defeats. A d  - 
the fmiS of opportunism have beoome an &j& 
factor, which can check the revolutionary proems 
8 long time. 
ity of the working masses have 
democrate, or let us say, the 
trade aaio*, we cannot pose 
diate w e x t h w  of the bourgeois p r .  'Ph;e 
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mud be prepaxed for &at. The preperation can 
prove to  be a very long 'catagey'- But only rr c b o s -  
twtf can believe that "together with the mrrsses" we 
must sit, first in the Right and then in the Left Kuo 
Min Tang, or maintain a bloc with the strike-breaker 
PurceU, until "the mas8 L didudoned with its lead- 
er$'-whom we, in the meantime, supported by our 
friendship and inveeted with authority. 
Radek will hardly have forgotten that many "dia- 
lectician~" characterized the demand for withdrawd 
from the Kuo Min Tang and the bmak with the 
Anglo-Russian Committee as nothing but a skipping 
over of stages, and besides that, as a separation from 
the peasantry (in China) and from the working masses 
(in England). Radek ought to  remember this all the 
better rince he him& belonged to the c'diaIecticians" 
of this sorry type. At the moment, he is only deep- 
ening and generalizing his opportunist errors. 
In April 1919, Lenin wrote in a programmatic arti- 
cle, TJrs Third I m b e ~ t i m l  a d  Its Place in Hiaborg: 
"We d l  hardly go wrong when we say that it was 
precisely the contradiction between the backwardness 
of Russia and its 'leap' mer boawgeois demcracy to 
the highest form of d e m o c r a t k t o  proletarian or 
Soviet democracy, that precisely this contradiction 
was one of the reasons . . . which in the West made 
especially difficult or retarded the understanding of 
the Ale of the Soviets." (Lenin, Volume XVI, page 
1sa.1 
L e h  says hem directly that Russia made a "Ierrp 
over bourgeois democracy". T o  be sure, Lenin, wen 
if i n d i ~ t l y ,  supplemented this contention with all the 
Lf*ally, "tailendi~t". One who dram along in tow of 
event&-. 
oltrkionary situation permits the mats- to emsncipate 
themsdwes from the prejudices of political democrag 
even before ib institutiom have been converted into 
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Party from the Kuo Min Tang. In the epoch of the 
counter-revolutionery dictatorship, he 4 s t a  the mob- 
dimstion of the Chinese workers under the slogsn of 
h w c r ~ c y .  !T%b amouts  to wearing fnra in summer 
and going naked in winter. 
1 
Wbilt DM tk. Slogan ol br. ~ t m b , ~  
I Dictatonhip Mean Today for t h .  EYd 
TQXBLIXQ erm the Stdhid-evolutiotmry philik 
lbe, bat not r e p 0 I a t i o n a q ~ ~ i o n  of the 
hiatorid "stagesw, Radek too now +vmo b caw 
, snb the a I o p  of the demucr~tic dictatorship of the - 
proletariat and the pamantry for the whole East. Orrt 
of the working hypothesis of BoIshwism, which Lenin 
d.pted to the course of dnelopmnt of e dd&e 
country, which he changed, mneretkd and at a 8 ~ .  
tain etage rejected, Radek makes a eupra-historical 
-, 
schems. On this point he persishtly repats the £01- 
10- in his artielers : 
'rThia theory, as w d  aa the tactic flowing frrrm I&. ' ' 
I ie applicable to dl countries with a young capih&@_ : 
development, in which the hurgeoiaie has not dm4 . ' 
the probl- which the preceding sodal-politkd f- 
matiom have left beEd as a heritage." 
Jwt refiwt upon this fomtda: is it a6t a 
justification of Esmenev'8 psition ia 19171 
Rmian bourgeoisie liquidate the problems of 
oeratic revolution by khe Febrnery d u t i o n  
- 
a &:-- wo~ved ,  induding the met importeat 
- 
- 
.& @ &prim problem. How c d d  Lenin fail 9 
i ., k,j$m&emd that the old fomda w a ~  still *'appli- 
w P P  W h y  did he wikhdraw it?. I 
+ ! '  . 
4 ' '  
* b & k  answered ~ b i  an this point before: because it 
.< . " +d already Hbeen realized". We have examined this I g >  - , maewer* It is completely untenable, dmbly untenable 
.-. 7
in the mouth of Rdek, who holds the yiew that the 
amce of the old Leniniet formula do- not at all lie 
&i' ' in &e fonns of power but in the actual liquidatioa of 
serfdom by the collaboration of the prolekariat and 
the peaszmnkry. But this is precisely what the Kern- 
skiad did not pmduce. From this it follaw~ that =- 
dek's excursion in& our p t  'for the purpase of s o b  
hg the moat timely question af the day, the Chinese 
gu~tion, is altogether absurd. R is not what Trot- 
sky undemtood or failed to undemkand h 1W6 that 
&odd haw been hvatipki ,  but rather wht Stalin, 
Moloto~ and eapecidy Rykw sad Kautenev did not 
grasp in February-March 1917 (what Rrrdea po~i- 
tion was in those days, I do not know). For if w e  
Mwes that the democrakie dictaturnhip was "real- 
ized" to rueh aa extent in the d u d  power ae ta r p  , 
quire a change of the central sl0g8& then one must 
recognize that the adem~eratic dictatorship" in China 
ww r e d i d  a M i  more completely and more fun&- 
m 4 y  through h e  d&me of the Euo Min Tang, 
that h, throngl, tbe rule of Chiang IIai-Shek and 
W q  Cbin Wei, with Tang Ping Shan w appendage*. 
1 
+Chieng Xrti-IS- Is the leader of the mght. wing, 
Wan& CMR Wet of the'LeftwMgd theKua Mlnfmg, lbng i 
P ~ F &  bih8a W ~ B  in Chi? leadership d the Party of 
WWI dmfug the i e v o l u w  nmw Mendal the poliderr 
~~~~0~ in ahha, wm otle or m s*es?,. 
-Ink#fiQnal wupal$n awnst YYomkytm*' and 
ance of the working class with the peasantry will b , -' 
YBB, Yor the simple 1.8aaron''. NOW, when tke p- - 4  
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haps la damocratio rermIntion? Just nukb that & ~ r -  
dek raid this not in 1906, and not even in 1909, but in 
March 1W?. How b this to be anderstod? Very 
shply. In March 1927, Radek also deviated from the 
right road, only in another direction. In its theses 
on the Chinese question, the Opposition inserted a most 
important correction t o  Radek's onesidedness of that 
time. But in the words juaE  quoted there was never- 
&el-s a kernel of truth: there & almogt no class of 
landomere in China, the laadowners axe much more 
intimatdy b o d  up with the capithts than in czar- 
ist Ru~sia, the specific weight of the agrarian ques- 
tion in China is therefore much lighter than in czarist 
Ruearia; bat for that, the queation of national libera- 
tion occupies a large plme. Accardingly, the capac- 
ity of the Chinese peasantry for h d e p d m t  xevolu- 
tionary political struggle for the democratic renova- 
tion of the country can in no caw be greater than 
was the Ruwirm pearantry's. T h i ~  found ita expres- 
aion, among other in the fact that neither be- 
fore 1025 nor during the three yeam of the revolution 
in Chiaa, did a  people'^ party arise which inscribed 
the agrarian revolution upon ita banner. All this 
taken together demonutrates that for China, which has 
already left behind it the experience of 1026-lW, the 
formala of the democratic dictatorship presents a 
much more dangerous reactionary snare than in Rw- 
&a after the February revolution. 
Still another escarrsion by Radek in an even further 
diatmt past, turns jurt as mercilessly a g a k t  him. 
In this case, it is c o n c e d  with the slogan of the per- 
manent molutian which Marx raised in 185.0: 
&With Marx," writes XEsdek9 "there w a ~  no dogan 
of a democratic dictatorship, while with Lenin, from 
1W6 to  1917, it was the political sxis, and formed a 
T a l e  P E ~ C X G ~ J S X ' E  % B V - O E P T I O W  ire 
cornponeat p r t  of hit3 
in aU [ ?  !] cot&- o 
development ." 
Basing himself upon a few 1Enm f 
egplaim thk difference of p i t i o m  
t h e  central task of the German m l u  
If this contra& is not mechaniwd, and dne 
had for proportion, then it ie correct up to a. 
point. But then what 
~peeific weight of the 
semi-colonial country, 
parison with the agra 
Germany in 1848-18 
owly a queation of 
Merx formulated hb perapeetives of the 
revolution when, in Gemany, dl 
firm, the Junkers held the Iand, 
taken by W e .  themby epeekg 
elogan of the democratic dictato 
But R8d& does not even tak 
expedd the independent 
dutiw in Germany, that 
portad by the peaaantry. There'e the rub! That, 
hawever* f junk w b t  did not happen. And not acci- 
dmfdy. - M y  in the middle of the past century, 
tbe f l y  bourgeois democracy showed it& to  be 
~~ to carry out its revolution independently. 
A d  Marr took up this lesson in hi6 cdculatiom. On 
April 18, 1866-that h, six yeare after the circular 
mentioned-Marx wrote to Fa@: 
'The whole matter in Germany w i l l  depend upon the 
pwdbility of supporting the proletarian revolution 
with a sort of second edition of the p e ~ a n t  war. Then 
the &ing will be -cdlent," 
These splendid wards, empletely forgotten by fls- 
dek, constitute a t d y  invaluable bey to the October 
revolution aa well as to the whole problem that o r  
cupiea us here. Did Ma- skip over the agrarian 
revolution? hb, ap we re, he did not skip over it. 
Did he comider the collaboration of the proletariat 
and the peasantry newwary in the next revolution? 
Yes, he did. Did he grant the psibility of the lead- 
ing, or even only the independent r8le of the v a n t r y  
in the revolution? No, he did not grant thia posai- 
bility. He proceeded from the fact that the peasan- 
try, which had not succeeded in supporting the b u ~  
p i s  democracy in the independent democratic rev- 
olution (though the fault of the bourgmie democxacy, 
not the pessmtry), would be in a position to  support 
the proletariat in the proletarian moIution. Then  
the thing wi l l  Lw excellent." Rdek, however, doea not 
want t o  see that this h what happened in October, 
and did not happen badly st that. 
With regard to  China, the conclusions following 
from thb are quite clear. T h e  dispute is not over the 
d&ie x&le of the peasantry as an ally, and not over 
the mt aigdcanee of the agrarian revolution, but 
to the real come  of the claw etruggI~ Amy Aitb 
the Btalia-Koeen idea : to pwuribe a acessmon for 
. 
W a )  is only a veil for the rule of the bourgeohie, 
m the W e n c e  of the most backward Europesn 
mtry ,  Rumia, showed in the e p &  of the bow@ 
mlation, that is, in an epoch favorable to the " d i e  
tatomhip of democracy". Thia conclusion was taken 
by Lenin aa the basis for his thesee on deanocracg, 
which &rose only  as^ the sum of the experiences of the 
Febr~aq and October molutiona. 
Like many others, Radek also separates mechani- 
caTly the qumtion of democracy from the question of 
the democratic dictsvtamhip in general. The 66democrat- 
ic dictatorship'', however, can only be the masked rule 
of the bourgeoisie in the rewlution. Thb ia taught un 
by the experience of our "dual power" of 2917 as well 
aa by the experience of the Chinese Kuo Min Tang. 
The hopelessness of the epigones is most crawly ex- 
prerwred in the fact that wen now they still attempt to 
contrast the dem~xatic dictahrsbip to the dictatorship 
of the bourgeoisie, as well aa Eo the dictatorship of the 
proletariat. But this meam that the democratic dicta- 
toruhip mwt have a transitional character, that i ~ ,  r 
petty bourgeois content. The participation of the 
proletariat in it doer not change the ~ituation, for 
there is no arithmetical average in nature of the var- 
iuu dam lines, If it ia neither the dictatorship of the 
burgeoisie nor the dictatorship of the proletariat, 
thw it means that the petty bourgeoisie must play the 
d d m h h g  and &Eiriw hie. But this briag~i us back 
to the question t o  which the three Russian and the two 
Chinme revolntiona have mawered in practise: Is the 
petty bourgeoisie t h y ,  under the conditions of the 
world domination of imperialism, capable of playing 
a Ieading rwolutionary r61e in the capitali~t eomtrics, 
ewm when it ia a question of backwad countries, 
which are a t i l l  confront4 with the solution of their 
*ad puts the p a n t r y  More the political ehob & 
beep the bmgeoisiie and the pmletarkk Eveq 
2fme t h e  peasantry r~xmhggly d&h for a petty 
geois party, it a c W y  uupporta on ih bwk ibqw 
-mpital. If, in the period of the b t  Busaim rweb - I 
old boar@ pr2ie11 in order to surrender immediately, 
through itu leadern, to the h n c i a l  oligarchy. The 
same question arose in Poland, where the Pihudrrki 
movement mu simed directly against the reactionary 
boargeoie Mowaing government and mirrored the 
hopes of the petty bourgeoh mama and even a wide 
circle of the proletariat. It i6, no accident that the 
oM Polish rsacial democrat, Warski, out of fear of 
"undereathating -the peasantry", identilied the Pil- 
sudski overthrow with the Hdemocratic dictator~hip of 
the workers and peasants". It would lead us too far 
afield if f were to analyze here the Bulgarian experi- 
ences, that is, the disgraceful policy of confusion of 
the Kolarovs and Kabaktchiws towards the party of 
S t a ~ W k i ,  or the shameful experiment with the 
Farmer-Labor party in the United States, or Zino- 
vied8 romance with Rditch, ox the  experiment^ of the 
Communist Psrty of Rumania, a d  80 on and so forth 
without end. Some of t h e  questions are analyzed 
in their aereentia1 partn in my C d M m  of the Program 
af ths C d u m  The fundamental conclusion con- 
fimna and strengthens completely the lessons of Octo- 
ber: The petty bourgeoisie, together with the peanan- 
try, is incapable of the r81e of leader in modern, even 
if backward, bow@ ~ociety, in revolutionary as 
well as in reactionary epoch. The peasantry can 
either suppoxt the didatorship of the bourgeoisie, or 
serve to prop up the dictatorship of the proletariat, 
T d t i o n a l  foxms are only a dieguiee of the dicta- 
tomhip of the bourgeoisie which ham begun to totter 
.or, after a shock, has come to its feet again (Keren- 
u W ,  Fa~cism, Pileudski &ghe) .  
The peasantry can go either with the bourgeoisie 
or with the proletariat. But when the proletariat st- 
-8 to march at all cost8 with the paantry, which 
1 : 
1928, etc. 
Whoever doer not think thie out to the end, and who 
has not derderstmd the events from the f x d  t r d  
they have left W d ,  had better not d e h  into m 
olutionary politice. 
The most fundamental conclusion which Tr?ain drew 
from the lessom of the February and the October rev- 
olutions, and drew exhaustivdy and comgmhknsivel~!, 
thoroughly rejects tbe idea of the 6 6 h ~ 1 * 8 t i c  die- . 
tatorship". The following was m t e d  by hnb 
mince 1918 more than once: 
"AlI polltical economy-if one has kmed anything 
at all from it-the whole history of the revdntion, - ' - 
the whole b t o r y  of politid development during the 
nineteenth century, teaches as that the pewanpeasant goerr . + 
either with the worker or with the boargeob. If y q  
- - - - - - - - - 
aentmb, that is, of the bow poi^ revolutions in the 
baepsaard conutries, Lenin comes to the codmion 
h i t  onIy the dictatorrhip of the bourpiaie or the 
didatorahip of the proletariat is possible. There can- 
not be "democratic", that b, an intermediate dicta- 
tomhip. 
* 4 
E b  theoretical and historical excursion i summed 
up by Radek, as we see, in the rather poor aphorim 
that the boarpis revolution must be distinguished 
from the eocidbt, Sinking down to thb Clevel", Ra- 
dek etraightway etretches out a h g e x  to Kuuainen 
who, proceeding from his one lone reeource, that 5, 
"healthy ewrmon @ensen, considers it improbable that 
the slogan of the proletarian dictatoxship can be r&ed 
in the advanced ss well as in the backward countries. 
With the candor of a man who unde~tanda nothing, 
Kuwinen convih Trotsky of having 'learned noth- 
ing" dwe 1906. Following Kuwheq Rdek also be- 
comes ixonice1: for Trotsky %e peculiarity of the 
Chinew and Indian xevolutiona coneists precisely of 
the fact that they are in no way distinguhhd from 
the western European revolutions and mast therefore, 
in the &st steps [ ? t] lead to the dictatorship of the 
proletariat". 
Rdek forgets one t i &  in this connection : The die- 
bbrrhip of the proletariat was not r e d i d  in a 
-tern European country, but precisely in a back- 
ward eastern European country. L it Trohky'ar fault 
that the historid promma overrooked the ' ' p u k r -  
ityn of Russia? Rdek f o r e  further that the b u r  
p i s i e ,  that is, more precisely erpmsed, finance capi- 
td, ralee in all the -pitaliat muntries, with all the 
d w c i t y  of the d e w  of development of the rocid 
dm-, traditions, etc., that is, with d their 

- oP. a &a& pmgram of struggle for idhertee upon 
the m ~ o a  of workers and peasants can axise only 
oat of &e most minute etudy of the real peculiarity 
&%a given country, that in, of the living texture of the 
ledn and ekges of historicel development. 
Tbe peculiarities of a country which haa not ac- 
eompliehed or completed ib democratic revolution are 
of spch great signiscance that they must k taken au 
the basim for the program of the proIebrian vanguard. 
M y  upon the ba8h of such r ~ t h l  program can a 
bnmunirt party develop its real and successful strug 
gIe for the majority of the working c h s  and the 
toilers m general againat the bourgeoisie and their 
Bemocratic ngenta. 
The possibility of 8uccei~1 in this etruggle is of 
course determined to  r large extent by the d l e  of the i 
proletariat in the economy of the country, that in, by 
the degree of ih capihiiat development. This, how- 
ever, ir by no means the only criterion. No less im- 1 
portant i tlte question W e r  so farreaching and 
b n d q  a "problem of the people" &ts in the eoun- 
try, in the solution of which the majority uf the nation 
i 
i~ interested, and which dmnda  for its solution the 
baldest revolutionary measurn. To problem of tb 
I 
kitad are counted the agrarian question and the na- ' 
tional qwtion, in their moat variedt combinatiom. 
With the accatfll~ted agrarian problem and with the 
~ u p p o h b i l i t y  of the national aubjqption in the 
oolonia~ eountriw, the young and relatidy not num- 
erow pm1etsriat can come to  power, on the basis of r 
died chowubic &- nooner than the pro- 
Warkt of an n d v d  -try on the bash of a 
m y  mW&t molution. It would seem that after + Ocbkr it would not be m r y  to prove thin 
more. But through the yean of ideo10gid re- 
& 
ist WRY of putting the question. 
rites qot ody in the Ations of oomtriea to e& & -  
other, bat ale0 in the mutual relatiowhip of &' - 
varim procesuea \*itbin r country. A m q W  
poww. 
H m  we ron right op .g*mt the tro mP&& 
- - --- - -. - . - - 
dmmid theary of d d b m  in m e  emtry.  Not 
d y  bad%sad China, but in general, no country in 
the world build up socialism within itn own na- 
k i n d  bib : the highly developed p d u c t i v e  forces, 
which have grown out beyond the national boundaries, 
&& this jut as do the forces insdkiently developed 
for nationalization. The dictatorship of the prole- 
tariat in England, for example, would encounter dif- 
0dties and contradietiom, different in character, 
it is true, but not dighter one8 than thow that 
'RiU offer opposition to the dictatorship of the prole- 
tariat in China. To surnwunt these contradictions ia 
possible in both c a m  only by way of the international 
vvoIution. This standpoint bayed, no room for the 
question of the "maturity" or Gcimmaturity" of China 
for the socialist transformation. What remains in- 
disputable here is that the backwardness of China 
makes tbe tasks of the proletarian dictatorship ex- 
tremely diflicalt. But we repeat : hietory isr not made 
t o  order, and nobody has phcd the C h i n ~ e  proletar 
iat before a choice. 
Does this at least mean that every country, includ- 
ing the most backward colonial country, is ripe, if not 
for aoeialirm, then for the dictatorship of the prole 
tariat? No, thie is not what it means. Then what is 
t o  happen with the democratic revolution in general- 
a d  in the colonim in particular? Wher? ia it writ- 
ten-I answer the question with another question- 
that every colonial country is ripe for the immediate 
.and thoroughgoing solution of  it^ national democratic 
prablems? m e  question must be approached from 
the other end. Under the conditiom of the imperialist 
age, the national democratic revolution can be carried 
through to  a victorious m d  only when the social and 
political dationshipe of the country are mature for 
I *vat& the & pml&&bt f m  &$*d 
powex, the matiomd p b h b  fwnd a nibrd&$i @ dl w , g y  ml*n in the *e 
IF Mom Tang, 
L 
.. a ~ k c m m x i p e f a ~  
I d i t s q p w i m d i  
4 30mb& B d i n l i n p c r r s e , m e ~ s r a c r t ~ 4 g  ; t a u ~ c E r t ~ t h . t n a t o n l ~ ~ b o t ~ ~ i  
; &*in &!ah* pp€hr h&*yp b* i&,. d&i j  
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ith WbKI &&rack f o m ~  
S%& and Bharin  pre8ched that, thanks to the 
phi of ~~, the bourgeoisie could carry out 
the national revolution in China. The attempt was 
msde. With what resulter The proletariat wee put 
accident? No. 'The peasant go- either with the 
worker or with the bourgeois." In the first caw, the 
dictatorship of the proletariat arises, in the other, the 
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. It wodd seem that 
the Chinese leeon ia clear enough, even if etudied frum 
afar. "No," we are amwered, "that was only an 
abortive attempt, we want to begin everything dl over 
again and this time set up the 'genuine' democratic 
dictatorebip." what way ?" "On the social basis 
of the mkboration of the proletariat and the pea- 
santry,'' It is Welt who p-ts us with this latest 
discovery. But, if you dl permit, the Kuo Min Tang 
arose on that very stme bash: workers and pearante 
'Ltogethert' hauled the chestnuts out of the fire for the 
bourgeoi~ie. Tell us what the politid mechanics of 
thie eolleboration wil l  look like. How do you want 
to replsce the Kuo M h  Tang? What parties wil l  
be in power? Name them at least approximately, 
hiat at than ! T o  thb R&k anawera (in 19a8 !) that 
only people who are all done for, who are incapable 
of understanding the comphity of Marxism, can be 
interested in the incidental technical qnestion of which 
claw will be the home and which the rider* A Bo1- 
ehevik mwt ''divert" attentioa fm the political sup- 
ewkmctufe in favor of the class bask Come, you 
will have your little job! There haar been enough 
udivereion" l Moxe than enough ! In C h h ,  they di- 
in the inkemst. d 
I 
after the February revolution. The Bol- 
were accused by them of wanting to split tbe 
proletarkt vanguard from the peasantry and thereby 
to destroy the revolution. In other worde, the Men- 
shevika accused Lenin of +o*, or at lea&, of un- 
derestimating the peasantry. 
The criticism of Kamenev, Zinoviev and 0th- 
against fRnin war only an echo of the criticism of the 
Menshevikr. The present criticism of Radek in turn 
ia only a belated echo of the criticism of Kamenev. 
The policy of the epigones in China, inddhg the 
policy of R&k, is khe continuation and the further 
development of the Mwshm'k ma~querttde of 1917. 
The fact that the Communist party remained in the # 
Kuo Min Tang was defended not only by Btalin, but 
dso by M e k ,  with the same reference to  the necH- 
nity of the alliance of the worker~ and peaeantr. But 
when it waa "accidenta~y" shown that the Kw Min 
Tang wae n boargeoia paw, the attempt was repeated q 
with the Wt'' Kuo Min Tang. The rewits were the 
same. Thereupon, the ab~traction of the democratic 
dictatorship, in digtinction from the dictatorship of 
the proletariat, was elevated h e  thh eorry reality 
which bad not fulfilled the high h o p .  A new repeti- 
tion of what we already had h 1917, we heard a 
hundred times from 'fseretdi, Da6 and the others: 1 
'We have the dictatorship of the molutionary dem- ! 
oeracy, but yon are driving towax& the dictatoxship I 
of the prohbriat, that is, towards deetructiom" In 
tmth, people have short memories. The "revoltltfon- 1 
arg democratic dictatorshippp of S h i n  and Radek is I in no way d i~thpi~hed  from the "dictatorship of the . 
revolutionary democracy" of Tseretelli and Dan. And i 
m the books and ~ 1 u t i o n ~  d d  t o  China, M a  
OX PoIpeaia. Revolationi~ts are referred to  Lain% 
Os~onceptions" concerning future e v t s ,  which in h 
meantime have long ago beaome prort emnb, and in 
*tion, the hypothetical " c o n c e p t i d  of bnin are 
one-sidedly a d  crookedly interpreted, at dl ds 
not in the way that 'fienin himelf corntrued them aft- 
I - -  
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- come! Not at dl! No worker will adopt 
'.*:a .log.n : the Kuenskiad is lackegdom before the 
bm&oh% and a btayaI of the toilem." 
'LBnt how, then, must we rag it to  our workers?" 
the Communist of the East ~ k s  sadly, 
T o n  must say," impatiently answer8 the sentinel 
Kuhem, "that the democratic dictatorship i the one 
&at Lenin conceivd of with regard to  the future dem- 
ocratic revolutio~" 
If t h e  Commapist of the East is wt hacking in a 
certain thoughtfttheus, he will seek to  rejoin: 
LCBut didn't Lenin declare in 191 8 that the demoerst- 
ic dictatorship 0ret found its genuine and true reali- 
zation in the October mvo1ation through the 8etting 
up of the dictatorship of the pdetariat? Would it 
not be Wter to orientate the party and the working 
&s towarda this pemptive?" 
ITnder no circnmstsnoee. Do not even dare to think 
&bout it. Why, that ir t h e p ~ r m a n e n t  r-~r-evoln- 
tion ! That's Tr-r-r-otekybm !" 
After thin harsh reprimand the C~m~unist of the 
Eart hraa paler than the snow on the highest peaks of 
the Himalayas end abandons any further craving far 
bddge. Let come what may! 
And the c o n ~ e q ~ c e s ?  W e  know them well : either 
contemptible grodhg before C h i q  Kai-Shek, or 
M c  adventures. 
From Muxirm to Pacifism 
HaT lH m E A P B  P P O ~ B ~  &@-, 8- 
which, w it wekey 8- &part fram 'the h 1  h 
th&~~t%w,ERttwhidlbin~%lghmdtzlp* - 
' ~ t k m  by the of RadekPe shift t h  - 
' ~ ~ B ~ c h ~ ~ o f  I t i s r q +  :, 
- h t ~ f t h e ~ h t ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ' :  
~ r y o P ~ i n o m ~ t r y ,  O n e m t W t ~  
r w ~ , f o r ~ ~ o f  l€Ad&n- ~an* 7 
~ a n t I % e o t k d i e ~ ~ f  apinimiaitaf* 
~~4 4 it may tmqk. &at ih qumti& '' 
b h ~ e n d ~ d ~ p l l a l i ~ .  
I t i a a ~ h o f k h e d u g e m t h a t  
m o l u t i o m f r o m w i ~  BA& d t e e  
". . .was 4 0 w  of l f t t ae#&t  
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dictatomhip (but not the proletarian) h Bw- 
& w d d  be unable to maintain itself without the so- 
u& revolution in Europe. This thought runr like a 
d the a&ckB ~ n d  of hLh 
in the day8 of the Stuckholm party convention in 1908 
(poiemic against PI&nov, questions of the natiomIi- 
sation of the land, d q p r ~  of the re~toration, etc.). 
In that period, Lenin did not m n  raise the question 
of a proletarien dictatorship in Russia before the so- 
cialiat revolution in western Europe. But it is not 
there that the moat imporant thing lies for the mo- 
ment. What is the men* of "with the degree of the 
economic development of Russia in 1906"? And how 
do matters rtmd with the degree of 19177 I t  L on 
this difference in degree that the theory of eoeiabm 
in one country is exected. The program of the Comin- 
tern has divided the whole globe into squaree which are 
"adapted" to the independent construction of social- 
ism and those which are 'rllot dapted", and has there- 
by created the revolutionary strategy of a wries of 
hopelem blind deys.  The difference in economic de- 
gree a n  undoubtedly be of decisive si@cance for 
the political power of the working h a .  In 1906, 
we could not raise o u d v w  to  the dictatorship of the 
proletariat, jut as for that matter, we were unable 
t o  rise to tbe democratic dictatorship. In 1917, we 
set up the dictator~hip of the proIetariat which em- 
braced the democratic didatorship. But with the 
economic degree of development of 1917, as well a# 
with the economic degree of 19012, the dictatorship 
csn maintain itself and develop to  socialim only when 
tbe westem European proletariat coma opportunely 
to its ashtance. It ie obvious the* thie "apportane 
neasn cannot be calculated in advance: it is determined 
by the course of development and the struggIe. & 
- 
decisive word, the Merence in degree of 4 
of Rwais in 1WS a d  ie 1917, howewer hi@ 
+ in in itself, is a factor of m n d a q  order. 
But Radek dam not eontmt htnstlf with tW&d 
aoae refezen= to this diEemce of degree. 
has referred to the frtct that h n b  a a ~  the 
tion of th inner problems of the d u t h  
world problma (Indeed !), Melr addn : 
 enin in did eot hrpen the ~llleeption of tbie w: 
d o n  between the m a h k w m  of the smial idt  EM* 
tatomhip in Rwia  and the aid of the mhm EiS-1  
opean proletidat through the mcm&uZg m-;. 
fom&Sfme of M s k y ,  namely, h k  it mu& '% &' 
stab aid, thai in, khe aid of the ahad9 vi-:> 




mpm from the a d  of & - & ~ D R B ?  Th6&$ 
really 11~thiug more than a d& repmdudb~~ at- w. 
8tahht b a d t i m ,  which we dwaya usad C >dj$ 
such thorough of. M d e  of ever* 4&& 
the quota+ion Bhm that Radek ha9 a very bad nd .<- 
of the fumbne~tal i&r%s of the lminLt g@&> 
~ ~ ~ ~ n e v e r ~ m ~ ~ ~ a  
r r e d n o t m b i n t l k e d - n w y  (-4 
wmcy!) ~~t the soti& re*oh&k@ b;, 
h 1917-1918 aad the ~feare h t  -3 
_iq *aI in any way other than in connection with 
e&t revolution that hlrd beguo in Europe. H e  
n r k d  m y ,  for example: 'Without the victory of 
ihe molntioa in Gewany, we are doomed." He mid 
tl& in 1918, that is, not wi th  the "economic degree of 
Mopment ' '  of 1905, and he did not mean future 
decades, but the shod& periods, which were to b 
measured by a few yeare if not by moths. 
Lenin declared do- of h e n :  if we have held out, 
"then only because a special combination of &cum'- 
stancw has protected IM from international imprial- 
b for a brief moment [for a brief moment ! L. T.]". 
And further: "International hperialhm . . . can in 
no way and under no circumstances come to  terms with 
a Soviet republic existing by ib side . . . A collfiict 
becanes inevitable." And the conclusion? L it any- 
thing like the pacifist hope in the "preswre" of the 
proletariat or in the "neutmlizationn of the bour- 
geoisie? No, the oonclasion &: "Here lies the 
greatest diftldty of the Rwman revolution . . . t h e  
need of bringing about the international revoIution." 
(Volume XV, page 126.) When was this said and 
written? Not in IWS, when Nicholas n negotiated 
with Wilheh 11 on the suppression of the revolution, 
and when I advanced my 'caccentuated" formula, but 
in 1918, 1919 and later. 
The following is what bn in  said in retrospect at the 
Third Congress of the Comintem: 
''It was clear ta us that the victory of the proletar- 
ian revolution [in Russia. L. T*] is impossible with- 
out the support of the international revolution, the 
world revolukioa. Even before the revolution, and 
also after it, we believed: the rewlation will begin im- 
mediately, or at learnt very roon, in the other, capital- 
'hticall~ advanced countries, otherwise we are loat. And 
! -- 
altbough we ~ e r e  aware of &is, we 
- mainkah the Soviet aya- under ab 
, a t a n y p ~ c e , f o r w e b t h a t w e a ~ w a  
for o d v e a  but &Q for the intemhd 
W e  knew 2, and repeatedly apmd thb 
of o m  More the October -Intion a@ wdl a#:,% 
mediately afterward and daring tbe d u s i o l l . o f "  -
Bmt-Litonk peace. And g- apsoking #&aI Mhf. In d t y ,  the movement did not g~ ia 
r &rai&t litae as we had ."(Mhwdm of -;' ; . 
- Thid C-mc of d k C m n W m  page 854,Ru~~isl i  jl,; 
edition) 
S h e  $921, the movanent began to  p r o d  in a I& .
that m a  not 80 straight wg we h d  eqmted in 1917- 
1919 (d not only in 10Q8). But if n m r t h i h  dfd 
develop slow the line of the k e e o d a &  antago* 
ism between the workera' h t e  &.the baurgeois world. - 
-of thetwomurrt pi&! Topreaervethew~rkm' 
sbte from the deadly dangers, not only military bat - 
also mdc, can be done only by the viebriou deP- . 
elopeat of the prole* mltltion in the Weet. Tht 
attempt to dkmer two pol~itiom in Wu qu&ios, 
Lain% d mine, i the wt of theoratid a h a -  
h a a .  At lmet read wer lab, & mt caluu&& 
him, do not feed as uith ~ t d e  Stalinist pap! 
But the decline doea not come to 8 halt here. Bftex 
R* baa h t e d  the @tory that fienin mddewia- 
the Ueimplen (in rice, r e f d ,  ~~) d d 
the world proletariat a W t ,  while T-J! -- 
geratdy" demanded the atah* +t L, rev~- ' 
a, Lbde& con ti nu^ : 
%q=rk- ~ b a w e d i t r t ~ i r ~ t o o f h a i t ~ '  
remainad right. The Enmpm pEetariat 
get able to eaptnre power, but it WM mtro~  
d & g t h e i n t e r v d o & b p ~ & 1 * ~ r l d .  
I 
. K - ,I-. " ' - ~ ~ ~ ~ & m g f o - s & ~ t u m .  . B y W  I 
7 i .#t maimkin the Soviet power. Fear of the 
bbr-mmmd, next t o  the antagonimw in the capi- 
-$i&t world ibelf, was the main force that guaranteed 
@e +rrintmum of p c e  during the eight yeara after 
+he -tion of the interntion,'' 
This paassge, while it does not sparkle a h  origi- 
nality on the background of the writing exercises of the 
pment-dsy literary &aIdom, is merthe le~  note 
worthy for its combination of historical anaohronh, 
plitioal confusion and the grossat errom in principle. 
h Radek'~ words it would follow that Leain in 
1908 foretold in his b d m  TWO Tac#ica (thb ia 
the only work to which Rad& referr) that the re- 
latiomhip of forces betmen stsb and clansea after 
1917 w d  be nu& a8 to exdude for a Long time the 
' ?  
poeJWy af a grest military intervention +t us. 
Xn contrast to  this, Trotsky in 1906 did not foresee i 
the &uation that would necessarily arise after the I imprdbt war, but only reckoned w i t h  the dih . : 
of that time, ~nch as the mighty HoheneoIlern army, j 
the wry droag Hapsburg military power, the ahnighty i 
Parie B m e ,  etc. !LWa is a t d y  momtroas am&- 
ronism, which becomeo even more complicatesl by ite 
r i d i ~ u h s  inner cantnrdictiom. For according to h- 
j 
deH, my principal mistake d t e d  precisely of the 
fact that J did advance the pmpective of the dicta to^ i 
ship of the proletariat %Sth the degree of develop 
m a t  of 1W6". Now the aecona %&taw becomes 
plain: I did not codder the peqmtive of the die- 
tatorship of the proletariat put forw+rd by me on the 
eve of the 1906 revolution in the li@t of the interm- 
tional dtnation as it arose after 1917. When the wual 
of Stalin look like this, we don't wonder 
u b t  it, for we know well enough his "degree of dev- 
I 
that b, of h w  a d  d h  what war c m  b 
~~d~fmdkpttoib:bgl#kbp#m~tb 
@aPiaf wpm bh bowgtwhk o r  bg b h  tidl war 
to  o w d h o w  t b  botwgeahk? Rad& has accident- 
uUy introduced the e m t i i d  question of proletarian 
policy into this conteeted field. 
Would Radek say that I not ody the 
peasantry but abo the pressure of the proletariat 
upon the bourgeoisie, and have taken into coneidera- 
tion the proletarian revolution exclueivdy? It is 
hardy to be asmmed that he will defend such rm ab- 
surdity, worthy of a Thiilm-, Semard or a Mon- 
mousseau. At the Third Congrear~ of the Cornintern, 
the ultra-lefts of that time (Zinoviw, !lhhimer, 
TMmrurn, Bela Kun, etc.) advocated the tactic of 
putschism in the Wwt a~ the way b save the U. S. 8, 
R. Together with Lenin, I explained to  them as pop 
ularly as po~eible that it would be the beet d on 
their part if they wonld p laddy and systematically 
secure their positiom, and prepare themselves for the 
capture of power, instead of improvising revolutionaq . 
adventures for us. At that time, regrettably emu&, 
Rudek w m  not oi the aide of Lenin and Tmhky, but . 
argumentation of ILenin and m y a d  consisted 
of as railing the irrstionall J "accentuated 
inter4 and international &tiom, we Ma- added 
tht "pre~nre'' k a func~n of the rewI~timarg 
stm& for porwer a d  depends entirely u p  the 
b '- development of the latter. For thb ream* h n h  de- :. . hered a + at the end of the Thid Congress, a+ . 
. - 
an enlarged intimate oonfermce of the delepte~, which 
' .  
wan directed against the tenthcia of passivity and 
I .  tempmizing, nnd closed with 8ppmximrrt~Iy the fob 
lowing m o d :  No adventures, but, dear f r i d ,  juat' 
the same, hatiten a little, for by '$ressureW alune we 
ammot 1ut long. 
aadek refem to the fact that the European prole- 
tariat was nat in a position to  assume power after the 
war, but that it prevented the bourpiak from beat- 
ing tu down. We h o  took the m i o n  more th&n 
o ~ t o p k o f t h i s ; ~ t b e ~ ~ n p r o -  
h r i e t  arreded in p-ting o w  dmoWon amly 
b a s e  the prearrure of the proletariat coincided with 
I 
the heavieet ob j& co~~~quences  of the imperidat 
war d the world s n ~ ~  mxemtaated by them. 
Which of these e l d  was d more decisive w- 
3 
- same: the struggle within the imperialist camp, the 
b 
C eaommic callapse, or the prerrenre d the prdetwiat 
- ir  hard to eay, but the quation cannot k pond that 
way, &her. That peaoeful prestaure alone is k d e -  
~rrate was demonstrated too clearly by dhe imperialist 
war, which usme in epite of dl upresntrre)3* And i- 
d~, arad t h i n  is most important, if '+he pres~~ure of the 
proletariat in the first critical years for the Bwiet re- 
pWc, proved to be dective enough, then it w w  only 
brim it wae no* a question at that h e  for the 
mitkiexr, af Europe of pressn~e, but of the 8-1e 
Zn lW5, there wae neither s war nor an 
troope, or, in generid, tn come to the aid of the aar.  . 
But wen in 1918, the prwmm of the German pmle- 
tariat did not prevent the Hohawollerns from occupy- 
ing the Ridtie provinces m d  the Ukraine3 and if they 
did not get as far as Mwcow then it was only b u 8 e  
their military forcm were not adequate. Otherwise 
why did we conclude the Breet pace? How lightly 
. &e yeeterdayr are forgotten! Withoat c d h g  him- 
self to  the hope in the ''pressure" of khe proletariat, 
Lenin mptedly rmerted that without the &man 
, d u c i o n  we maid certainly be destroy& This wtw 
correct in m a c e ,  although the inkemah were ehifted 
W e  n d  no illueions: we have mc&d an andakd 
. moratorium W e  live, as before, under the condittoma 
of a %enthing @. 
A condition in whiuh the pmletariat has not yet 
&wd power, but caa p h  the bourpmis from 
&%zing ita power for r war, io r ooadition of a shaaty 
class qujli'bhm iu ite Bharpest qre&m It ie j d  
the kind of condition hi mmmt l& long. The 
a& mast dip tad w e  side or the other. Either 
the prole-t cornea to  power, or e k  th boar&ien 
b~ a seriea of eucceesive Mom, w&na the xevddiop 
ary preseure in ~uch is way that it once mom gains 
freedbm of action, above dl in tbe question of w a ~  
- and peace. 
Only a reformiat c m  picture the pm~fve of 
L 
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proletariat upon the bourgeois state as a p e m l y  
heressing fadar and ae a guarantee against interven- 
tion. It is precieely out of thie conception that am= 
the theory of the construction of socialism in one 
country by means of the neu#raExation of the world 
bourgeoisie (Stalin). Jwt as the owl taken flight at 
twilight, so aho did the Stalinist theory of the neu- 
tralization of the bourgeoisie by *he pressure of the 
proletariat arise only when the conditions which en- 
pndered this theory began to diwppear, 
While the falsely interpreted experience of the p a t -  
war perid led to  the deceptive h o p e w e  can manage 
to live without the revolution of the European prole 1 
tariat, and substitute for it "arupport in general3'-the 
worId situation has in the meantime undergone abrupt 
changes. The defeats of the proletariat opened up 
roads for capitalist stabilization. T h e  collap~e of 
capitalism after the war was checked. New genera- 
tiow grew up who had not taated the horrors of the 
imperialkt slaughter. T h e  rendt is that the bour* 
ohie is now able to diepose more freeIy of its war 
machine than it was Eve or eight yeam ago, 
The hftward radicalhation of the working rnaeses 
mi undoubtedly, in its further development, once more 
sharpen the presrwre upon the bourgeois state. But 
t h i ~  ia r two-edged sword. It h precisely the grow 
ing danger from the side of the working class that can, 
at a later stage, drive the bourgeoisie to decieive atepe 
in order to  show that it i~ maater at home, and to at- 
tempt to  deetroy the great center ~f contagion, the 
Soviet republic. The ntmggb ogairut aoar is decided 
aot bg pre#mrc upom tL gm-t best bg fL  re+ 
& h q  sdmgpk for ~ W W .  The "pacifist"  effect^ 
of the proletarian class struggle, like  it^ reformist 
d&, are only by- product^ of the revolutionary 
For this reaBoa, l a i n  said.ii 1905 that the only 
antee against the monarcist reatoration, a d ,  in 191& ' 
against the restoration of capitalism, is not the pree- 
sure of the proletariat but its revolutio~l&ry vietory in 
Europe* ~ i s t h e o d y ~ m e t w a y o f p o ~ i n g ~  - -
qumtion. In spite of the lengthy character of this 
"breathing ~pacd', it stilI Fernaim f d y  in force today. 
I too put the question in the very same way. I wrote 
in Resdta a d  P w t p c t k  in 1906: 
"It b preciedy the fear of the upriaiog of the pro- 
letariat that corn* the bourgeois p&&, which vote 
fabulous ~ u m s  far war purposes, ta demomtmte soE 
d y  for p e e ,  to  drem of international peace in- 
stitutions, wen of the cat ion  of -the United Staka 
of E n r o ~ a  pitiful declamation which, -tuxally, 
can prevent neither +,he &m between the stab 
nor armed c w f l i ~ t s . ~  ( h r  Rewoldom, R d t z  Md 
P&rdp~diW#~ pa@ 
' The basic mistake of the Sixth Coqmss coneieh of 
the fact that, in order to  save the p a a t  a d  natimal 
reformiat prapedivee of S t ~ - b u ~  it embarked 
upon r e ~ o l u t i o ~ r y - t ~ c a l  d p e s  against the war 
danger in which it separah the struggle agakt  wsx 
from the etruggle for power. 
The impirers of the Sixth Congress, by tkeir w q  
nature frightened ted&ed constructore of - 
were aware that their leadership up to  now 
quare their accounts with the "accentanted formala- 
tion?' of Marxism, which ti- up the problem of war 
into  TI heperable knot with the problem of the rev- 
olution. They have made the straggle sgaimt the 
war an independent task. In order that the national 
partiea ehan not oversleep the M v e  hour, they pro- 
daimed the war danger as permanent, unpostponable 
and immediate. Everything that happens in the world 
hap- for the p u r p e  of war. War b now no 
bnger a means of the bourgeob d&e, but the bour- 
p i s  w e  is a means of war. As a eonquwce, 
the etm&e of the Communist Wrnational against 
war is converked into a system of ritualistic form&, 
which are repeated antomaticdly at every occbon ' 
and, losing their &4-, evaporate. Stalinist I 
natioasl socialism has the tendency to wnvef i  the I 
~ommani8t Lnternationd into an auxiliary means of 
Upreearuw" upon the bourgeoide. It h just this ten- 1 
dency, and not Marxiam, that helps Radek with his 
euperffcial, draggle-tailed and #oughtless criticiem. 
He has lost the compass a d  hae Wed in a strange 
dream tbat can bring him to far M e f e n t  ~hores. 
ALXA-ATA, Ookbm 19%8 
later. The criticii of the permanent revolution only 
sewed Radek a~ a jumping bard to get away fr* 
the Oppoeition. Onr whole brochure proveu, we hape, 
tion of xeptcmee, Radek wmphtdy &b;litsta 
Stab's policy in C b h .  This means to sink down to 
the Iwel of betrayd T h e  only r& for me to 
feats of oppo~mim+&e chiwe 
trio of capitnlators seeks t o  do away wi 
oath that it halt nothing in oommw 
of the pemm& revolutioa 
' I  L ,  - " 1  
fact: all tho~e in the ranks of ehe Oppodtioa who 
defended the subodimtion of the Commuuiet prt.p 
to  the Kuo Min Tang tamred out to be capitdato- 
This outright mark of Bhame d m  nat burden a 
Oppo~itionbt who has remained true to his bamer. 
Sweaty-five yesra after the appearance of tbs C m  
d t  Manifeabo, a quark  of a century a h  the 
founding of the party of the Bolsheviks, thwe ill- 
starred %rxietnS eonaided it poseible to  defend the 
remaining of the Commuhts in the cage of the Kno 
Min Tang! Tn hh answer to my charges, aadeg d- 
ready then, just ss in hb leth~ of repentame today, 
frightened as with the Lolation' of the pmlebriat 
from the peasantry in the event that the Commd& 
p&y withdrew from the bourgeois Kuo Mia Tang. 
Shortly before that, Rrdek caned the Canton -ern- 
I 
L ' .  
mexit a peasants' ntld workers' government and thereby 
7.. -. helped Stalin to d i e a e  the subordinat50rt af the 
L proletariat to the bour@i With what are th- 
7, shameful d d ,  he comeqwnces of thk bhdneps, 
this stupidity, thia betrayal of Marxism t o  be cov- 
ered? With what? With the permanent mlutionl 
"Aa far back aa February 19B9 Rdek, who w a ~  
alredy I o o h r  far an ommian for hie eapituhtion, 
adhered promptly to the resolution of t h e  Februsry 
P b  of the Executive Commithe of the Cornintern 
j?a 30% on the Chine= question. Thb reedtftio~ 
@ d a  &e Trot~kyirtr aa liquidatore h w e  tbey 
called d e f ~ t s ,  defeatr, and were not willing to  consider 
. * 
-;I 4 .  
C '  
0111th the course towads the armed 
the Soviets was proclaimed. For -erg 
wid of political instinct, shlupened by 
experience, thia molution oonetitutee a 
ferent angle. The Chineee m~olution, he wrote, L sib , . 
ready defeated, and Seated for a long time. A =) 
revolution will not come so soon. Does it pay to 
squabble shut China with the Centriste? On thid 
theme, Pmbra&enskg amt out lengthy e p h h .  
I read them in Alme-Ata, I e x p r h d  a fdbg of 
ahame. What did thwe people Learn in W e  ~ e h d  
I asked myself over 4 wer again. P x e o b r t d ~ ~  
sky's premises were diametrically opposed in content 
to Radek's premises, yet the con&iona were the same: 
both of than were hepired by the great desh for 
Yaroalav~ky to embrace them f r a t e d y  though the 
medium of M d k y * .  Oh, of coarse, for the epsd ' 
of the revoIuEion. Thwe are in no careeris+ 
heaven forbid: they are aimply helpbe, ideologidf 
desobted peopIe. 
ccAgabt the dventurisk ~ l u t i o n  d the F e b  
ruary P b u m  of the E. C. C. I. (1928) I already : 
then put forward the course towarda the mob&- 
democracy, indudbg also the Chinme Conshent &T, 
1s . .- . t10# T E O T I X Y  
md&y.  But here the h o p h  tlrrew a aolner 
M t  t0thtLeft:thatWaa c h t a p d o ~ t e d ~  
k now. lkmcratic slogans? Nmr. Thh- is 
r grosr mistake of Trotsky.' &me &rvi&-ad 
not one percent disconut! It is hard to  conceive of 
rnytbing more d e s ~  than thk-by your leave- 
paeition. The slogen 'SoviebP in the epoch of khe 
bourgeois reaction 21 a baby-rattle, a mockery of the 
So+&. But even in the epoch of the revolution, that 
is, in the epoch of the direct building of the Soviets, 
we did not P'liminete the nlopna of democracy. W e  
did not eliminate them ant3 the real Soviets, which bad 
already conquered power, das3red before the eye8 of 
the maeues with the real iustitutiom of the democracy. 
Thh in the hgwe of h d n  (and not of the 
phibtine S t a h  and his parrotr.) : not to skip over the 
democratic stage in the devdopmeat of the country. 
"Chatride of the democratic p r o v t i t n e n t  
maembly; eight-how day; codecation of the hnd; 
nrrtiod independence of China; right of selfdeter 
mination for the peoples living within it---outmide of 
thia democratic program, the Communist Party of 
China b b o d  h a d  a d  fmt 4 is compelled to  sur- 
d e r  the field pmsively to the Chinese rocid dem- 
acrscy which, with the aid of Stah,  Radek and com- 
w y ,  would be in a position k aarrume the place of 
the Commnnist party. 
'Thus: dthough m the tow of the Opposition, Ra- 
deli neverthelees overslept what war most important in 
the Chiraeee rew,luth, for he d e f d  the s u e  
tion of the Communiet party to the bourgeois Kuo Bib 
Tang. Radek ovem1ept the Chinese counte~rev01u- 
k b~r aupporthg the course upon the armed nprie- 
@ dter the Cantun adwdure. Rdek today skip 
mer the period of the eo&rew)l&ion d the 
the abtraet idea of Soviets 
But for that Bad& aweara 
Eommon witb the pemmmat 
,gratifying. That M consoling- . . 
'The anti-Mamilin theory of S ~ - ~  d. 
for China, India a d  dl the countriee of the, Jfbh 
the altered but not improved repetition of &e =, 
;&fin Tang experiment. 
"On the bash of all the experience of the R& 
- and Chineme revoIutions, on the b a ~ i ~  of the teach- 
"' existing dgime and transfer the power t o  the mww 
of the people exclusively in the form of the dictator- 




"that the 'democratic dictatodip of the proletariat ' b 
and the peasantry', in contra~t to  the dictatorship of 
the ~roletariat which leads the  peasantry and r d h  - - I >  .,.; 
the program of democracy-is a fiction, e&-dtmptio& 
or what ie worse yet-* Kerenskiad or a Kuo 
'Tang adventure. 
"Between the & h e  of Kerenekg and Cbk 
. anything else is shamdull y deceiving the workem of 
the East a d  is preparing new catastrophes. 
"The Opposition sage to  the workers of the Esd: 
through inner-party machinations, desolated capita- 
lators are helping Stalm to  sow the seeda of Cent- 
to  b W  your eyes, to rtop up your ears, t o  befuddle 
your heads. On the one hand, you are 
L E O N  T I L O T B f P  
face of the naked boargeoia dictatomhip by being f o r  
bidden to  unfold the struggle for democracy ; on khc 
other hand, perspectives axe painted for you of e r n e  
kind af a non-proletarian dictabrahip that will h- 
liver you, a d  thereby new tramformetions of the 
Kuo Mht Tang are supported, that new suppres- 
sions of the workers' and pa~ant r '  revolution. 
"Such preachera are betrayers. Learn to  distrast 
them, workers of the Ealt, learn to  despiae them, learn 
to drive them out of your ranks! . . . 93 
F a  Tbpp 
XOPB T ~ T  the 
clusionr. 
1. The theory of the permanent revol~ian H 
d e m a d  the greatest attention of every l k h x ~ &  fM 
the coarse of the ideo10gical am$ dm* M- 
h l l y  a d  codmivdy r a i d  this ~qluesthn fmm tk 
meSm of Femiaiscemm over the dd ~exex lcee  09 M 4  
L . L E O N  T B O T B X T  
an important place in the democratic revolution. With- 
out an alliance of the proletariat with the peasantry, 
the task8 of the ddemocr&ic revolukion cannot be 
i solved, nor even seriously posed. But the e h n c e  of 
--. these two clrrsees can be r e d i d  in no other way than 
through an intransigeant struggle againsL the influ- 
ence of the national liberal bourgeoisie. 
4. No matter how the fimt episodic db;gea of the 
revolution may be in the individual countrim, the reali- 
zation of the revolutionary alliance betwwn the p m  
letariat and the peasantry is conceivable only d e r  
the political direction of the proIetarirrn vanguard, 
organized in the Communist party. Tb in turn 
means that the victory of the democratic revolution 
is conceivable only through the dictatorship of the 
proletariat which base iheIf upon the ~ U i m c e  with 
the peasantry and firat solves the problems of the dem- 
ocratic revolution. 
6. T h e  old dogan of Bobhevism-"the democrakic 
dictatorehip of the proletariat and peasantryn QX- 
presBes precisely the above characterid relations3ip 
af the proletariat, the peaemtry and the liberal bour- 
geoisie. Thb haa been confirmed by the experience of 
October. But the old formula of hn in  ilriea not set- 
tle in advance the pxoblem of what the mutual rela- 
tions between the proletariat and the peasantry inside 
of the revolutionary bloc will be. In other word4 the 
formula has unknown algebraic quantitiee which have 
tu make way for precise arithmetical qudi t i e s  in the 
p-e of historical experience. The latter ahowrd, 
ud2ander circuntstancw that exclude every other in- 
.- . 
. -  - 
% 
6. A demoeretic didatomhip of 
heme poles. Between the KefensW d the B o w  
tomhip of the workera and prmmts. 
7. The endeavor of the hintern 
hng ago exhruated by btorg., cen have 
- .  
... , + a-lky &ect* In a0 far, as. thie &@&D. is ~~ 
' p e d  to the slogm of the di&hahip of the prole- 
' tariat, it contributes to the b l ~  of the 
1 
pdetariat into the petty b m @  mesa ruad in this 
manner createa better conditions for the hegemony of 
the national bourgeoisie and comequeptly for,& col- 
lap- of the democratic revolution. The introduction 
of this dogan into the program of t h e  Cornintern is a 
direct betrayal of Marxism md of tlfe Ootober t d -  
tiona of BoIshevism. 
8. The dictatorship of the proletariat which has 
risen to power aa the leader af the democratic revoln- 
* I  
tion L inevitably and very quickly placed before b8k6 
that are bound up with deep inroads into the rights of 
bourgeois proprty. The democratic revolution grown 
over immediately into the rociaht, and thereby be- 
1 
cornea B pmamm# revolution. 
9. The conquest of power -by the p,roletrriat does 
not terminate the revolution, but only OF it. So- 
d& cmtrudtion is conceivable only on the founda- 
t tion of the class struggle, on a national d intern&- t i d  ede, This m e ,  under the cw&mm . . I ' of 
I an ovemhhhg p d h  of capitalist &tiow 
IF. ship on the world a m ,  wiU inevitably lead to ex- 
plosions, that is, i n t e d y  to civil wara, and externally 
k cevdutianary waxs. Therein fiea We pernlmk 
the rociaht revolution wi&h 
is developed farther on the inC~-~hte 
the world arena. The, ttre d c r l i e t  
comes a permanent revolution in a newer 
for b idd in t  t r a ~ f o ~ t i o o .  
~ a e  n r i o w  c-triea w i ~  go throug~~ tbis - 
at memt tempos. Backward e o d *  & mr- ' 
i& revolution. 
mntaral resources) does not improve mattera but onlg 
makes tbem worse. The b i k  with the hhmmtiad 
positi~n. a l w s p  Eeadrr to a nationa1 memianism, %hat . 
is, to attribute epecid prmwgak d pe~n lh r&b  
to oxre'a owa country, which would pmit it ta pby 
a Ale that other countrieu cmmt ~tttain. 
 he ' ~ I M ~ I ~  cli* of MOP, the w- ot aov- 
kt industry upon foreip tdmique, tbe depdewe of 
the productive fmca of the a d v d  eottn.trb of 
EarOpe upon h t i c  raw mtehh, eh,, et*, make 
the constraction of a aodabt swiety ht my single 
4ounkq imposeible. 
18. The theory of StabBucharin not only con- 
t-te the damaratie rwblution quite r n d d d y  to 
the d a l i s t  redation, but also team the national rev- 
elution from u e  Intmmational path. 
This h r y  a& the revolution in tb hekmd 
aountriee the taak of estabhhimg an unmahble Fe 
.&e of th democratic dietatomhip, it contra& thin 
14. The program of the Cornintern created 4y ' -; 
Bueharia is ~~y deetic. It * t h e h a p  . 
hi attempt to reconcile the theory of rmmah h m 
eomtry with Madan in^^^ which is9 hm- 
ever, inseparable from the pel- character of W : 
world xevolntian. The struggle of the C o m m d  - 
frthe other. 
CO~STAXTIXOPLs,  N @ q  m, -9 
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